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PLACELESSNESS AND THE RATIONALE FOR HISTORIC
PRESERVATION: NATIONAL CONTEXTS AND EAST TEXAS
EXAMPLES
By Jeffrey A. Owens
The spellcheckcT on my computer does not recognize "placelessness" as
a word, and it is not in the unabridged dictionary. However, an internet search
pulled 2,000 hits for the tenn, and the meaning is readily comprehended.
"Placelessness" is a mental response to a generic environment. It can mean
disorientation, caused by the disappearance of landmarks, or alienation,
resulting from peoples' dislike of their surroundings. It describes a place without heritage, one that lacks identity or is artificial and meaningless. Edward
Relph coined the tenn in 1976 in Place and Placelessness, a study of environmental philosophy. That same year, Yi-Fu Tuan, a geographer, founded the
discipline of Human (i.e. "Psycho") Geography by publishing Space and
Place: The Perspective of Experience. Tuan explored how people feel about
the "where" they inhabit; how they become atcached to homes, neighborhoods, and nations; and how thesc feelings overlap into myth or the experience of the sacred. Other books followed, like Cosmos and Hearth, The
Necessity for Ruins, The Poetics of Space, and Postmodern Geographies.
Authors applied Placelessness to fields as diverse as theology, psychology,
anthropology, literature, and theater. Concerns about Placelessncss also
attached themselves to historic preservation. For example, in 1999, William
Leach published Country of Exiles: The Destruction of Place in American
Life. Leach depicted "a vast landscape of the temporary" in which fungible
executives, itinerant managers, cross-trained employees, and hourly workers
float through the landscape like disembodied phantoms. Most want continuity and stability, but the realities of the mass-culcure economy make that
increasingly difficult to attain. Meanwhile, towns and cities grow ever more
generic, sporting the same corporate logos in every business district and the
same housing in every neighborhood. What remains to distinguish one place
from another? I
Of course, worries about the obliteration of American landmarks pre-date
the discovery of "placelessness" as an intellectual phenomenon. This article
discusses the merits of historic preservation and identifies several restoration
categories. Nationally known prototypes will be presented, then the emphasis
will be on East Texas. Our region has great resources for preservation, but its
people lack vision. Many East Texans seldom travel to places where historic
preservation is practiced, so they discollnt the potential of the built environment. This article's focus on the achievements of East Texas preservationists
is intended to stimulate a greater awareness of what could be accomplished
"right here!"
Placeless Geography, according to Ingolf Vogeler, occurs when "buildings that are something are being replaced by nothing." Vogeler defines someJeffrey Owens teaches histvry
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thing buildings as those that arc "distinctive, unrepeatable, and rooted in time
and place." The idea that some buildings are more meaningful than others,
due to their age, style, or method of construction, is fundamental to preservationists. Paul Fussell, in a book ealled Class, argued that the American mlddIe class suffers from "rootlessness," moving at the beck and call of corporations, constantly fearing the loss ofjohs and familiar envlronments. Old houses and antiques, or at least tasteful imitations, lend an air of permanence. The
prosperous but rootless, living with instability. seek permanence through symbols of the past. 2
lames Kunstler. in The Geography of Nowhere. veers into actual hatred
for the placeless landscape. Kunstler decries an America of "highway strips,
parking lots. housing tracts, mega-malls, junked cities. and ravaged countryside." He fears that "a land full of places that are not worth caring about. will
soon be a nation and a way of life that is not worth defending." John
Brinckerhoff Jackson, a Harvard and Berkeley professor, the so-called "godfather of American landscape studies." makes no ethical judgments about contemporary landscapes. Instead, he argues that the modern urban environment
is not about place and permanence but rather about time and movement.
lackson celebrates the same highways, mobile homes, parking lots. and malls
that Kunstlcr despises. In fact, Jackson's Discovering the Vernacular
Landscape dispassionately examines the evolution of housing in New Mexico
from adobe village to trailer park. "Form just follows function." But preservationists cannot agree. 1
Obviously, no consensus as to the need for historic preservation exists.
Certainly the repair of derelict properties has quantifiable, positive side
effects, but is the restoration of certain buildings - due to their age, style, and
a"isociations--equivalent to moral good and civic virtue? Rabid preservationists believe that saving buildings equates to saving souls, and that society
reverts to barbarism without reminders of the past. Few would argue with the
right of persons to spend their money as they wish. Controversy arises when
some members of society insist that preservation is good for everyone and that
everyone, therefore. should pay for it. Historic preservation then becomes a
matter of pubhc debate.
What is historic preservation supposed to accomplish? What is the
Rationale for Preservation? Its proponents cite many henefits. For example,
the enduring qualities of old buildings recall virtues like craftsmanship and
durability, the intelligent use of now-unobtainable materials. Beyond that,
preservation adds scenic diversity. It reminds us that generations other than
our own have built things that they hoped would last. Many believe that old
buildings recall values that made our country great. Preservation adds interest, heauty, and romance to our lives. Saving unique places promotes heritage
tourism and builds communities of interest among people with common goals
and values.
On a more tangible level, preservatlon adds value to a city's tax base.
Vacant lots are mowed, properties repaired, and vandalism reduced. Preserva-
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tion rejuvenates commercial areas and raises resale values. It reduces urban
sprawl, because we learn to value what exists rather than to abandon it or tear
it down. Preservation leads to property appreciation, while new construction
(espe(;ially the shoddy, disposable variety) leads to urban blight and (often
rapid) depreciation. The findings of an impact study from Richmond,
Virginia, demonstrated that in a four-year period, renovations along one historic street added S28 million to the city tax rolls. The value of the restored
properties rose f011y-one percent, compared to a twenty- three percent increase
for new construction. The assessed value of the renovated historic properties
equaled that of all other buildings in the ten-block area. Preservation pays! It
stimulates business for a host of industries and allows people of limited means
to acquire distinctive, affordable homes. It even helps the poor and elderly by
making older neighborhoods safer. Many people find psychological fulfillment in caring for a piece of history. The restored building becomes something that they share with others..1
An examination of what preservationists have saved over the years
reveals that restorers frequently have different motives and strategies. The
kinds of properties restored, and the people attracted to those projects, group
themselves into six major categories, or "historic preservation concepts."
Here are the six concepts, as I see them: first, the Patriot Shrine Concept, dedicated to honoring Great Men or Great Events; second, the Americana
Concept, based on the interpretation of everyday life through groups of historic buildings; third, the High-Society Museum, or "Envy Me, Admire My
Stuff," Concept, reflecting the public's fascination with mansions and finery;
fourth, the Washed-Up-Community Concept, featuring heritage tourism, pilgrimages, romantic lodgings, and antique malls; fifth, the Community
Bandwagon Concept, in which an otherwise "modem" community rallies to
save a "white elephant;" and sixth, the If-Walls-Could-Talk Concept. for private restorations undertaken by victims of placelessness. The last concept is
well known from a popular cable televislon series of that name, so we turn our
attention to the other five ..1
Category One-the Patriot Shrine Concept-is the oldest kind of historic
preservation in the United States and will claim the lion's share of our attention. The earliest major group effort of the type is the Mount Vernon Ladies'
Association's purchase of George Washington's home from his grand-nephew
in 1858. The ladies' mission was clear: "Those who go to the home in which
he lived and died, wish to see in what he lived and died ... upon you rests this
duty." Women could not vote, but saving Mount Vernon demonstrated their
right to help pre~erve the Republic. Since membership was by invitation only,
the Mount Vernon ladies could also assert their vision of who should be in
control. The ruling <.:lass of colonial and revolutionary-era America might be
sinking in visibility, wealth, and power, but its members still knew who they
were. Board seats and fundraisers became opportunities for old clites to maintain power and legitimacy. The house and great man were catalysts, but the
exertion of status helped rally the troops.1>
The Ladies' Hennitagc Association, formed in 1889 to save Andrew
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Jac.:kson's home, became another path-breaking Patriot Shrine group. Its
members proved that political lobbying could bring results. In 1907, historian-president Theodore Roosevelt visited the Jackson shrine and promised
government assistance (1908 was an election year). The ladies shrewdly
recruited a U.S. senator from Tennessee and a congressman from Nashville to
the board of trustees, and secured $5,000 from the national treasury for repairs
and improvements. Projects like Mount Vernon and the Hermitage quickly
provided historic pre~crvation the sheen of exclusivity and prestige. 7
Closer to home. the Daughters of the Republic of Texas preserved Patriot
Shrines as well. Descendants of prominent Texas families, most notably Betty
Ballinger and Hally Bryan Perry, started the organization in 1891. Among its
other achievements, the group persuaded the state to buy, mark, and preserve
the San Jacinto hattlefield. The Daughters became custodians of the Alamo in
1905, and later operated the French Legation in Austin (buill in 184m, saved
the Old Land Office Building (1858), and in East Texas assumed responsibility for the Ezekiel Cullen house in San Augustine (1 H39).x
Overall, East Texas lags a bit in the Patriot Shrine category_ The region
has not produced many nationally known political leaders, so Great Man sites
are scarce. The boyhood home of John Nance Garner, vice president from
1933 to 1941, stands in Detroit. midway between Paris and Clarksville.
Bonham boasts the Sam Rayburn House and Library, preserving the memory
of "Mr. Sam." Lady Bird Johnson's childhood home, the antebellum TJ.
Taylor house at Karnack, may eventually become a memorial, but she is more
closely identified with LBJ Ranch and a wildflower center ncar Austin. U.S.
Senator Ralph Yarborough's childhood home at Chandler also exists, but
Yarborough was so unpopular during his Senate tcrm (1957 to 1970) that his
home is unlikely to become a shrine. 9
Few of the East Tex as homes belonging to past presidents of the Republic
of Texas or former governors of the state remain, and those that do are typically preserved only because of private endowments. J. Pinckney Henderson
(1846-1847), the first governor, settled at San Augustine in I H40; his home.
though altered, still stands. Governor Pendleton Murrah (1863-1865) lived in
Marshall at 1207 S. Washington Blvd. The site is marked. Governor .lames
Stephen Hogg (1891-1895) broke the Redeemer tradition. Born at Rusk in
1851 to a Confederate general, orphaned at age eleven and forced to sell his
family's plantation for taxes, Hogg moved to Quitman to work for the Wood
County sheriff, left: for Tyler with a newspaper job, then founded the
Longview News in 1871 and a second paper in Quitman. Becoming district
attorney and state attorney general from 1884 to 1886, Hogg returned to Tyler
and rodc the issues of railroad and insurance regulation into the governor's
mansion in 1891. Deeply interested in history, Hogg authorized funding for
the state archives. and his daughter, Miss Ima Hogg, carried on his good
works. She established the Governor Hogg Shrine in Quitman that includes
his law office, "honeymoon cottage:' and in-laws' home. Miss Ima also
donated the family's Bayou Bend mansion in Houston for a museum of decorative arts, and the Varner-Hogg Plantation in West Columbia as an exhibit
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of antebellum life. Hogg's Tyler horne has been moved, but still exists at 1819
S. Chilton. In
Governor Charles Culberson (1895-1899) - "'Our Christian Governor"served in the U.S. Senate from 1898 to 1922; his boyhood home in Jefferson
(restored in 1988) is sometimes open for tours. Governor Ross Sterling (19311933) of Anahuac opened a feed store at Sour Lake in J 903 and invested in
mineral rights. He bought small-town banks and in 1910 obtained lwo wells
that became Humble Oil (now known as Exxon). Sterling sold his Humble
interests in 1925 to concentrate on real estate and newspapers. Critically
important in the creation of Texas highways, controversial in his handling of
oil regulation. and deeply involved in Houston business circles. Sterling gave
hi~ mansion in La Porte to the Optimist Club in 1947 as a children's home. Its
sale in 1962 allowed the "Boys & Girls Harbor" to buy 200 acres where about
seventy at-risk children now live. The La Porte mansion apparently exists, but
Sterling's home in Houston on Yoakum Blvd. may have fallen in the 1990s to
widen Southwest Freeway, Governor Allan Shivers (1949-1957) was born in
Lufkin in 1907. His parents' home there (1881) is now the Governor Allan
Shivers Lihrary and Museum. Shivers and his wife donated their mansion in
Austin to the University of Texas Law School. l'
Governor Price Danlel (1957-] 9(3) or Liberty County entered the legislature in 1939, became Speaker in 1943, attorney general in 1946, and U,S.
senator in 1952. As governor, Daniel essentially founded the Texas State
Library and Archives. At his death in 1988, the Daniel ranch at Liberty
became the Sam Houston Regional Library and Research Center, featuring
two museum homes - an 1848 house with original furnishings and an 1883
house with educational exhibits - and Daniel's own horne acting as a library.
Mrs. Daniel is a Sam Houston descendant, which brings up the most important East Texas Great Man Shrine: Sam Houston Memorial Park in Huntsville.
Houston was commander-in-chief of the Army of the Republic of Texas, president of the Repuhl ic (1836-1 R3&, 1841-] &44), U.S. senator (1R46- I H59), and
governor (1859-1861). I\1emorial Park assembles at one site his antebellum
horne. "Woodland:" the Steamboat House, where he died in 1863; his law
office; a kitchen; and blacksmith shop. Also in Huntsville is Houston's colossal statue on Interslate 45, which some students at Tyler Junior College claim
is the only "historic site" they've ever visited. l "
A good example of preservation failure is Fort Houston, the antebel1um
home of John H. Reagan, near Palestinc. Reagan served as postmaster general of the Confederacy, U.S. Senator, and first head of the Texas Railroad
Commission. After his death in 1905,

heir~

ofTe.red it to the State of Texas and

the city of Palestine as a Reagan memorial. Daughters of the Confederacy
raised a beautiful hronze statue to him in Reagan Park in 1911, but the family, the state, and the city refused to maintain the home, so it rotted, burned,
and lS gone. 13
One of East Texas's oldest stmctures is the Adolphus Sterne house in
Nacogdoches. A merchant built it in 1828 when the town was still a Mexican
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trading post. Sterne attended the Convention of 1833, recruited soldiers for
the Texas Revolution. commanded a company at the Battle of the Neches, and
sat in the state legislature as a representatlve from the Nacogdoches district.
David Crockett and Thomas J. Rusk visited in Sterne's home, Sam Houston
was baptized a Catholic there, and Chief Bowles of the Cherokees signed a
treaty inside. The Hoya family hought it in l86g, lived there for many years,
and donated it to the city in 1959 for use as a library. In 1983, a group called
Friends of the Adolphus Sterne Home raised money for a professional restoration. Tn 1986, it received the first annual Lucille Terry Preservation Award
from the East Texas Historical Association and the Texas Forestry Museum. 1 !
Battlefield preservation is another important part of the Patriot Shrine
category. It began after the Civil War when veterans' groups bought battlefield
cemeteries and marked where their units fought. In the 1R90s, the national
government pioneered efforts to preserve Civil War sites and veterans in
Congress, led by Dan Sickles, promoted the establishment of national mllitary
parks. The first were at Shiloh. Gettysburg, Vicksburg, and Chickamauga.
Restoration was not the goal; rather, the construction of a battlefield park, like
Vicksburg's. offered state governments opportunities to erect the "showiest"
or "most tasteful" monuments in what were essentially drive-through sculpture gardens. Scholars groused at the intrusion of granite and bronze. but the
public loved these exhibitions. When public opinion shifted and Civil War
memorials became less popular, the national government withdrew From its
leadership role. TheIL in 1986, developers' threats to build a shopping mall on
top of Second Manassas energized Civil War roundtables across the country.
The Conservation Fund, Civil War Trust, and Association for the Preservation
of Ci viI War Sites bought and donated sites to state or federal governments.
Congress spent $100 million to acquire Manassas and expanded the National
Parks Service to include a Battlefield Protection Program. The Executive
Branch also created a Civil War Sites Advisory Commission, and new hooks
about preserving battlefields inspired the boosters of historic tourism. I'
East Texans have little to work with in the field of battlefield preservation. Some might consider Deer Park's San laclnto Monument, twenty-two
miles east of downtmvn Houston, to be in East Texas, If so. its battleground,
570-foot obelisk, and pre-World War I dreadnought. the battleship Texas, are
dearly the most important military shrines in our region. Another coastalplains inclusion is the Dick Dowling monument at the Sabine Pass

Battleground State Historical Park. Not a restoration in the classic sense, its
"boat ramp, fish-cleaning shelter," and "fine view of ships entering and leaving" the Gulf at least furnishes large numbers of visitors a brush with history.
The marking of military sites can be controversial. For example, skimlishes
between Anglos and Native Americans are marked, but little effort has been
made to preserve them. One site that does recall the wounds of frontier strife
is the Killough monument, lurking in mysterious obscurity near Larissa. The
W.P.A. built this stone pyramid in the 19305 to mark an Indian massacre from
1838. 16
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If battlegrounds from Indian wars are ignored, neither is much effort
made to recognize or reconstruct early fortifications. While most colonial
installations in East Texas have vanished, the locations of three Spanish-era
presidios are known. Nuestra Senora de los Dolores de los Tejas stood from
1716 to 1719 between Weches and Alto. After it was abandoned during the
Chicken War, the Marquis de Aguayo reestablished the settlement in 172 I as
Nuestra Senora de los Dolores de Los Neches, six miles from Douglass. San
Augustin de Ahumada guarded the mouth of the Trinity, from 1756 to 1771.
at Wallisville. The locations of no fewer than six East Texas missions are
known. San Francisco de los Tejas stood between Weches and Augusta [rom
1690 to 1716, then at Bowles Creek in Cherokee County from 1716 to 1719,
and was reestablished in 1721 six ml1es west of Alto. It moved to San Antonio
in 1731 and became San Francisco de La E.\pada (extant). Mi.'ision Nuestra
Senora de Guadalupe de los Nacogdoches (1716-1719, 1721-1731) operated
in what is now downtown Nacogdoches. Mission Nuestra Senora de la
Purismima Concepcion de los Hainai (171 6) sat on the east bank of the
Angelina River ncar Douglass. It moved to San Antonio in 1731 and became
Mission Concepcion (extant). Mission San Jose de los Nazonis (1716-1719,
1721-1730) was two miles north of Cushing and moved to San Antonio in
1731 as Mission San Juan Capistrano (extant). Mission Nuestra Senora de los
Dolores de los Ais (1717-1719, 1722-1773) helped guard the border at San
Augustine. An archivist-historian named Adan Benavides, Jr., recently spearheaded the creatlon of a modern visitors' center, research facility, and RV park
at the site. Finally, Mission Nuestra Senora de La Luz de los Orcoquisac stood
from 1756 to 1771 at Wallisville, near Lake Miller, forty miles west of
Beaumont. With the growing Catholic and Hispanic population of Texas,
these seem like prime candidates for reconstruction. Apart from the Caddoan
Mounds State Historic Site near Alto. there seems to have been no attempt to
rebuild a Native American village. 17
The most visible relic from the Spanish era is Antonio Gil Y'Barbo's
Stone House, originally constructed around ] 7XO at the site of the lvfission
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe (1716). The Magee-Gutierrez (1812) and
James Long (1819) filibustering expeditions made use of the Stone House,
and it served as headquarters for the Fredonia Revolt (1826-1827). but it was
more typically used as a trading post. A saloonkeeper gave the building its
present name in 1846. The Perkins Brothers, businessmen in Nacogdoches,
bought the Old Stone Fort in 1901 for the prime commercial lot. Civic
activists tried to save it, but failed; instead, using the original rocks from the
walls, they built a replica in 1936 at Stephen F. Austin State Teachers'
College, mostly as a relief project for the unemployed. IR
When Anglo settlers moved to Texas, timber fortifications such as blockhouses and stockades proliferated. Maps of settlements under the Republic
(I R36-1 X45) show many private and public forts, like my ancestors' Fort
Brown and Fort Bennett ncar Grapeland, or Fort Houston, the original settlement at Palestine, and Fort Crawford, at Hallsville. However, only a couple of
replicas on the region's western fringes recall this presence. Bonham's Fort
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Inglish Park contains a rebuilt block.hou~e and stockade, in memory of one
erected by Bailey fnglish in 1837. A reproduction of Fort Boggy, at
Centerville, evokes a Texas Rangers' post of the 1840s. More famous is Fort
Parker, ncar Grocsbeck, where a Comanche raid in 1836 resulted in the deaLhs
of five settlers and the capture of women and children, like my cousins
Cynthia Ann Parker and Rachel Parker Plummer, whose lives have become
legendary. The Civilian Conservation Corps reconstructed the fort in 1936 as
part of the Texas Centennial celebration, and in 1939 placed a dam on the
Navasota River to create Fort Parker Lake. History and recreation worked
together to make this a popular site for family outings. In 1967 the fort was
renovated, but budget cutters in Austin later judged the number of state parks
to be excessive and divested Fort Parker (while keeping the lake). The City of
Groesbeck, population 3,000, now struggles to keep it repaired. Several log
homes have been moved to the site. '9
During the Civil War, East Texas primarily contained support facilities
like small manufacturing plants. The city of Tyler largely ignores the site of
Camp Ford. a prison for upwards of 6,000 Union war captives. At one time.
etTons were underway to make this - the largest Civil \Var prison camp west
of the Mississippi - into a major national park, but infighting within the local
historical estabhshment wrecked the project's momentum. An interpretive
kiosk and replica of a P.O.W. shebang communicatc something of the camp's
former appearance. In Groesbeck, the Confederate Reunion Grounds State
Historic Site contains an 1872 Heritage House and 1893 dance pavilion.
United Confederate Veteran reunions occurred there from 1889 to 1946. In
Marshall, the house at 510 W. Burleson belonged to Senator Louis T. \Vigfall,
whose flaming speeches and erratic life of "debt, defiance, and drinking"
symbolize much of the tragedy of secession. Encased in a grandiose remodeling, the Goodman Museum in Tyler at 624 N. Broadway contains the ground
floor rooms where noted Confederate diarist Kate Stone wrote part of
Rrokenbum. Confederate general and U.S. Senator Sam Bell Maxey's home
stands in Paris. Lost Confederate shrines in East Texas indude a house at 402
S. Bolivar in Marshall that served as the Confederate capitol of Missouri-inexile, and "Wyalucing." an antebellum mansion at Marshal1 that housed
offices of the Department of the Trans~Mississippi.20
World War II occurred far from East Texas, but the area contained training and manufacturing facilities that should be better recognized. Little sur-

vives in Longview from Hannon General Hospital, a complex of 232 buildings. Although 25,000 military personnel convalesced at Harmon during
WWII, its specialties included psychiatry and syphilis, so fc\v ex.-patients
share their reminiscences. Earth-moving equipment magnate R.C.
LeTourneau bought the grounds in 1945 as a campus [or a Christian cngineering school that became LeTourneau University. The hospital buildings
deteriorated and were replaced as funds became available. By 1957, onc of the
last remaining structures. the old servicemen's chapel, was a surplus engine
warehouse. Alumnus Don Landis spearheaded its renovation and use as the
college chapel from 1958 to 1965. Later, in 1982, Dr. Dorothy Speer, a retired
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professor and missionary, endowed funds for renovations and upkeep. The
Speer Memorial Chapel received the Lucille Terry Preservation Award from
the East Texas Historical Association and the Texas Forestry Museum in
2001. It may be the only deliberately restored World War II military building
in East Texa~.2:
There are other East Texas World War II sites-such as training bases and
factories-with potential for at least partial preservation. Tyler's Camp Fannin
was a vast Army basic training and infantry replacement center from 1943 to
1946. About 200,000 soldiers trained there, and the site covered nearly twenty-two square miles. Its hospital facilities, with nearly 1,100 beds, formed the
nucleus of the East Texas State Tuberculosis Sanatorium in 194R (now the UT
Health Center). One of Camp Fannin's movie theaters is now a house, and a
derelict barracks is used as sleeping quarters by migrant workers. Most buildings were sold as military surplus in 1946. Huntsville had a prison camp for
about 2,000 confirmed Nazis, and Mexia hosted a similar facility for about
3,300 captured in North Africa. Camp Maxey, ten miles north of Paris, was an
infantry-training center from 1942 to 1945 with a capacity for 45,000 troops.
It detained about 5,300 P.O.W.s. Most of Maxey's buildings were demolished
or moved, and the northern part is beneath Pat Mayse Lake. Terrell's pre-war
airport housed the Dallas Aviation School for cadets in the Army Air Corps
from 1939 to 1940. The airport now hoJd~ the Silent Wings Museum for
WWII glider pilots and the Troop Carrier Command, Majors Field at
Greenville, and small airports at Caddo Mills, Cash, and South Sulphur
trained men for the 50,000 Pilots Training Program, The Longhorn Ordnance
Works opened at Karnack in 1941 as an ammunition plant run by Monsanto
and produced almost 400 million pounds of dynamite in WWII. Longview's
Big Inch pipeline, hUllt in 1942 and 1943, was a twenty-four-inch-tube 1,381
miles long that could carry nine million barrels of oil a month to Phoenixville,
Pennsylvania, to protect fuel supplies from submarine attacks. At Hooks, seventeen miles west of Texarkana, the Lone Star Ordnance Plant and Red River
Arsenal operated from 1941 until 1942.n
A third genre of preservation within the Patriot Shrine category is the
county courthouse. In the days before the growth of national and state governments, counties performed most vital governmental functions. Florid courthouse palaces from the Victorian and Beaux At1S period yle1d to bashful, boxlike Art Deco and Bauhaus shapes in the 1930s. The older courthouses are
unrepentant reminders of the days. when localities mattered, and the literate,
white. poll-taxed males of each county were sovereign in their own spheres.
Retired men even ringed the building at checkerboards and park benches like
scouts on patrol, or a defensive line, to help maintain the status quO. 21
In Texas, 102 courthouses are currently on the National Register of
Histonc Places, which means 152 are not. Battles over restoration or destruction raged in nearly every Texas county_ During the nineteenth century, common practice dictated staning with a log courthouse and replacing it with a
frame or brick building as funds became available. Many of the antebellum
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courthouses-those that did not burn during Reconstruction, often in suspcious
circumstances-were deemed too small and replaced. The arrival of railroads
in the 1870s stimulated the construction of courthouses that competed like
prize bulls against those of neighboring towns. In 1881, when the legislature
allowed counties to sell bonds for courthouse construction, a building boom
overwhelmed almost all the pre-existing structures. Romanesque Revival
styles held sway until about 1900, when the Beaux Arts edifice debuted. In the
1920s, low interest rates and boosterism facilitated a little courthouse building, Then, in the 1930s, unemployment, low materials costs. and federal subsidies provoked a building binge. The final wave of replacements took place
in the 1950s, when super-confident Americans believed in progress above all
else. This generation committed the most egregious blundcrs.2~
It appears that no more than three antebellum courthouses exist in the state
of Texas, and the only antebellum courthouse in use is in East Texas, at Linden
in Cass County. It was apparently built in 1861, one month prior to the bombing of Fort Sumter, enlarged in 1900, and remodeled in 1962. In addition, there
are eight or ten nineteenth-century courthouses in the region. Their survival has
been anything but certain. The most significant are a quartet of virtually intact
Romanesque Revival buildings that still serve as courthouses: Red River
County's at Clarksville (1884); Hopkins County's at Sulphur Springs (1895);
Jasper County's at Jasper (1885): and Shelby County's so-called "Irish Castle"
at Center (1885). The unloved Morris County courthouse at Daingerfield, built
in 1881, is sometimes vacant. sometimes a museum. Bowie County's at Boston
(1889) was remodeled in 1937, enlarged in 1951, then retired and placed on the
National Register of Historic Places. Tyler County's at Woodville (1891) lost
antique detailing in the course of two remodelings but retained its proportions.
Leon County has a restored courthouse at Centerville (1886), but is that East
Texas? The similarly indistinct environs of Fannin County, at Bonham, harbor
an 1888 courthouse totally engulfed by an Art Deco reconstruction. Two courthouses from 1900 experienced different fates. Harrison County's at Marshall
remained the town's spiritual centerpiece even after the government moved
across the street in 1964. Titus County's at Mount Pleasant still holds county
offices but underwent such drastic remodeling in 1938 and 1962 that it lost
almost all its original character. Newton County residents restored their old
courthouse (1902) in 1972. When the bell tower caught fire on August 4. 1999
and the blaze gutted the building, they immediately vowed to recon~truct it.
Their $3.4 million emergency grant from the Historic Courthouse Preservation
Program allowed construction to begin in July of 200 I under supervision of the
Texas Historical Commission. 25
Growing up in Sulphur Springs, I heard arguments about courthouse
preservation from my earliest childhood. With its three stories of granite and
sandstone, tower, porticoes, exotic textures, and carved faces peeping from
beneath the balconies, the Hopkins County courthouse seemed like a vision
from the Middle Ages. Many businessmen considered it an eyesore. and members of the Hopkins County Historical Society cut their eyeteeth preserving
the building from demolition. Finally, County Judge Cletis Millsap. philan-
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thropist Mary Bonham, and other community leaders applied for a courthouse
restoration grant, raised matching funds, coordinated a thorough restoration,
and returned the building to pristine condition. It was formal1y rededicated on
December 7, 2002. 2~
Houston County's courthouse in Crockett dates from the 1930s. Like
many others in East Texas, it is a plain, vaguely An Deco building. What happened here typifies the fate of many Texas courthouses. Fires in 1865 and
1882 destroyed county records and provoked a reasonable preoccupation with
fireproof construction. Therefore the courthouse built in 1883 was a massive,
brick, two-storied structure with tall Gothic windows, gables, gingerbread
trim, and a mansard clock tower. The county splurged on a $20,000 bond issue
to pay for it. Fifty-five years later, tastes had changed, the country was
gripped by the Depression, Franklin Roosevelt'~ Public Works Administration
was sponsoring improvement projects, and anyone who objected to a new
courthouse opposed both progress and relief. Houston County's judge and
commissioners' court wanted to show their effectiveness in getting grant
money. A native-son architect wanted a big commission. Contractors and
workmen wanted johs. The Crockett Noon Lions Club wanted to display the
town's progressive spirit. So community leaders cried that the old courthouse
was structurally unsound. liable to collapse at any time. It was full of bacteria
and a health hazard; too small and a firetrap. Its age and mode of construction
supposedly caused heavy insurance premiums. Most importantly, the county
could only get the free money if it built a new courthouse. So community
leaders churned up support for a bond election of $120,000 to get the PWA
grant and they wrote the proposal so a new jail could only be obtained if voters took the courthouse. In November of 1938, the Victorian courthouse fell.
A prominent businessman in Crockett, writing in 1943, congratulated
Houston County on its "prescnt splendid building that constitutes the chief
ornament of our city."n
Houston County's experience mirrors that of about eight other East Texas
counties. Due to Depression-Era building policies, Victorian courthouses toppled in Anahuac (Chambers Co., 190&-1936), Rusk (Cherokee Co., 18891941), Cooper (Delta Co., I &98-1940), Conroe (Montgomery Co., 18911936), Orange (Orange Co., 1897-1937), Rockwall (Rockwall Co., 18921940), Gilmer (Upshur Co., 1889-1933), and Canton (Van Zandt Co., 18951937). Pre-New Deal oil~boom growth also took the courthouses at Beaumont
(Jefferson Co., 1892), Liberty (Liberty Co., 1895), and Longview (Gregg Co"
1897) in 1931 and 1932. To he fair, Victorian building styles did seem hopelessly unattractive by the 1930s, and none of these buildings was (as yet) particularly historic. The oldest was only fifty-six. years (comparable in 2004 to
a building constructed in 1948). Public feeling had considerably changed.
however, by the 1950s, when aggressive cabals basically railroaded six East
Texas counties into destroying courthouses that were already perceived as historic. Critics said the old buildings could not be air-conditioned, were too
small, and would cost too much to repair. Those in Panola County insisted that
the turreted chimneys of the "Irish castle" courthouse at Carthage were a
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structural hazard. Preservationists who wanted it saved for some other use
were told to find the money. After fundraising failed, county officials auctioned it off for $3,000 to be demolished and built a new courthouse in 1953.
Not to be outdone, progressives in Smith County claimed that their courthouse interfered with traffic. Unless downtown streets became more userfriendly, they prophesied, all of Tyler's central business district would disappear. Routing Broadway through the square meant the courthouse must come
down. A Beaux Arts masterpiece from 1908, very similar to Harrison
County's in Marshall, it tumbled in 1955 due to a hastily negotiated wrecking
contract that hardly allowed time for the building's defenders to complain.
County commissioners replaced it with a featureless box. Angelina County
did virtually the same thing in 1955 to an 1892 Victorian courthouse in
Lufkin. Kaufman County tore down its 1885 courthouse in 1956, and
Nacogdoches County razed its unusual corner lot courthousc (1911) in 1958.
Hardin County smashed a 1904 courthouse in Kountze in 1959, placing a
Bauhaus Modcrne structure in its place. And Titus County subjected its poor,
disfigured 1900 courthouse in Mt. Pleasant to a 5.econd remodeling in 1962,
winding up with what may be the homeliest courthouse in the state.1~
While the Patriot Shrine Concept is the oldest and most important preservation impulse in the United States, other categories are significant as well.
The second major varicty is the Americana Concept, in which restored buildings are grouped to recreate everyday lifc. Nationally, the leading examples
are Henry Ford's Greenfield Village and John D. Rockefeller, Jr.'s Colonial
Williamsburg. At Williamsburg, the rector of the Episcopal Church persuaded Rockefeller to underwrite a "living history" museum. He started contributing in 1927 and eventual1y sank nearly $45 million into the project. Buildings
were painstakingly restored or rehuilt in colonial styles. Costumed presenters
cooked, danced, and practiced crafts to show visitors the daily life of their
colonial ancestors. Henry Ford's approach was more static, but also more
comprehensive. At Greenfield Village - beginning in 1927 as the Model T
ccased production - Ford gathered forty-four historic structures and moved
them to a central location where he enshrined 300 years of what he considered
the best features of American life. Greenfield also included relics of industrialization, such as Ford's workshop and Edison's laboratory. The goal was "to
recognize and preserve the ingenuity and resourcefulness used-and the
progress consistently made-by average Americans as they built good live~ in
this great country."~~
Both Americana museums were expensive to operate, and nothing on
their scale exists in East Texas. However, some attempts have been made to
acquaint visitors with everyday life before automobiles and electrification.
One of the best is Millard's Crossing in Nacogdoches, a complex of seventeen
buildings assembled by Mrs. Lcra Millard Thomas. Mrs. Thomas had been a
voluminous antique collector and a friend to noted preservationists Faith
Bybee of Houston and Ima Hogg. In 1968, Mrs. Thomas began moving buildings to twelve acres she had inherited. She added another thirty-seven acres
and gathered a wide range of buildings, including a log house from the l8305,
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a two-story city home of the 183050, dog-trot houses from the 1840s and
1860s, an 1860s land office, a log school, Victorian cottages, a country store,
a railroad caboose, and a Methodist chapel and parsonage. Some served as
guest cottages for her family and friends, and all were furnished with antiques.
The property now functions as a museum and rental facility for school tours,
reunions, showers, and weddings. JO
A complex at Woodville provides a rougher mixture of the Greenfield and
Williamsburg experiences. Clyde E. Gray, an East Texas potter, collected vintage ephemera, Texas maps, Bonnie and Clyde memorabilia, obsolete tools,
and even buildings. Eventually he recreated the feel of a Piney Woods town
of the late 1800s. Virtually all of his items were viewed as junk by the fonner
owners. They came from scattered locations in southeast Texas and were skillfully reassembled as a historical collage. 3!
Clyde Gray's Heritage Village Museum is oriented toward workspaces.
There are only two residences among the buildings. Gray lived in one, and the
other was a restored 1866 log cabin, moved in and honored with a state medallion. The prestige of the medallion home lent the rest of the complex
respectability. Gray used a log utility shed as his potter's studio and became a
local celebrity. A chair maker, Dallas Miller of BurkeviJJe, joined Gray at the
Village in 1964, but old age and lack of funds overwhelmed the project. A visitor in 1978 said it was in shambles. By 1988, Gray was dead and a young
couple was trying to maintain the sire. Sometime thereafter, the Tyler County
Heritage Society entered the picture with plans for community involvement.
Heritage Village - just one mile from Woodville - would be a multi-purpose
center with regular hours, a restaurant, meeting rooms, workspaces, and buildings full of Mr. Gray's relics. The combination seems to be a hit, largely
because it fits well with existing tourist attractions like the AlabamaCoushatta Re5>ervation and Big Thicket Preserve. Three lakes and a state park
lie nearby, so men can fish and send their wives to Heritage Village for shopping, crafts, and dining. Busloads of senior citizens pay $l3 a person for a
guided tour and dinner at the Pickett House Restaurant (the driver eats free).
Meals are "boarding house style" with fried chicken, chlcken and dumplings,
country vegetables, cobbler, biscuits, and cornbread. A jeweler who demonstrates lost-wax casting sells from his shop. Volunteers split shingles. The East
Texas Blacksmith Alliance, a Spinning and Weaving Guild, Railroad Museum
enthusiasts, and the Sons of Confederate Veterans use the Village for meetings
and work sessions. A gift shop sells local pottery, quilts, wooden toys,
wrought iron, jams and jellies, and artwork. There is a genealogical library, a
church where weddings are held, and a traditional "front porch" stage with
modern light and sound cquipment. School groups tour the complex at affordable rates. The site also hosts quilt festivals, sacred harp singings, an outdoor
drama, folk life festivals, Christmas shows, banquets, and a Texas
Independence celebration. The Tyler County Heritage Society uses this quasihistoric site in a creative and friendly way to raise historical awareness and to
build an inter-generational sense of community.32
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A handful of other Americana installations exist in East Texas. Sulphur
Springs has the Hopkins County Museum and Heritage Park with about fourteen historlL houses, shops, mills, and a chapel. all of which are difficult and
expensive to interpret or to maintain. The staff is volunteer. and the museum's
hours of operation are limited. Henderson's Depot Museum and Children's
Discovery Center features a Missouri Pacific Depot (1901), an 1841 log
cabin, and a three-holed Victorian outhouse in its collection. In Texas Log
Buildings, Terry Jordan complained ahout: "log houses ... dragged off to 200like restoration projects. to stand empty and unused, protected from vandalism by unsightly ... fences or drowned in concrete sidewalks," But in most
cases, there is no alternative. In Beaumont, the Spindletop/GJadys City
Boomtown replicates an oil-boom hamlet with fifteen typical buildings and a
wooden derrick. Navarro County's Historical Society operates a Pioneer
Village in Corsicana; Edgewood has a similar Heritage Park. Attracting visitors to unattended buildings is problematic, and persuading them to pay is
even more challenging. WithoU{ private financing or energetic community
support, the Americana Concept of preservation rarely succeedsY
The impulse to preserve log cabins represents Americana on a smaller
scale. These simple shelters once housed virtually the entire population of
East Texas. But while vanity and ambition are gratified by saving the mansions of dead celebrities, saving cabins is an exercise in humility. Jonathan
Fricker's "Humble Dwellings and Real History" notes that the value of smallhouse pre~ervation is largely educational. From them, people learn that ancestral homes were dark, cold. drafty, and crude, with virtually no privacy. Most
households in the East Texas censuses from 1850 through 1870 inhabited log
dwellings. yet Terry Jordan estimated that in 1978 there were fewer than 700
occupied log homes in the whole state. Raiford Stripling's restoration of the
1826 Milton Garrett house at San Augustine, on £1 Camino Real, preserved
one of the oldest log buildings in East Texas. Stripling lived there for about
three years, after which it became a guesthouse. Another East Texas preservationist. Hobart Key, Jr,. saved half of a pre-1842 dogtrot cabin from
Trammel's Trace, near Smithland, and moved it to 301 Henley Perry Drive in
MarshalL The oldest log structure in Texas is said to be the James Gaines
house on El Camino Real, which formerly stood at the Sabine River ferry
crossing but was moved west to escape Toledo Bend Lake. Other log structUl"e~ open to the public include the Strode-Pritchett cabin (ca. 1843). at Davy
Crockett Memorial Park in Crockett a cabin at the Big Thicket Museum in
Saratoga; a log house at the Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation, near
Woodville; the Jonas Davis cabin, at Livingston's Museum for Polk County;
a pair near the old jail in Fairt1eld: an 184050 log house at Gilmer; the Judge
Elkins house. now a country club near Cold Spring; and the Joseph Rice
Stagecoach Inn (1828), a hostelry from El Camino Real. at San Francisco de
los Tejas Park. Better known are Metroplex artifacts-the lohn Neely Bryan
cabin (1841. reconstructed) in Dallas County Historical Plaza; the Dallas Old
City Park: and the Log Cahin Village in Fort Worth (University Drive at
Colonial Parkway). A rare two-story log house is at Forest Hill plantation,
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near Alto. The Halfway House at Chireno, a former stagecoach inn, built in
1840 by Samuel Flournoy. is another two-story log structure. A ditTerent
small-house example is "La Maison Beausoleil," a mud, cypress, and moss
dwelling from St. Martin Parish, Louisiana, brought to Port Neches Park by
barge. So many Cajuns came to Texas with the oil boom, it was thought necessary to bring a Cajun house to interpret their heritage. The most recently
restored cabin stands in Huntsville, on the courthouse square. where it was
moved after many years as a hay barn. Ancestors of Maggie Farris Parker built
it around 1840 and either occupied or rented it out until the 1940s. By 2001,
its decayed condition and remote location made it seem doomed. However,
Ms. Farris contacted Caroline Crimm, a professor of history at Sam Houston
State University, and Dr. Crimm decided to make the cabin's preservation part
of her Texas history course. Using her own students, fraternity volunteers, and
prisoners from the Texas penal system, Crimm supervised the moving,
reassembling, and restoration of the cabin as part of a Main Street ProjecL 14
At the other end of the preservation spectrum is the High Society
Concept, or "Envy Me, Admire My Stuff." Conspicuous consumers especially enjoy a Big House museum because it dignifies the art of display. Castles
and palaces were standard fare for well-tn-do tourists on the Grand Tour, so
this truly represents one of the oldest fonns of heritage tourism. With some
exceptions, the fancy houses of East Texas are less lavish than those in many
parts of the country. Most early homes in East Texas lacked any sort of refinement, but there were a few exceptions. A fairly imposing home of the 1830s
belonging to land speculator John Durst once occupied the bluffs overlooking
the Angelina River at Mount Sterling. Frontier conditions were so unsettled
that the house featured an underground dining room, cut from rock, where
women and children hid during Indian raids. The home of my uncle Joseph
Jordan, at Fort Houston, was thought to be exceedingly fine in the 1830s
because it had plaster walls laid over hand-cut lathes. This sprang from the
demands of his wife, Elizaheth Chism of Kentucky, who rode sidesaddle, kept
an apothecary garden and a neighborhood "Granny school:' and refused to
Ii ve in an undressed cabin. People who cared about such things were more
common in East Texas in the 1850s, when sawmills appeared, and the region
grew more civilized under the influence of planters, merchants, and professional men. 3S
Partly due to the cult of "moonlight and magnolias," many visitors to
antebellum houses expect to he overwhelmed. Actually, plantation homes in
East Texas were usually made of logs. Even when built according to patterns,
from brick or dressed lumber, they were rarely "magnificent." Large farm-

houses, solidly built, with marks of distinction such as generous proportions,
columns, and moldings, are typical. Texas plantation homes usually stood in
remote locations, and few remain. One of the oldest is the William T. Scott
house (after 1843), a long galleried, Louisiana-style plantation home at
Scottsville. Scott owned 103 !\]aves in 1850, made a cotton crop of 356 bales
in 1859, was a state senator and railroad promoter, and one of the richest men
in antebellum Texas. A descendant, Mary Scott Youree, restored the plantation
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house and outbuildings in the 1920s. Other extant plantation homes in
Harrison County include "Locust Grove" (1847) at Jonesvi lie, on Coleman
Road; "Mimosa Hall" (1844) on Hwy. 134, four miles north of Jonesville,
built by John J. Webster; "Cedar Grove" (1852), the Henry Ware house on
Blocker Road, nine miles southeast of Marshall; the T.J. Taylor home (1850s)
on Hwy. 43 at Karnack, built by Cephas Andrews; and "Edgemont" (1850s),
the Montraville Hall home, west of Marshall on the Old Longview Road.
"Pine Hill" is an interesting transitional home, showing the transfonnation of
a log dwelling into a Greek-Revival-style-house. Garlington Coker Dial built
it as a double-cabin on Hwy. 449, west of Marshall, in the late 1840s, but carpetbagger Judge John Brown Williamson, who wanted to appear more
Southern than he was, remodeled it into a "plantation home" in 1873. 36
The relatively large number of plantation homes in Harrison County
reflects its position as the wealthiest cotton county in antebellum East Texas.
San Augustine County held another pocket of wealth, but most of lts antebellum homes are in town. An exception is the William Garrett plantation house
(186]), a beautiful raised-cottage dwelling. Monte Verdi, at Glenfawn, near
Mt. Enterprise and Laneville, was built around 1856 by Jullen Sidney
Devereux and restored between 1959 and 1964 by the Emmett Lowrys of
Texas City. It is profoundly rural, in an elegant Greek Revival style':'7
Roseland, near Edom, was built in (854 and restored in the 1950s (after
decades of sharecropper tenants) by Mrs. Gertrude Windsor, a Tyler philanthropist and oil millionaire's wife. The Freeman Plantatlon home, built by
Williamson Freeman near Jefferson in 1850, resembles a Louisiana cottage.
Jenny Lind is said to have sung in its parlor. Longview oilman Lawrence
Flannery restored it in the late 1930s, and the DeWare family maintains it. The
Francis Kay plantation home, at Winona, was built around 1858. Though in
good condition, it was so modernized by oil millionaire H.L. Hunt in the
1930s that it lost much of its historicity. "The Junction," an 1849 plantation
home at Huntsville, is now a restaurant, and the R.C. Doom house at Bevilport
belongs to Congressman Jack Brooks. At Teasleville, near Bullard, Tyler
attorney Julius Bergfeld recently restored Myrtle Vale at the plantation of
Colonel John Dewberry. Originally constructed in the 18505, Myrtle Vale
reached a state of advanced decay by the J 990s. Bergfeld stabilized the structure, replaced missing features and woodwork, and either subcontracted or did
all the restoration work himself. In 2004, he received the Lucille Terry
Preservation Award. 38
More typically, antebellum homes are town or suburban residences. New
England builder Augustus Phelps constructed a trio of unusually fine Greek
Revival houses in San Augustine around 1839, and Raiford Stripling supervised their restoration in the 19508. The Colonel Stephen Blount house, the
Ezekiel Cullen house, and the Matthew Cartwright house inspired a re-appreciation for old buildings throughout East Texas. Sadly, Phelps' own house in
San Augustine belongs to an owner who refuses to save it or allow anyone
else to. It currently rots as a hay barn. Several town-house restorations in more
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recent times have been recognized by Terry Awards. The winner in 1987 was
the Howard-Dickinson House, in Henderson, built around 1854 as the first
brick house in Rusk County. A two-storied house with six chimneys, the OIiginal owners lived there until 1905. It then served as a boarding house until
1950, and stood vacant and vandalized until 1964, when the Homer Bryce&
purchased it and donated it to the Rusk County Heritage Association. The
Association opened it in 1967 as a museum and meeting place. The Terry
Award winner for 1989, the John Jay French House of Beaumont, was built in
1845. A trading post, tannery, and residence, it was the first two-story house in
town, the flrst painted house, and the first built with lumber rather than logs.
The original family sold it in 1940; it then fell into decay and was rest.ored in
the 1960s by the Beaumont Heritage Society. Another antebellum townhouse,
the Monroe-Crook House in Crockett, received the 1993 Terry Award.
Annistead Monroe, grandnephew of President James Monroe, built the house
in 1854. In 1969 Sara Crook Bartlett bequeathed it to Houston County. Two
years later the Women's Clubs of Crockett formed a non-profit corporation and
hired Raiford Stripling to direct the restoration. Through donations. volunteer
labor, and a federal grant, it became a museum in 1974. The 1998 Terry
prizewinner, the Menard House (1838-1840), is the oldest house in Galveston.
The home stood vacant for more than a decade before the Galveston Historical
Foundation purchased it in 1992. The agency stabilized the structure, added a
new roof, and sold it to Fred and Pat Bums in 1994. They spent more than a
million dollars to restore it to its "original" appearancc/J
More grandiose examples appear in the High Society preservation category from the Victorian or Beaux Arts/Colonial Revival eras. Railroads
brought urbanization and manufactured goods to East Texas, as well as prosperity and an active lumber industry. Houses also became more elaborate.
Almost every town in East Texas has one or several historic mansions of varying quality, including: Crockett's Downs-Aldrich home (1893); Jefferson's
"House of the Four Seasons" (built by Benjamin Epperson, 1872; restored by
the Richard Collins's of Dallas in the 1970s); Marshall's "Maplecroft" (Starr
Family State Histone Site, 1870), Mount Pleasant's Florey-Meriweather
Home (1912); Orange's W.H. Stark House (1894, restored 1971-1981); POrl
Arthur's "Pompeiian Villa" (1900, built for Isaac Ellwood, the "Barbed Wire
King"); Port Arthur's "White Haven" (a 1915 Greek Revival operated by the
Daughters of the American Revolution); Tyler's Goodman-LeGrand House
(1859, greatly enlarged early in the twentieth century); Tyler's ConnallyMusselman Home (Arts and Crafts, 1906-1908); Kountze's Kirby-Hill House
(1901, built by the lumber king's brother); Paris's Scott Mansion (Mission
style, 1908-1(10); and Longview's Dr. William Northcutt house, 313 S.
Fredonia (1902, flnished in 2001 by Billy and Leigh Decker after priof owners' false starts). Two Terry Award winners belong to this category. The
McFaddin-Ward House in Beaumont, winner of the 1997 Terry Award"was
built in 1906 in a florid Beaux Arts style. The house contains 12,800 square
feet, and the carriage house 8,000 more. Its builder, W.P.H. McFaddin, inherited huge tracts of coastal ranchland and vigorously added to his wealth by
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investing in agriculture and oil. A daughter, Mamie Ward, left foundation
money for refurbishing and maintenance. The 2003 Terry \vinner was the
"Ace of Clubs House" in Texarkana. James Draughon (1885) supposedly
funded its construction with gambling money and shaped the floor plan
around the winning card. In 1894 he sold it to Henry Moore. whose family
occupied the house for nearly ninety years. In 1985, Olivia Moore donated the
house and contents to the Texarkana Museums Systcm. 4D
Overall, the High Society Concept works best when a family subsidizes
its own memorial. a uni4ue person with money falls in love with a house, or
a well-connected community group has some relevant use for an old house.
Otherwise, stately homes are exposed to considerable risk. Frequently situated in small towns with poor prospects for employment. or in dangerous neighborhoods where a restorer cannot get a loan, feel safe, or recover investments,
these houses drift through increasingly marginal economic strata and wind up
in complete disrepair. Several of East Texas's remaining "Silk Stocking
Rows" are now either slum-like or on the verge of becoming so; others have
been demolished for strip malls and parking lots. Scattered surviving homes
on business streets, as in Athens and Nacogdoches, often seem more pitiful
than impressive. Sometimes whole cities. like Palestine and .Marshall, or rundown areas such as North Tyler and South Longview, give the impression of
a museum whose caretakers have fled, leaving the remains to vandals.
The fourth preservation concept is that of the Washed-Up-CommunltySelling-History-to-Tourists. The concept is presently overdone. because residents in many towns believe that tourism can substitute for industry as an economic base. In its original form, however, the concept was fresh and exciting.
Heritage tourism proliferated 1n the United States in the 1920s and 1930s
because of the automobile. In this time of social and economic change,
"places that time forgot" became popular. "Has-been" spots ~old themselves
to the rest of the counu'y as hying time machines, and no place did it better
than Natchez, Missi~sippi, particularly after the Garden Club's creation of an
annual pilgrimage in 1932. Natchez offered house and garden tours, music
revues, and a quaint hospitality that made visitors feel like Southern aristocrats. Old buildings and period furnishings lay at the core of the attraction. In
East Texas, the town best equipped to Follow the footsteps of Natchez was not
Nacogdoches or San Augustine, hut a younger town-Jefferson. 41
Jefferson'5, success now seems almost inevitable, but this was far from
the case. Without volunteerism and shamcle5>s self-promotion, Jefferson probably would have crumbled into Big Cyprcs~ Bayou. Yet, while other East
Texas towns promoted themselves as modem and bulldozed landmarks,
Jefferi'lon reveled in "antiquity" and invented a history for itself. How did
Jefferson turn iti'l past into its future?
Jefferson sits where Trammel's Trace crossed Cypress Bayou.
Established in 1813 and chopped for wagon traffic in 1824, the Trace led from
Nacogdoches to Fulton, Arkansas, and then on to St. Louis. It was the northsouth route for settlers to northeast Texas. Real-estate developers Allen
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Urquhart and Daniel Alley secured land at the feny crossing in 1843 and
1845. Meanwhile, Captain Charles Shreve cleared Louisiana's Red River for
steam navigation. Shreveport was founded in 1837, and planters and merchants in northeast Texas realized that an east-west corridor through Cypress
Bayou, Caddo Lake, and Twelve-Mile Bayou could take their goods from
Shreveport to New Orleans. In 1844, Captain William Pen-y cleared Cypress
Bayou and by 1845 Jefferson was operating as a steamboat port. Ox-drawn
wagons came from as far away as Sherman and Dallas. Overland stage connectiom, to Clarksville and Marshall operated on a daily basis, with tri-weekly service to Nacogdoches. By ]847, Jefferson boasted a newspaper and an
iron foundry, and its merchant community flourished.
The land surrounding Jefferson, however, was not well suited to plantation agriculture. Townsfolk identified with plrulter values, but hardly any
planters lived there (mostly farmers and small slave owners). In the absence
or planter elites, the merchant and professional classes asserted their own
claims to gentility. After all, they lived in style off the profits of commerce.
Jefferson shipped 25,000 bales of cotton in 1859, while small landings nearhy added another 33,500 bales. The town's importance im;rca~ed when it
became a manufacturing and meatpacking center for the Confederacy. Its population more than doubled between 1860 and 1870, reaching 4,190. Gas
streetlights helped with public t\afety, and saloons like the Lady Gay and
Charlie's Palace flourished from steamboat traffic. In 1870, fifty-two different boats made 294 trips to Jefferson. This turned out to be the peak year,
however, since railroads soon began to make' inroads in the carrying trade.
The town's population spiked at nearly 7,300 in 1R72, but that soon crumbled
just like Jefrcrson's business. Not only did railroads steal traffic a\\.:ay, but the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers blew up the driftwood in Red Rlver that made
Cypress Bayou navigable. Shreveport's population doubled while Jefferson's
plunged, hitting 1,331 by 1880. Residents hoped to gain the tenninus of the
International & Great Northern Railroad in 1873, but Longview got that
honor. Jefferson's link to the Texas and Pacific subordinated its own interests
to Marshall's. Two attempts to bring colleges to town failed, and Jefferson
even lost its largest industry. the Kelly Plow factory, to Longview in ]882. 42
To console themselves. the people of Jefferson began to take refuge in
history. For example, in 1875 the town inaugurated the Queen Mab parade
and costume ball, electing a local belle. Jesse Allen Wise, as queen. Since the
Lost Cause held whites of all classes together, Jefferson raised a Confederate
monument in 1907. Also in that year, the YMCA Women's Auxiliary secured
a Carnegie Library. Town leaders thought that education and culture proved
the old elite were worthy of bearing rule. Those who accepted this version of
thingr,; found the results to be charming. 4.'
In 1937, Jefferson got lucky 111 the oil boom, and interest in local history
increased. White- and blue-collar oilfield workers spread lhe fame of the
"town time forgo!." Dan and Ruth Lester were among the new arrivals who
quickly became enchanted, purchas1ng an antebel1um home, "Guarding Oak."
Also in 1937, the editor of the East Texas Chamber of Commerce magazine
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came to Jefferson to advise people to copy the Natchez Pilgrimage. Thirtyfive Jefferson ladies answered the call by creating the JessIe Allen Wise
Garden Club in 1939 and planning a Dogwood Trail for 1940. However. only
one historic residence opened for tours. Mrs. Mary Carlson, granddaughter of
Daniel Alley, entranced visitors by showing her antebellum home and three
generations of heirlooms, wearing her own 1895 wedding dress. The next
year, 1941, dogwood blooms were so scarce it seemed that the first event
would be the last. Newspapers said there was nothing to see, but one tourist
couple grieved to find everything cancelled. Mrs. Carlson took pity, showed
her own house, and persuaded friends to show theirs. The results were so gratifying that the Garden Club planned future events around historic buildings. In
1948, the Dogwood Trail had tours of four houses, two churches, and the
Excelsior House hotel. Excitement ran so high that 171 residents banded
together to form the Jefferson Historical Society. The following year, they
opened a museum in the Carnegie Library. By 1950. the Dogwood Trail had
become a Historical Pilgrimage, featuring eight houses, the Excelsior House,
and the Historical Museum. Preservation enthusiast Dan Lester became mayor
in 1951 and placed heritage tourism at the forefront of the town's agenda. \1
Ladies of the Jessie Allen Wise Garden Club brimmed over with ideas in
the 19505 and 1960s, and Pilgrimage ticket sales funded amhitious projects.
One of these was the restoration of "Atalanta," the private rail car of transportation tycoon Jay Gould. At various times from the l860s to the 1880s
Gould controlled nine major railways, including the Union Pacific, Central
Pacific, Missouri Pacific, and Texas and Pacific. The car was sidelined as statIonary living quarters for a Gould descendant who was buying mineral rights
in East Texas during the oil boom. He left it, and the family of a milroad worker at Overton lived in it for eighteen years, but by 1953 it was once again
abandoned. Longview oil man Bill Hill noticed the dcrcIict hulk. was
impressed by the remains of its lavish appointments, and told Longview real
estate developer and history buff Franklin Martin about it. Word reached Dan
and Ruth Lester Lhrough their brother-in-law. They bought "Atalanta" for
$1,200 in 1954 and gave it to the Garden Club, of which Ruth became president. Her energy attracted state-level notice, and she was named to the newly
formed Texas State Historical Survey Committee in 1954 by Governor Allan
Shivers. Publicity drew help for the "Atalanta" from the president of the Texas
and Pacific Railroad. By 1955, the Garden Club ',.vas showing the car to
Pilgrimage visitors using costumed high school girls as guides. Though lovely, its connection to Jefferson was tenuous at best, until intrepid locals
"found" Jay Gould's signature on the guest register of the Excelsior Hotel
with a cryptic phrase: the "End of Jefferson." Soon they related legends about
Gould swearing, "gras" would grow in the streets" of Jefferson because residents had spumed an extortionate offer to put their town on his railroad line.
"Atalanta" became a "gotcha" trophy to show that Gould came to nothing,
while Jefferson still survived! In 1982, Gould scholar Maury Klein pronounced the signature, the curse, and the whole legend to be a complete hoax,
but by that time twenty-seven years' worth of Pilgrimage tickets had been sold
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with stories of "the town that wouldn't die." No responsible civic leader
would let reality stand in the way of a good yarn. 45
The restoration of the Excelsior House really proved what Jefferson's
community leaders could accomplish. Owners of the hotel, in continuous
operation since I 860, provided much of the local color that made Jefferson
seem like the Old South. Amelia McNeely, who inherited the building in
1907, kept its nineteenth-century furnishings and often sat on the verandah in
old finery surrounded by dozens of caged canaries. Mrs. James Peters of
Shreveport bought the hotel in 1928 and operated it until 1961. She introduced a large collection of antiques and the building's distinctive courtyard.
There was nothing like the Excelsior elsewhere in East Texas, so when Mrs.
Peters' heirs decided to sell the property in 1961, the community feared the
loss of a landmark. Preservation became a catalyst for action. 46
Fearful that the hotel would be demolished, the Garden Club purchased
it for $35,000 in 1961, using mostly borrowed money. The ladies, their spouses, and other volunteers renovated the hotel and its furnishings, bought
authentic decorative accents like reproduction wallpapers, and invited the
whole town to a linen shower in 1962. Lucille Morgan Terry headed the hotel
comminee for fourteen years, until profits repaid the loans. Apart from a resident manager, Mrs. Terry and her staff were volunteers. The ladies knew that
the Excelsior was central to Jefferson's commercial success. From the beginning, they worked the "ce1ebrity ang]c" La increase its visibility. For example,
they hired the widow of "feel-good" Hollywood screenwriter Barry Benefield
to manage the hotel from 1964 to 1979. With Ruth Lester. she invented the
Excelsior's far-famed plantation breakfast. Lester and Lucille Terry visited
newspaper travel editors' offices dressed in hoopskirts. and issued invitations
to "come to Jefferson." State- level officials took notice when Governor Price
Daniel visited in 1962 to bestow a preservation award. In 1966 First Lady
Lady Bird Johnson, who had lived in Jefferson in the 1920s, visited the
Excelsior, recommended it to friends, donated a clock to a room named in her
honor, and invited Ruth Lester to her first White House "Women Doer's
Luncheon." Jefferson became Lady Bird's Southern Heritage counterpart to
the LBJ Ranch. At a time when President Johnson desperately hoped to retain
the support of white segregationist Democrats, Jefferson's Old South image
made a useful backdrop. Ruth Lester died in 1968; the Texas Historical
Commission named its award for "best restoration project" in her memory,
and the East Texas Historical Association and Texas Forestry Museum later
named their preservation award for Lucille Terry.4 7
Meanwhile, Jefferson conLinued to add attractions. like the Jefferson
Historical Museum, steamboat and railroad excursions, the Diamond Bessie
Murder Trial play, the Junior Historians' musicale and Can-Can, the Krewe of
Hebe Mardi Gras Upriver, and a plethora of bed and breakfasts, including the
first such hostelry in the state, Ray and Sandy Spalding's Pride House.
Preservation in Jefferson shows what can be accomplished when desperation,
romanticism, opportunity, leadership, and self-promotion convince a whole
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community that the future is the past. Not every town in East Texas should
imitate lts example, but there are certainly lessons to be learned.4-Il
The fifth Preservation Concept. the White Elephant saved via Community Bandwagon, is so commonplace as to need little explanation. Every
East Texas town has its defunct church, school, icehouse, post office, library,
fire station, or hotel that few want to see razed, but no one can figure out what
to do with. Most White Elephant preservation efforts reveal a story of teamwork and leadership from a core group who try to rouse support from a listless periphery of bystanders.
Since East Texas cities largely sprang from railroads, depots are frequently the objects of White Elephant rescue efforts. Marshall's Texas and Pacific
Railroad Depot (19 12) is an excellent example. It was abandoned in the 1970s
and faced demolition until Mayor Audrey Kariel intervened. A restoration
group called Marshall Depot, Inc., began fundraising and restoration, but the
cost exceeded $3 million before the structure was even furnished or landscaped. In justifying the price, the Chamber of Commerce pointed with pride
to the fact that the Texas and Pacific Railroad Company formerly occupied
more than fifty buildings in Marshall and employed a third of the town. While
the depot was saved-in fact, it received the Lucille Terry Prize in
2000-Marshall also recruited new businesses to a city that once seemed stranded in unemployment and decay. Indifference to the opportunities of the working poor, and painting over the causes of poverty with fresh paint and grant
money. are oftentimes the less admirable features of the preservation mindset. 49
White Elephants are not always restored with grant money. Individuals
sometimes pay restoration costs themselves. Since Concept Six. If-WallsCould-Talk, typically refers to homes restored by their own residents. perhaps
the term Private White Elephant can indicate a privately funded commercial
or pubhc restoration. Some can be quite interesting. For example, the Judge
l.W. Fitzgerald House 1n Tyler (1898) became office space 1n a meticulous
restoration by Robert and Rebecca Wangner. After buying the house in 1999
and sorting through its contents for five month.;;, they kept the original owners' mementoes, hired a researcher who produced a book ahout the family.
made a video of the restoration, and appeared in a segment of If WaJL.\· Could
Talk. Historic Tyler's offices are now in the huilding. along with other commercial spaces. Tylerite John 0' Sullivan and his family took a 1920 downtown parking garage and turned it into nine sleek lUXUry apartments. There arc
many old commercial spaces in East Texas that would make great loft: residences. and big old houses that could be commercial spaces. The most spectacular Private White Elephant in East Texas may he the Perot Theatre in
Texarkana. Built in 1924 as a luxury movie house and stage theater, it was
sold to Paramount in 1931, showed first-run movies until the 1960s. and then
deteriorated to seedy, bargain-cinema status. The city of Texarkana hought it
for $19,000 in 1977 to keep it from being demolished. Texarkana native H.
Ross Perot and his sister Bette contributed $800,000 to its restoration as a tribute to their parents. Glamorously returned to Great-Gatsby poshness, it now
hosts a multitude of community events. 50
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Having pondered the state of historical preservation in East Texas for several months, I want to share a few opinions. With some exceptions, it seems
to me that the emphasis on historical tourism is now overdone, and that
preservation should be viewed as meaningful for the home community rather
than for potential visltors. This might cripple the preservationists' ability to
sell projects to the business community, but realistically, few people would
walk across the street to see what East Texas has to offer, much less drive from
Kalamazoo. There is nothing remarkable about "our" depot. It is very much
like those in every other town in America. We need to learn to enjoy our own
relics, rather than trying to peddle them to others. There are only so many heritage destinations that a fairly dull region of the country can support.
What should we really be working on? We need to create more excitement about our past and pay more attention to the community leaders who are
saving it. The Courthouse Preservation Program is a great step, but much
more could be done. For example, the marking of historic roads like 1::.'1
Camino Real, Trammels' Trace, and the Shreveport-Dallas Stagecoach Road
would bring the average East Texan a greater awareness of local history_
Missions and forts could be reconstructed as religious shrines or recreational
sites. Coffee table books showing vanished landmarks could be compiled. If
they were, contractors, architects, and patrons might build replicas as private
homes and offices. For example, nearly every county knows what its antebel~
lum courthouse looked like. Why not convince our county commissioners to
build a replica as an active county building? Nearly every county is building
annexes and sub-courthouses. In this way, the new building would evoke the
county's past. Some organization might even have a book of plans for sale that
features traditional building types from our area-dog trots, raised cottages,
Carolina I-houses, center-hall plantation homes, commercial buildings, etc.
Then, our area's new construction could express regional heritage the way it
does in Louisiana. Many of their builders specialize in historical styles, and
the results arc charming.
The Center for East Texas Studies website created by Dr. Jere Jackson is
potentially valuable. Its use to publicize the plight of Zion Hill Baptist Church
in Nacogdoches is just what the Internet is good for-disseminating information to a wide audience. Buildings related to twentieth-century history are
usually ignored, so an inventory of significant sites would be helpful. In some
ways it is already too latc. For instance, a participant at the 2004 Spring meeting of the East Texas Historical Association in San Augustine told about the
Shamrock Hotel in Houston. This fabulous structure, built by oilman Glenn
McCarthy, "King of (he Wlldcatters," inspired portions of the movie Giant! Its
outdoor pool, the largest in the world, could host exhibition waterskiing. The
hotel stood eighteen stories high, had a parking garage for 1,500 cars, sported luxurious decorations in sixty-three shades of green. and was smashed in
1987 to make room for a parking lot. Someday we will wonder where all the
oil boom landmarks went. Carnegie Libraries, Rosenwald Schools, CCC projects, World War II sites, WPA murals, as well as sites related to railroads, business history, manufacturing, fonner governors, and the Civil Rights move-
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ment, are worthy of note. Country church buildings are another at-risk category.
Almost nothing is more rare, it seems, than the old single-gabled church house
with its centered doors and clean lines. However, the most at-risk structures at
present seem to be Victorian houses. A sobering reminder comes from the 1964
"Old Homes Issue" of the Chronicles of Smith County. Many of the featured
houses have burned, been demolished, or lapsed into complete disrepair, including some Medallion homes. East Texas cities need to stop ignoring the older parts
of town and reaffirm their protection. It would help if urban pioneers had access
to magnet schools or educational alternatives that would not penalize the children
of preservationists for living in low-income school districts.'"
Another problem is the ingrained independence of our people. East
Texans are territoriaL do not cooperate on a regional level. and seldom look
past the boundaries of their own neighborhoods. For example, Tyler harely
admits Longvlew's existence, and neither gives a fig for Kilgore. But North
and South Tyler do not mix either, nor do North and South Longview. An
analysis of racial attitudes is beyond the scope of this article, but it often
dooms buildings in the "wrong areas" to demolition by neglect. A second
result of hyper-localism is poor communication and duplication of effort. In a
few confined pockets of affluence, historic preservation receives community
support. Historic Tyler, Inc., for instance, under director Janie Chilcote
Edmonds, brings visibility and cachet to the cause of preservation. It hosts
elegant parties and a homes tour, pursues grants and historical district nominations, and serves as. a clearinghouse for information about preservation
resources. She and the others in the group might like to see more kinds of
community involvement, but the community at large exhibits little interest in
some parts of town, no matter how old the buildings. The group focuses on
the beautification of South Tyler's Azalea District and adjacent neighborhoods. Most members could hardly imagine wanting to save something north
of Front Street or west of Vine, much less a building in an outlying town like
Troup or Winona or in one of the county's rural areas.
Little has been said in thi~ article about Galveston. Galvestonians live on
The Coast, not in what most people consider East Texas proper. However, its
buildings sometimes receive Terry Awards, and the Galveston Historical
Foundation has some intriguing programs. For one thing, it has a large membership base and an active role in the promotion of the city's major industry,
tourism. The Foundation deri vcs from a historical society founded in 1871. It
has 5,100 members in thirty-eight states, and operates nine museums or histonc properties. Foundation achievements include the redevelopment of the
Strand, the rescue of the ship Elissa. and a broad range of educational programs. Docents lead tours of historic neighborhoods, the ship, and the harbor
for school groups to promote historical awareness among local youths. Films
describing the Great Storm of 1900 and the pirate Jean Lafitte play every thirty minutes at the Pier 21 Theater, Visitors can take guided cemetery tours, bus
tours. and house tours. The Foundation advertises historic real estate, owns
properties that it rents or resells, and even aids with financing. Homeowners
can enroll in tuition-based demonstration classes to learn how to repair old
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buildings. The Foundation maintains a Preservation Resource Center for
research and a Salvage Warehouse of vintage and new low-cost building
materials. The most innovative project is a tri-Ievel Paint Program. Paint
Partnership furnishes free paint and supplies to qualifying low-to-moderateincome homeowners who do their own labor. Paint Plus supplies low-interest
loans for labor or structural repairs related to the painting. Paint Pals recruits
volunteers to paint the single-story homes of qualifying elderly or disabled
homeowners. Every member of the Foundation gets a twenty percent discount
at Sherwin-Williams on regular-priced paint. The painting of run-down neighborhoods immediately makes people take more pride in their homes, raises
the value of properties, and contributes to an overall feeling of safety. In
Galveston there truly are imaginative and compassionate ideas at work.
Perhaps other cities of East Texas could imitate some aspects of these activities. East Texas is a nice place; its residents should not settle for placelessness.<2
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MORE THAN BRICKS AND MORTAR:
PRESERVING HISTORIC COURTHOUSES IN EAST TEXAS
By Dan K. Vfle.v afuJ Bob Brinkman
In the context of the built environment of Texas, schoolhouses and
churches were among thc earliest manifestations of community. Sometimes
these took the form of one-room frame structures that served both ecclesiastical and educational functions. Commercial institutions such as stores, cotton
gins and sawmills provided other structures in which people gathered and
sometime served as community spaces as well. When there were sufficient
communities in a given area to warrant the development of government. the
state legislature formed counties. And each of these new judicial and political
entities required a courthouse, usually followed in short order by a jail.
Courthouses established a framework for government and provided a hub
from which cities grew. The footprint and placement of county courthouses
literally determined where development - even commercial development would take place, at least in the formative years of county seats.
Early courthouses in East Texas were more often functional than monumental. Many were constructed of logs or locally milled lumber. As county
organizations stabilized, however, courthouses began to reflect such puhlic (;oncems as growth, pennanence, and security. As architectural historian Willard B.
Robinson noted, "durable architecture provided psychological security and
cemented the stones of faith in posterity." Much has been written about the
power of architectural symbolism exhibited in courthouses, and frequent comparisons are made to grand community landmarks of past cultures. With that,
and a broad, international context of public architecture in mind. Robinson
viewed the county courthouse as a temple of justice, representing the collective
spirit of an era and a people. "Rather than focusing upon a church or a palace,
as in Europe and in other countries in the Arnerica'\, society in the United States
found security and organization in county courthouses." he wrote. I
The symbolism of courthouses derived from architectural themes collectively understood, regardless of style. ornamentation, or the formation of the
square within the surrounding cultural landscape. Courthouse architecture in
Texas, especially late in the nineteenth and early in the twentieth centuries,
relied on mass, soaring or sweeping visual lines, and progressive detailing.
The design also represented implied levels of self-governance, from county to
state and federal, with the county borrowing symbolically from the others.
Courthouses were, in effect, county Capitols, and this politically significant
role was reflected in the architecture.
What sometimes became lost in the translation of concepts was the fact
that counties are also entities of the state, and so courthouses, in effect, belong
not only to residents of individual counties but to the people of the state as
well. That was the basis and justification for early legislation in Texas that
responded to a public concern for the state's unique collection of courthousDan K. Ufley and Bob Brinkman are hi,torimJs "--il/) the Texas Historical
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es. The legislation was born within a decade of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966. which codified recognized pre~ervation standards
through the National Register of Historic Places and statewide hisloric site
surveys. Both are now considered essential elements of community planning.
As the historic preservation movement began to evolve in Texas, there
was a growing public awareness that county courthouses were among the
most vulnerable landmark structures. Not only were they commonly lacking
comprehensive maintenance planning as a result of inadequate or misguided
budgets and the cyclical turnover of county governments, but they also suffered from a relatively small pool of adequately trained preservation profes~donals. Texas lagged behind other states in that regard for years.

A pattern of vulnerability threatening Texas courthouses became evident
in the 19508, when thirteen counties demolished their landmark court buildings in response to unprecedented growth in the decade following World War
II. The destruction slowcd somewhat in the 1960s, but by the early 1970s
another twelve cOUl1houses were gone.:' Among those in East Texas lost during this post-war era were those in Huntsville, Walker County, and in
Madisonville, Madison County. The overwhelmingly complex decisions and
financial burdens that counties faced following such devastating losses were
not lost on state officials. Their initial reaction, developed by legislators in
conjunction with the Texas Historical Commission (THe) - the state's designated State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) under lhc National Historic
Preservation Act - was to formulate a pro-active approach to the situation.

In 1973, the Texas Legislature adopted Section 442,008 of the Texas
Government Code, which required counties to notify the THC six months prior
to proposed demolition or alteralion of a county courthouse considered to be
historic as defined under the National Register of Historic Places criteria. Such
structures generally must be at least fifty years old and retain a high degree of
original architectural integrity. At the time it was passed, this state legislation
was unique on a national scale. The mandated review period, backed by provisions for injunctive relief and penalties. was designed to ensure a countystate dialogue about preservation. Enforcement was problematic in the early
years, but over time, due to education efforts targeted at county officials and
further definition through case law and regulatory practice, the "courthouse
law" became widely accepted. The provision ha-; been effective in addressing
the loss of histonc courthouses, In the thirty years since its implementation,
only three have been demolished. Two were in West Texas, in the counties of
Stonewall and Nolan. In East Texas, the loss of the 1889 Bowie County
Comthouse at New Boston in 1987 was attributed to arS0I1. 3
The citizens of Texas were alerted in dramatic fashion to the vulnerability of historic public hulldings in February 1983, when a late-night fire spread
alarmingly fast through the east wing of the Texas Capitol in Austin. Years of
deferred maintenance and interior alterations, including droppcd ceilings and
a virtual warren of hollow-frame walls and partitions in what had originally
been open spaces, coupled with the absence of a fire suppressant system, put
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the grand l888 Capitol in jeopardy_ One writer, making the aSSOCIation
between the state's premier public building and those temples of justice at the
county level, noted that 'The Texas Capitol. like the aging courthouses
throughout the state. had been transformed into something resembling a
Dagwood sandwich left in the refrigerator a bit too long."-I
The Texas Legislature responded quickly to the fire. Lawmakers established the State Preservation Board within a matter of weeks to oversee the
rehabilitation of the hurned-out wing and to implement a full restoration of the
statehouse and the nearby General Land Office Building, which would eventually serve as a visitor center For the refurbished Capitol. Central to the
restoration effort was the development of a master preservation plan that provided detailed analysis of several factors: the original structure, the changes
that had taken place over the years, the immediacy of the restoration needs,
the inadequate protection measures, and the plan for updating systems and
spaces within the context of a historic building. Preservation master plans had
long been an essential element of restoration proje(;ts, but this particular plan,
highlighted in part by a bold decision to expand the Capitol by meanf.. of a
mas~ive underground extension to the north, gained the attention of government officials, the national preservation community, and the general public. It
became a model for others to emulate.
Before work was complete on the state's largest preservation effort to that
time. another incident drew attention to historic preservation of public buildings. On January 1. 1993, the ornate 1890 Hill County Courthouse in
Hillsboro burned. Designed by architect w.e. Dodson of Waco, the building
exhibited elements of Italianate, Second Empire. and Classical Revival styles_
Recognized as unique among the state's historic courthouses, the building was
designated a Re(;orded Texas Historic Landmark and State Archeological
Landmark, and was listed in the National Register of Hi~toric Places. The
damage caused by the Hill County Courthou"ie fire was, in some respects,
even more devastating than that sustained by the state Capitol a decade earlier. Generally believed to have started as a result of wiring problems, the fire
began on the seldom-used third floor and quickly spread into the hell tower,
which eventually collapsed downward into the second-floor courtroom. The
rusticated limestone walls of the exterior wall held ftrm, containing the blaze,
hut as a number of fire departments responded to the scene, including a unit
of the Texas Forest Service in Lufkin, the interior space suffered extensive

damage from both fire and water.'
The loss of the Hill County Courthouse marked an important turning
point in both public and private perceptions of historic preservation in Texas.
While it was withom a doubt devastating and dramatic, the fire occurred in a
community with a proven preservation ethic and at a time when sentiment
toward saving historic structures was on the ri~e. In 1981, Hillsboro became
one of the first cities in Texas to join the Main Street Program, a partnership
between municipal governments, the Texas Historical Commi~sion, and the
National Trust for Historic Preservation. It promotes pragmatic development
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and marketing against backdrops of historic preservation and heritage
tourism. Hillsboro's early success within that new program helped community leaders and citizens to understand both the potential and feasibility of preserving the past, and the Hillsboro town 5.quare had been preserved as a result.
The 1890 courthouse was central to the historic square, and as the largest
structure in the downtown area was a landmark visible for miles.
Given the community's positive view of historic preservation and the
support of county officials and state leaders, there was little doubt that county residents would choose to restore rather than replace the damaged structure.
Even so, the decision was not easy. The insurance settlement proved inadequate to replace the historic structure completely; replacement required an
additional $8.000,000, a substantial sum to be raised by a relatively small
town like Hillsboro.
The commitment for preservation came quickly. Within days, the Hill
County Historical Commission sponsored a puhlic forum on the campus of
Hill College to discuss the matter. Donations had already been received by the
time of the meeting, which resulted in the formation of a courthouse restoration committee and the establishment of restoration accounls at a local trust
company. Staff members from both the Texas Historical Commission and the
State Preservation Board provided technical assistance. Despite lacking the
hasic records and archives vital to the early stages of the restoration project
and the development of the master preservation plan, the coalition of committed county and state officials. project architects, local citizens, contractors,
and workers persevered. The rehabilitated. refurbished. and restored courthouse opened to the public in 1995.
The lessons learned from the Hill County Courthouse fire directly affected public attitudes toward courthouse restoration. The Texas Historical
Commission. with funding from a federal transportation enhancement grant
administered by the Texas Department of Transportation, quickly established
the Texas Courthouse Alliance (TCA). The TeA brought together a team of
trained technical preservationists and architects who traveled the state and
identified fifty-five of the most endangered county courthouses. Through onsite documentation and analysis of thirty-one courthouse buildings, five of
them in East Texas, the TCA team developed dctailed reports that pointed to
specific deficiencies in the historic buildings. East Texas courthouses studied
by the TeA team were in the counties of Cass, Hopkins, Leon, Newton, and
Red River. The team conducted thorough research on courthouses in three
other East Texas counties as well- Grimes. Fort Bend, and Shelby - that did
not result in the comprehensive reports.'"
As the TCA neared the end of its grant funding cycle, public awareness
of the need for courthouse preservation in Texas gained momentum. Governor
George W. Bush, then running for a second term, included courthouse preservation in his campaign platform. On December 3, 1997, he said:
And as we build our future, we must not forget our grand Texas
heritage. I propose a joint stale and local courthouse revitalization project
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to preserve and restore the unique and historic structures that are a
'symbolic' center of our Texas community: our county courthouses.!

On June 15. 1998, the National Trust for Historic Preservation announced
that the historic c01ll1houses of Texas - 225 at the time - would be included
in its list of Eleven Most Endangered Historic Sites for that year. At the same
time, Governor Bush also furnished furtherdelails of his courthouse initiative.
Over the ensuing months. he appointed an advisory group and a working
group to begin outlining legislation necessary to implement the program. The
next year, the Texas Legislature approved the Texas Historic Courthouse
Preservation Program (THCPP), a precedent-setting preservation effort. and
Governor Bush signed it into law. That set the stage for what has been the
largest preservation effort undertaken - $145.000,000 to date - by a state on
behalf of its county courthouses.
Lessons learned in restoration work on the State Capitol and the HHl
County Courthouse were incorporated into the new program. Preservation
master plans. which the counties had to fund, and community involvement
sustained the process. A set of criteria addressed such concerns as age. endangennent. historical and architectural significance, life safety issues, and code
compliance. Programmatic qualifications restricted lhe funding to countyowned courthouses. rather than those then in private ownership, and favored
those that were still used for primary county court functions. The objective
was to promote the viability of the buildings as functioning courthouses,
rather than as museums or annexes.
The first two rounds of the new preservation funding provided full
restoration grants and planning grants for East Texas courthouses in Grimes,
Hamson, Hopkins, Lamar, Leon, Newton, Rains, and Red River counties. In
2000, the program neared the end of its first biennium of funding,
$50,000,000. State officials soon faced further legislative debate over continuing the effort for another biennium. Some legislators expressed concern
about the project in light of the state's fiscal woes. Restoration funds. they
thought, would seem less important than other. federally mandated programs
and crucial social service needs. Because of budgetary constraints, legislators
needed to shift funds to meet those needs. and the request for an additional
$50,000,000 for courthouse preservation seemed vulnerahle. Adding to the
debate was the scope of the work: THe estimated that full restoration cost of
the state's historic courthouses could exceed $) billion.
In August 2000, as legislators began preparing for the upcoming session,
the state received another wake-up call. This time the alann was sounded in
Deep East Texas. At the end of a workday, a fire started and began to spread
in the upper floors of the] 902 Newton County Courthouse. Fortunately, the
structure had already been documented through the Texas Courthouse
Alliance project, and consulting architects had analyzed the building for a
master preservation plan in association with the Texas Historic Courthouse
Preservation Program. Because of this, there were detailed records and photographs, unlike the situation in Hill County seven years earlier, and that gave
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Newton County an advantage with regard to accurate reconstruction. But
Newton County has a considerably smaller economy and population than Hill
County, considerations that made the decision to preserve more difficult.
The fire in Newton left the courthouse a shell of sound exterior walls with
no roof and a gutted interior space. County officials weighed their options and
decided to continue with the courthouse preservation program. They were
rewarded with emergency funding that provided structural stabilization and a
roof system that would help enclose the ruins until full restoration could get
underway. The project remains in process as of the writing of this article.~
The courthouse fire in Newton gained statewide attention because of its
scope and its tragic outcome, hut the root causes of such potential disasters
often go unreported or are little noticed by the media, even when disaster is
narrO\\lly averted. In 1998, for example, a fire erupted in the 1891 portion of
the Tyler County Courthouse, but was quickly contained in one room. Such
close calls illustrated the vulnerability of historic courthouses. In the case of
Tyler County. members of the THC's courthouse team visited the building and
noted that the wiring in the courthouse was among the worst they had encountered across the state. As a result, the agency's commissioners approved emergency funding to address immediate needs,?
[n response to the successes of the first-round funding, and realizing that
many Texas courthouses remained in imminent danger, the Texas Legislature
approved additional funding for the 2001 and 2003 biennia, with $50.000,000
funded in 2002-2003 and $45,000,000 in honds lssucd for 2004-2005. In
2005, legislators will once again reevaluate the program and try to match
need~ with available funds: preliminary discussions may involve a bonding
mechanism of up to S250 million.
In six years of operation, the Texas Historic Courthouse Preservation
Program has provided full restoration funding for forty-four courthouses, eight
of which are in East Texas (Grimes, Harrison, Hopkins, Lamar, Leon, Newton,
Rains, and Red River). Additionally, the counties of Cass, Harris, San Augustine,
Trinity, and Tyler received partial funding for planning or emergency work. As
of early 2005, another ten East Texas counties (Fannin, Fort Bend, Houston,
Liberty, Marion, Polk, Rusk, San Jacinto, Upshur, and Van Zandt) have approved
master plans and wait funding if the program is continued.
The lessons of the Texas Historic Courthouse Preservation Program are
many. The funding has addressed important problems but also brought to light
important historical discoveries that were forgotten long ago. The program has
shown the need for systematic. thorough master planning that balances preservation needs with the modem demands of county government. It has also, in
certain cases, corrected inadequacles in original design or construction. The program has educated communities, many of which came late to their preservation
needs, about the economic benefits of history and heritage development. And it
has strengthened historic governmental ties between the State of Texas and the
counties. An analysis of the program to date, with a focus on developments in
East Texas, points to its early successes and also to the need for further work.
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Since there are no definitive boundaries for the East Texas region, the
authors have restricted their study to fifty-three counties (see appendix). This
regional approach to an understanding of historic courthouses provides
important insights into statewide conditions and concerns. East Texas serves
as a microcosm of the state and yet possesses s.ignificantly unique characteristics that make it a viable area of study.
No single architect dominates the historic built environment in East
Texas, and that is particularly true with regard to courthouses. In other
regions, even today, there arc identifiahle clusters of counties whose courthouses were designed by the same individual or firm. Often these are grouped
around the architect's home city. There are several examples of this phenomenon in other parts of Texas. In the Permian Rasin, David Castle designed
seven extant courthouses between Kermit. Gail, and Mertzon, just west of his
base in Abilene. San Antonio architect Henry T. Phelps also designed seven
C0U11houses in a region north and west of his hometown, and the flrm of
Townes. Lightfoot and Funk built six courthouses in the Panhandle centered
around its Amarillo office. II,
East Texas, however. does not display similar spheres of influence or territorial claims. The designs for forty-five historic courthouses in the region are
spread among thirty-two architects and firms, with only two of these having
designed more than a pair. The leader is C.H. Page and Brothers of Austin,
well olltside the region. whose five courthouses in Fort Bend (1908),
Anderson (1914), Trinity (1914 ), Hunt (1929). and Orange (1937) counti es
form the largest number, yet they are geographically dispersed. Cornell Curtis
designed three courthouses-Rusk (1928). Liberty (1931). and Chambers
(l936)-two of these in partnership with A.E. Thomas. J. Riely Gordon,
Eugene Heiner, L.L. Thurman, Elmer G. Withers, and the firm of Voelcker
and Dixon, all well-known courthouses architects in the state, each designed
two standing courthouses in East Texas, while all others are responsible for
only one (see appendix).
There seems to be no simple explanation for the lack of a pattern when
analyzing the influence of architects in East Texas cOUl1houses. Like other
parts of the state, the designers of courthouses in this region vary widely [rom
homegrown products to imported professionals. Shirley Simons of Tyler was
a prolific architect in the region, but curiously his only courthouse design was
in nearby San Augustine County in 1927. On the other end of the spectmm are
the Bryan Architectural Company of S1. Louis, Missouri and the Falls City
Construction Company of Louisville, Kentucky, who designed and huilt the
Rains County Courthouse. Architect Andrew J. Bryan designed at least fortyone courthouses throughout the South, but with the demolition of the 1910
Fisher County Courthouse at Roby in West Texas, the courthouse at Emory
became his only surviving Texas design. ll
The lack of a dominant architect in East Texas is due in large part to the fact
the counties have been settled longer and therefore had more opportunity to lose
courthouses through poor construction, neglect, fi.res, or changing architectuml
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tastes. At one time, however, more influence was exerted by individual architects. Hou~ton an:hitect Eugene Heiner, for example, designed at least eighteen
c0U11houses in Tcxa~, only six of which survive, and four of those have had
major alterations to their original design. Heiner's previous c0U11houses in
Smith (lXX2), Galveston (1882), Trinity (1884), Walker (1888), Nacogdoches
( 1889), Montgomery (1891), Jefferson ( I 893), and Polk (1894) counties do not
survive. Austin-based Frederick Ruffini also influenced early East Texas courthouse design, building structures in Gregg (1879), Rusk (1879), Hopkins
(1881), and Wood (1883) countie~ that are no longer standing.
I)

From the time that they were organized, the fifty-three counties in the
study area have been home to an aggregate total of 231 courthouses, an average of more than four courthouses per county. All but five of the counties have
had at least three courthouse buildings, and Cass County is an exceptional case,
still using its 1859 comthollse, albeit with later additions. At the other end of
the spectnull are Fannin, Galveston, and Liberty counties, each of which has
called seven different buildings the scat of justice and county bU1o>iness.
In the rest of the s,tate, 20 I counties have gone through 603 courthouses,
or an average of three courthouses per county. But west of the Brazos River
there are many more examples of counties still using original or early com1houses, with fifteen counties still in their original building and another fifty-six
counties utilizing only their second courthouse. Again, this can be explained as
a function of the greater age of the counties in the eastern part of Texas.
Despite the greater number of newer courthouses, East Texa~ still has a
higher proportion with historical designations than does the rest of the t;tate.
The Texas Historical Commission administers three levels of de~ignations for
eligible historic properties: Recorded Texas Historic Landmark (RTHL); State
Archeological Landmark (SAL); and the National Register of Historic Places
(NR or NRHP).1:1 In the study area, forty-five county courthouses are greater
than fifty years of age, and thilty-two of them, or 73 percenr of those eligible,
carry one or more historical designations. Twenty-four are listed in the NR (53
percent), twenty-six are RTHLs (58 percent). and seventeen are SALs (38 percent). By comparison, there are 201 eligible courthouses in the remaining 201
counties of Texas, with 121 of these, or 60 percent, carrying al least one historical designation. Nlnety-six are listed in the NR (4X percent), ninety-seven
are RTHLs (48 percent), and seventy-seven are SALs (38 percent). East Texas
counties have obviously been more active than their statewide counterparts in
pursuing historical designatinn~ for thclr courthouses. This indicates longterm commitment to the conservation of cultural resources in East Texas and
a widespread inculcation of preservation values in the region. The designations have abo proven beneficial to counties as part of the evaluation criteria
for restoration funding from the state. lot
Although the counties in the study area have done a better job at securing
historical designations for their courthouses than the state as a whole, the region
is underrepresented in restoration efforts. As a result, Ea1o>l Texas has a higher
concentration of endangered courthouses than other parts of Texas. Only eight
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of the region's counties have received major restoration funding through the
THCPP, out of forty-f{)Ur counties statewide. Many more East Texa'i counties
are eligible to participate in the program, with courthouses ranging from latenineteenth-century buildings to ones from the Art Deco and Modeme periods of
the 19305 and 1940s and the International style of the 1950s.
Without exception, the physical changes brought about by recent East
Texas courthouse restoration projects have been dramatic, as the following six
stories show_ The changes are multi-layered, reaching from the footprint of the
historic building to the encompassing grounds, to the square that developed
around the site, and even beyond to residential areas and other county towns,
The following restored courthouses reveal the scope of historical architecture
in the region and provide an insight into the adaptability and resilience of the
historic fahric that has served many of the counties for a century or more.
The two oldest East Texas courthouses to receive comprehensive restoration grants in early-round funding through the THCPP are those in Red River
County and Grimes County. While markedly different in size, site, and ornamentation, both are good ex.amples of Italianate design, a preeminent style in
the Victorian era. Italianate architecture was characterized in general by
broad, pronounced rootlines accented by dentils and hrackets, by clean honzontallines, and by gahles. The styling also frequently incorporated projecting pavilions and other vertical, exterior details to break otherwise open
expanses and to create shadows that added drama and stateliness. Overall, the
accent was on the vertical, with high sight lines, tall windows and doors within arched openings. and, in the case of courthouses, tall central bell towers.
Examples of Italianate architecture, stylistically evocative of early
Mediterranean villas, were found outside the East Texa<i region in the Shackelford
County Courthouse in Albany and the Stephen, County Courthouse in
Breckenridge. both completed in 1883 and designed by Dallas architect J.E.
Flanders. In East Texas. the courthouses in Red River County and Grimes County
represented the waning years of the design's popularity, most likely echoing the
standard architectural lag of popular designs as their inlluence moved west. By the
I 890s, the style was giving way to sweeping changes in classicism that characterized what would come to be known as the High Victorian era. IS
Completed in 1885 on the design work of William Wilson, the Red River
County Courthou'le in Clarksville reflects Italianate intluences in an articulated cornice with pronounced dentils, the use of high circular windows to
accent the third floor space, tall, vertical windows with rounded arches, and a
central bell tower topped by a Mansard roof with clock faces on each side and
a smaller, open cupola. The yellow limestone walls are smooth and relatively
tlat, devoid of exuberant detailing; the accent is on the vertical elements.
Projecting wings tlare at the ends toward unique corner columns and finials
that give the impression the vertical hnes pierce the roof.
The restoration design philosophy selected for the Red River County
Courthouse centered on 1910, the year of a major addition to the original plan.
To choose an earlier period of restoration would have necessitated removing a
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sizable wing. In keeping with the 1910 period, interior restoration work included removal of non-historic sheathing and dropped ceilings. The most dramatic
change carne with the opening of the second-floor courtroom space and its complete realignment following the original design, which had been compromised
over the years. Also dramatic were the reintroduction of colorful Victorian paint
schemes that featured lavender, yellow, blue, and gray. among other colors, and
the careful replication of a banner motif above the judge's bench bearing the
biblical admonition to all, "Thou Shalt Not Bear False Witness." II.
Exterior work included restoring the stonework, reintroducing metal
rootline cresting, and installing a new roof and cupola for the bell tower. Where
exterior stonework had failed or was otherwise in need of replacement, workers
fashioned replica elements, including two chimneys, using limestone from the
same quarry in nearby Honey Grove that had supplied the original material.
In the course of the restoration project there were also landscaping considerations to be addressed. Most significantly, a parking lot adjacent to the north
side of the building was removed and replaced with sod, emphasizing a broader.
pre-automobile footprint for the square. The building's original cupola, replaced
due to severe deterioration, found a new ground-level home on the northeast side
of the square, where it serves as a close-up reminder of Italianate det.:'l.iling. P
In contrast to the broad, high stylc of the courthouse in Clarksville, the
Grimes County Courthouse in Anderson appears diminutive, although it
embodies the same Italianate design philosophy of verticality and c1can
styling. The structure's dramatic setting on a high point above the small town
and the surrounding rural landscape add~ to the vertical feel. Completed in
1893 on the site of an earlier courthouse and incorporating a salvaged vault,
the three-story structure was designed by FS. Glover & Company. Original
detailing includes tall, arched windows and a deep red brick core with contrasting details of rusticated limestone corner quoins. arches and pilasters, and
white cast stone window-hood moulds. I '
Primary entrances to the courthouse arc on the north and south sides, and
both, because of the small size of the square, are close to the road that encircles the building. On the north side, steps lead from the road up to the elevated square, and another sct of steps continue upward through a stone arch that
anchors the central entry section. The central section, topped by a gable, is
dropped in relation to flanking twin towers with hipped roofs and chimneys.
The tripartite design, a classical arrangement accented by the road that rises
to the fa<rade. provides visual movement upward toward a central, hipped
cupola with tripartite windows that provides a historical reference to roof
lanterns of earlier styles.
The south side of the courthouse faces the historic commercial section of
Anderson, thereby providlng a sense of the more common entrance. It is also
less complicated architecturally. It nevertheless provide~ its own drama, primarily through a flared set of frame stairs-a later addition to the courthouse-that lead to the second floor. Flanking stone pilasters guide the eyes
upward to a central gable and then on toward the rooftop cupola, relaining the
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overall sense of vertical maso;;ing. The east and west sides are accented by
linking window arches with a projecting keystone at the apex of each. The
white stairs, in stark contrast to the red brick body, evoke porches and verandahs common in the Old South. The Grimes County Courthouse, in fact,
would not seem out of place in the Virginia Piedmont the Cumherland region
of Tennessee. or the Carolina low country.
Much of the THCPP-funded restoration work focused on accessibility

and code compliance, repainting and cleaning exterior masonry (some of
which had been painted), rewiring, replacing structural clements and the heating/air conditioning system. and other nece~sary updates. While ~xterior
masonry restoration and repainted woodwork brought back the original crisp
lines of the Italianate design. the most significant changes carne on the interior, where alterations had obscured early detailing. In the vault area, architectural investigations led to the discovery of a long-forgotten but significant
design feature - an elaborate decorative floor pattern. Underneath a safe that
remained ill situ for decades were remnants of the intricate design, which utilized brightly colored quarry tile~ in diamond and square patterns. The design
had once graced larger expanses of the courthouse but was removed and
replaced with more utilitarian coverings over the years. Only relatively small
sections remained. hidden from view, but architects were able to recreate the
overall effect by replicating patterns from the lile hed in other areas. 1'1
Other restored elemenLs on the interior included pressed metal ceilings, pIaster walls and detailing. and historic hardware. \Vork in the courtroom centered on
refurbishing the decorative woodwork and replicating furnishings. some of
which still existed. Outside, workers reconditioned concrete retaining walls that
serve lli> a visual horder for the limited landscaping space on the small square.
The next THCPP-funded courthouse in the stylistic chronology represents
the Late Victorian era. The 1894 Hopkins County Courthouse in Sulphur
Springs is a good example of the Richardsonian Romanesque (Rornanesque
Revival) style. named for Henry Hohson Richardson. a native of Louisiana
trained at Harvard and at the prestigious Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris.
Richardson'Eo, eclecLic design clements. evocative of medieval European
churches, represented the first truly American version of Victorian design.
Romanesque detailing rdlected strength, permanence, power. and security,
important architectural statements for courthouses and other public buildings.~D
Richardson's design quickly gained a popular national following and continued as a dominant style even after his death in I&&6. Its range included
Texas. where its arrival coincided with, and came to express in some regards,
the so-called '·Golden Age" of courthouse construction. 11 Tn 1881, the Texas
Legislature enabled counties to issue bonds for the financing of buildings. ushering in an era of new construction, principally for courthouses and jails. Such
noted architects as Galveston's Nicholas Clayton. Waco's w.e. Dod~on, and
San Antonio's J. Riely Gordon embraced the style and, in the process, developed a long list of admirers. apprentices, and clients. While all three were successful in their endeavors, it was the prolific Gordon who became most dose-
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Iy as!\ociated with the style through his distinctive courthouse plans.?2

Gordon apprenticed with W.C. Dodson and later the Supervising Architect
of the U.S. Treasury in Washington, D.C., but he returned to his former home
of San Antonio to oversee constlUctlon of a federal courthouse and post otlice.
He stayed to develop one of the most successful Texas architectural practices
of the era. Gordon not only understood the intricacies of Richardson's design
elements hut f..tretched them to provide even more expression and exuberance.
He perfected basic forms and adapted them to individual client needs and to
the local availability of materials. As architectural historian Jay C. Henry
noted, "Among Gordon's dozen surviving Texas courthouses, a single design
parti was employed seven time~: at Decatur, Sulphur Springs, Waxahachie.
New Braunfels. Giddings, Gonzales, and Marshall."2.1
Gordon's unique adaptation of the Richardsonian basics included using
corner entryways that directed visitors diagonally across squares and into central, open stair shafts that led upward through hallways on the various floors.
Topping the core and the courthouse was a dominant tower structure with
clock faces. Gordon's new approach was a departure from the conventional
cross-axial designs of earlier courthouses, and it reflected his architectural
interpretation of equal access to the law. In his design, no dominant fa~ade
provided favoritism. commercial or otherwise."!
Gordon's design of equality had to be adapted to the unique setting in
Sulphur Springs, where the courthouse was slated for a corner lot. As a result.
his plan lacked "the normal quadrilateral symmetry of entrances, suhstituting
a modified plan with entries on the northwest and southwest." The building
demonstrated Gordon's penchant for polychromatic masonry. As noted in the
National Register of Historic Places file on the building:
Walls were ashlar masonry in pink gnmite. Walls and sleps were of polished
blue granite. Completing the vivid polychromatic treatment, voussoirs, lintels
and strip courses were of red sandstone. A hand (hillet) of stones of
contra~ting hue, sel in a checkerhoard pattern fonns a border at the roof line."

Restoration work on the Hopkins County Courthouse included extensive
rehabilitation of masonry features, primarily the Pecos red sandstone which,
depending on how the bedding planes were utilized, could be subject to water
deterioration and infiltration. Other exterior work included the removal of
non-historic elements, the opening of enclosed balconies, the reconstruction
of chimneys to full height, and the replication of sandstone columns using
material from historic quarries. Also replaced were historic entrance doors.
encaustic tiles in the entryway porches, and a copper roof on the cupola. Wood
windows were restored throughout.
Interior work on the courthouse, as with most of the THCPP projects,
proved dramatic. The restoration philosophy called for a vault area dating
from the 1920s and 1930s to he returned to its original use as the commissioners' courtroom, complete with wains.coting of longleaf and curly pine,
chair rails, and other decorative woodwork. Work in the district courtroom
required the removal of dropped ceilings and the opening and restoration of
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the balcony. Throughout the project, supervising architects were able to utilize not only the historical evidence normally extant in such work, but also
similar features in other Gordon-designed courthouses. including those in
Gonzales, Wise, and Ellis counties.~6
At the turn of the twentieth century, the dominant styles in public architecture, such as Romanesque Revival, waned in favor of the Beaux Arts style.
Inspired by the buildings of the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in
]893, American architects sought training at the F--eole des Beaux Arts in Paris
in increasing numbers. The Ecole des Beaux Arts emphasized continued
incorporation of classical architectural elements and proportions from Greek
and Roman idioms, manifested in the movements of Neoc.:lassic.:ism and
Beaux Arts design. Columns, pediments, balustrades, and domes were featured prominently on building exteriors, while grand rotundas and wide hallways gave interiors a monumental feel.~7
The venerable J. Riely Gordon, master of Romanesque Revival in the
1890s, became one of the leading proponents of Beaux Arts architecture in the
1900s with a quick shift of stylistic gears at the turn of the new century. In
I X99, Gordon's design for the Lee County Courthouse was a marvel of the
Romanesque Revival style for which he had become most famous. But beginning the following year, he designed three cOUl1houses at Marshall. Waco, and
Lufkin that displayed his prowess in Beaux Arts design.~'
The Hamson County Courthouse (1900) features Gordon's familiar
semicircular wings placed between the right angles of a cross-corridor plan.
The Beaux Arts Classicism manifests itself in stone pediments, balustrades,
window hoods, decorative sculptures, and a dominant dome and clock tower.
While Gordon was the architect of record, Marshall native C.G. Lancaster
was the supervising architect both for the original design and for a 1920s
expansion. At that time, both the east and west wings were detached from the
main body of the courthouse, and an extra twenty-two feet of office space was
added to each wing.~9
Harrison County built a new courthouse on the west side of the square in
the 1960s and gradually moved most of the county offices and courts, with the
historic courthouse becoming primarily a historical museum. County officials
funded periodic repairs, hut through the years various alterations and deferred
maintenance compromised the original design and endangered the building.
Harrison County successfully completed a master plan for restoration through
the THCPP, but was not among those selected in the initial round. In 2000,
voters narrowly defeated a bond election to utilize local funds for restoration.
Finally, the Harrison County Courthouse received a $2.5 million construction
grant for restoration in the fourth round of the THCPP. Among the considerations that aided the county in securing the funding was a commitment to once
again use the courthouse as the primary seat of county government. With
assistance from the Harrison County Historical Commission, the county was
also able to demonstrate a national level of historical significance based on the
civil rights demonstrations of the 1960s that centered on the courthouse
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square. Restoration is still in progress on this notable historic courthouse.
In the second decade of the twentieth century, Classical Revival architecture became the style of choice for public buildings nationwide. As a reflection of the City Beautiful movement emphasizing formal public spaces, and
reinforced by such spectacles as the World's Fair at St. Louis in 1904 and the
Pan-American Exposition at San Francisco in 1915. Classi(;al Revival architecture once more highlighted the elements and proportions of Greek and
Roman architecture in the ancient world. Materials and details varied within
the style, but symmetrical fa~ades and formal columns, pediments, entryways,
and hallways were among the common characteristics.
The 1909 Rains County Courthouse is a two-story Classical Revival
building in the town of Emory. The building has a erucifonn plan, with twostory projecting wings at each corner that form an unusual footprint. Pilasters,
pediments, a metal dome, and a symmetrical arrangement are among the classically inspired elements in this courthouse. Interior materials include floors of
concrete and wood, plaster walls on brick, pressed tin ceilings, and oak staircases. The Rains County Courthouse also has a unique first-floor interior plan,
with hallways forming a T rather than the more familiar cross-hallway X. The
architects closed off the north hallway to incorporate the clerk's vault from the
1884 courthouse, the only thing that survived a fire that leveled that building.
As a result there is no entry into the courthouse on the north side. Thus, the
north side of the courthouse square never developed commercially, and historic
buildings now stand on only three sides. A prominent golden dome was not in
the original design but was added at the urging of the citizenry. In )952, a twostory jail and office space was added to the north side of the courthouse. further decreasing the desirability of commercial development there. 3l1
The Rains County Courthouse is also noteworthy for its relatively inexpensive building cost-$18, 700--which in 1909 was less than half the cost of
comparably sized courthouses in thc state. The exterior of the Rains County
Courthouse is clad in Ginger brick, so named for the light brown color and for
the brick manufacturing plant founded by Walter S. Fraser in 1905 in the town
of Ginger, three miles east of Emory. The Fraser Brick Company also provided exterior brick for the Oklahoma City Post Office (1908), the Rice Hotel in
Houston (1912). and many other buildings in Texas and adjoining states. 'I
Rains County received initial funding through the THCPP of $229,3R5
for a planning grant. and later an additional $203,615 to construct a ramp for
disabled access, a back fire stair to provide emergency access from the second
floor. and a smoke detection system. In 2004. Rains County received additional funding of S 1.6 million for full restoration, including removal of the
incompatible 1952 wing. The removal of non-historic partitions and dropped
ceilings from the courtroom will not only eliminate hazardous flammable
materials, hut will also expose the potential for a future full restoration of the
interior. The hand-stenclled records vault that remains from the 1884 courthouse will also be stabilized to prevent further corrosion of the slcel Door,
ceiling, and shutters.
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The 1916 Lamar County Courthouse tells a story of survival and rebirth.
The town of Paris, named the seat of Lamar County in 1844, has suffered two
devastating fires in its history. The first, in 1877, destroyed the 1846 courthouse that had been abandoned a few years before in favor of a new building
on a new courthouse square. In I gS9, County Judge Charles Neathery championed the construction of a fireproof annex with a new vault for the county
clerk's records. The building had double-thic;k brick walls and steel ~helving
and furniture; County Clerk Sam Hancock boasted that the building contained
no piece of wood big enough to light. A modest property tax was levied to pay
for the building. Some residents insisted that the cost was unnecessary. and
the following year Judge Neathery and three of the county commissioners
were voted out of office. l2
Early in 1894, the twcnty-year-old brick courthouse showed signs of instability, and Lamar County issued $90,000 in bonds to pay for a new courthouse.
The county hired the Fort Worth firm of Messer, Sanguinet, and Messer to
design an opulent Romanesque Revival building, with huge stones of pink
granite taken from the same quarry used for the Texas State Capitol a decade
before. The castle-like courthouse featured octagonal turrets, corner entrances.
small balconies, dormers, a slate roof, and a soaring central masonry tower that
could be seen for miles. The monumental structure took more than three years
to build, finally opening in November 1897. Also noteworthy in the development of the courthouse square was Pompeo Coppini's 1903 Confederate monument, the first Texas commission of this noted sculptor's career.'l
The foresight of Judge Neathery and the county commissioners in 1XX9
\vas borne out one awful day in March, 1916. A fire that began at a warehouse
a few blocks southwest of the courthouse square was spread by gusting winds.
The blaze jumped from one side of the street to the other, destroying entire
residential neighborhoods and commercial blocks. The conflagration gutted
the courthouse and destroyed the newspaper office, along with decades of
records and archives. Only the county records, kept in the slightly scorched
1889 clerk's annex, survived the fire that raged all night. In all. more than
1,400 buildings were destroyed in a milc-\vide swath.
The county hired Paris architects William G. Barry. Edwin R. Smith. and
Elmer G. Wither~, along with the Fort Worth firm of Sanguinet and Staats, to
draw up plans for a new courthouse. Following a statewide tour of county
courthouses and jails, Judge Tom Beauchamp and the county commissioners
worked with the architects to design a new four-story building faced with
granite salvaged from the burned courthouse. The new courthouse became the
cornerstone of a mas~ivc rebuilding effort for Paris. whose commercial district was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1988.
The basic form of the courthouse is Cla!\sical Revival. with symmetrical
facades, columns. balustrades, and monumental entries. Some of the details.
particularly the stone arches and columns at the entries. recall the
Romanesque Revival architecture of the previous bllilding. The pink granite
blocks were numbered and dismantled. and then reused on the entries of the
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new courthouse. The 1889 clerk's office was incorporated into the building
footprint as a courthouse annex.
The 1916 Lamar County Courthouse was long subjected to a number of
alterations that obscured original design elements. These features will be
returned to their initial character in an ongoing restoration project. Lamar
County received a $464,500 planning grant in an early round of the THCPP,
and then a $3.5 million grant for full restoration. The project will include
removing non-historic partitions and dropped ceilings throughout the building, opening the courtroom to its original two-story configuration, and restoring the courtroom balcony and the plaster and stencil work throughout the
corridors, stairwells, and courtroom. Construction began in the fall of 2003
and is expected to take approximately two years to complete.
The six courthouses descrihed in detail as part of this article, as well as
those in counties like Jasper and Shelby counties that were restored prior to
the THCPP program and those that remain in hopes of fU11her state assistance,
represent some of the best of early East Texas architecture. Collectively, they
speak of change over time, of symbolism that reflected progress, and of cultural aspirations. While they are functioning vestiges of our government, they
are far more than bricks and mortar. They are, in effect, detailed historical
records of past societies bequeathed to future generations. As public buildings, they were designed as expressions of hope to be held in trust for the
common good. Those who designed and built the courthouses believed that
they were leaving something permanent, and they depended on residents of
the counties to honor that commitment.
In 2005, the task of preserving historic Texas courthouses continues on
several fronts. The Texas Legi!o>lature will debate whether or not to continue
the state-funded grant assistance program through the Texas Historic
Courthouse Preservation Program. The Texas Historical Commission will
provide technical assistance to both funded and non-funded projects and will
also monitor planned alterations to courthouses across the state. And county
officials and county historical commissions will continue to work together to
maintain, preserve, and protect their grand temples of justice as viable, functioning centers of government and community.
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PRESERVING ROSEN\VALD SCHOOLS IN EAST TEXAS: THE
SAND FLAT AND RICHLAND SCHOOL PROJECT
By James Conrad and Theodore M. Lawe
Inspired by the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s and the popularity
of the television documentary "Roots:' an intense effort to preserve African
American heritage is sweeping Texas and the nation. More than 100 African
American museums have been established in the last forty years. l Numerous
preservation groups have been organized and have actively worked to protect
African American cultural sites, structures, and history in Texas. Over the past
decade, several county historical commissions have acquired Texas Historical
Commission markers for African American churches, schools. and communities. Even more impressive, a handful of organizations and individuals have
embarked on ambitious projects sueh as setLing up African American archives
and libraries, cleaning up cemeteries. conducting oral history projects, and
opening historical museums. These endeavors receive support from various
organizations, including the Texas Historical Commission (THe), the
National Trust for Historic Preservation (NTHP), and a host of county historical commissions and societies.
Perhaps the most impressive East Texas African American hir.;torical
institutl0n is the A.C. McMillan African American Museum in Emory. The
museum displays historical artifacts and authentic African American and
African art and sculptures.
To ensure new attractions for returning visitors, the curator changes the
non-permanent exhibits annually. In addition to its permanent exhibits, the
museum follows a comprehensive plan to collect local African American family histories and preserve local African American historical sites and buildings. including the Rosenwald School at Sand Flat.
Rosenwald schools possess a unique history. In 1912 Booker T.
Washington, founder and president of Tuskegee Nannal and Industrial
Institute in Alabama, and Julius Rosenwald, multimillionaire president and
CEO of Sears and Roebuck. partnered to upgrade African American education
in the South. They financed the construction of new, modem school buildings
with support from local black communities and public school systems. 2 The
need for modem school buildings for rural blacks was great indeed. While
traveling through the lower South around the turn of the century, Washington
had witnessed firsthand the need to revolutionize rural education for African
Americans. Almost without exception. schools for blacks were smaller and
understaffed compared to white schools. Black schools in the South possessed
grossly inferior facilities; many held classes outdoors under brush arbors, in
one room log cabins, or in churches that generally lacked adequate furnishings and supplies. Not only were the African American schools physically
inferior, but the length of the school term was shorter than that in white
James Conrad is an archivist at Texas A&M [jniversin'-Commerce and a Fellon' nt"the East Texas
Hi~toricl1l A.uociation. Theodore M. raWi' lives in iJallas and is a director of the EaST Texa,~
Hi,~torical A.uociation.
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schools. Put simply, equality did not exist in Texas public schools. According
to historian William Brophy, the total value of the furniture in white schools
in Texas exceeded the total value of all the black schools in Texas.
Washington and Rosenwald sought to address this disparity with the
Rosenwald Fund, a philanthropic foundation.
Rosenwald Schools were common in rural East and Central Texas well
into the middle of the twentieth century. The Rosenwald Fund, along with
local African-American communities, joined forces to build classrooms,
industrial shops, and teacher's houses between 1920 and 1932. Eventually,
however, two forces made the school buildings obsolete. First, desegregation
of public schools as mandated by the Supreme Court decision in Brown v.
Board of Education forced school consolidation. Second, massive population
shifts from rural to urban areas following World War 11 resulted in a loss of
rural population. A recent survey found only a handful of school buildings still
intact, though undoubtedly others exist. Something so common only five
decades ago - Texas once boasted 527 Rosenwald Schools - now appears to
be a rarity. Rosenwald Schools improved rural African American education,
and the story of the schools is essential to understanding the necessity to preserve and document the remaining structures.'
Rosenwald Schools were excellent examples of public-private cooperation. Following the example of other philanthropic organizations, the
Rosenwald Fund contributed a matching grant that would pay about one-third
of the costs of building a school. The remaining expenses would be shouldered by local African American communities and county and state governments. The terms of the grant required that the school be in continuous session for more than five months per academic year; that the building and property be deeded to local authorities; and that the local public school system
assume responsibility for staffing and maintenance.~ Historians refer to the
Rosenwald School Program as the most successful effort at enhancing education undertaken by private efforts in the history of the United Sates. The
record is astonishing. Rosenwald-funded schools first appeared in Texas in
1920 and continued to be built until 1932, when the Fund ceased to support
rural school construction. During that period, the Rosenwald Fund had erected over 5,300 buildings in southern states, Texas' 527 school buildings ranked
it third only behlnd North Carolina and Alabama. Bowie, Casso and Smith
counties in far northeast Texas accounted for the largest number of schools in
the state, while a few Texas counties with large African American populations,
such as Dallas County, had no Rosenwald Schools. Such absences perhaps
resulted from prejudice, since some participation by white residents was
required for a Rosenwald School to be huilt.
The Rosenwald Fund provided primary financial support. but other northern philanthropic organizations contributed substantial sums as well. The John
H. Slater Foundation funded teacher training schools, trained rural teachers,
and supplemented teachers' salaries. Yet another foundation, the Anna T.
Jeanes Fund, supp0l1ed "Jeanes supervisors" to recruit rural teachers. present
home demonstration programs, and organize fundraising rallies at Rosenwald
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Schools. In a 1935 report on African American education, the Texas
Department of Educatl0n summarized the purpose of the Jeanes Fund field
agents: "The Jeanes Supervisors were agents to help with supervising programs for the education of Negro children and the welfare of the Negro people."5 The Jeanes supervisors first appeared in Texas after World War I.
Twenty-two counties employed Jeanes teachers by 1930, the peak year of the
program.
A third private foundation, the General Education Board, financed state
agents for African American schools, conducted county training programs,
and provided summer schoo} for African American teachers. According to the
Texas Department of Education, "the General Education Board provided all
salaries and official travel expen5.es for the State Agents and Asslstant State
Agents for Negro Education. The Fund also defrayed the ex.pense of State
Agents to several national conferences on education." These three funds,
along with others. played vital roles in the success of Rosenwald Schools. In
Texas, they were administered through the Texas Department of Education in
conjunction with Prairie View State College. which acted as the sitc for program coordination and training. (,
Rosenwald Schools were built according to standardized architectural
plans that incorporated the latest in layout, furnishings, and sanitation facilities. An almost universal feature of the two- and three-room schools was a
sliding partition between classrooms which. when opened, created a large
auditorium for special programs. public meetings, county agent demonstrations, church programs, and Juneteenth celebrations. The school buildings
also included kitchens, industrial shops, and space on the grounds for baseball
fields. basketball courts, and gardens. In an era before rural electrification.
large hanks of windows on the east and west sides of the buildings maximized
available natural light.
The small but growing movement to preserve Rosenwald Schools is a
new initiative to maintain for future generations a part of the African American heritage. At the national level, the NTHP coordinates "The Rosenwald
Initiative," funded in part by a $100,000 grant from the Rosenwald family
foundation and matching private donors. This initiative is designed to set up
a nctwork to share information and generate public interest among state and
local organizations interested in preserving Rosenwald Schools. Recently. the
NTHP has sponsored several national conferences and workshops that
focused attention on the historic signitlcance of Rosenwald Schools and discussed strategies for saving the extant school buildings. 7
The Texas Humanities Council, the National Trust for Historic
Preservation, municipal governments, and museums. like the A.C. McMillan
African American Museum are in the forefront of Rosenwald School preservation in Texas. To date. the most impressive steps at the state level came in
2001. when the NTHP sent historian Karen Riles into the field to identify surviving Rosenwald Schools in Texas, an endeavor that resulted in a lengthy
report and the identification of twenty-five existing buildings. s Riles' work
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generated numerous newspaper stories about Rosenwald Schools and their
importance to African American education and communitics_~ Following up
on the Riles' report, the NTHP office in Austin launched a campaign to
encourage nominations of Rosenwald Schools for listing on the National
Register. To date, four Rosenwald Schools in Texas have been listed Lockhart Vocational School (Caldwell County), Sweet Home Vocational and
Agricultural School (Guadalupe County), Garland Community School
Teacherage (Bowie County). and Pleasant Hill Rosenwald School (Cass
County).lIJ
At present, several community based groups and organizations are working to document and restore Rosenwald Schools in Texas. Their intent is to
have these buildings recognized as Historical Landmarks by the THC and/or
listed on the National Register. Acquisition of state markers and National
Register listings enhances the prestige of historic properties by conferring
state and national recognition. thereby improving the chances for raising
money for repairs and restoration. In addition, those applying for markers and
NTHP listing must undergo a rigorous process of collecting and evaluating
documents related to the history of the school building, the students, the
teachers. and the community. If nothing else is accomplished. this alone is a
worthwhile endeavor, for it provides a permanent record for future historian~
and researchers.
Restoring a Rosenwald School is a much more complex and expensive
enterprise than simply securing historical markers. Without question, the
major challenge facing preservationists is locating adequate financial
resources for professional restoration and modification for adaptive use.
Philanthropic foundations do not generally offer grants for private restoration,
regardless of the intended use of the structure, Municipalities, counties, states.
and the federal government. along with corporate and individual donors, provide the bulk of the funding. The process of restoration is ex.pensive if done
by expert architects and contractors. while amateur and volunteer work usually results in diminished historical integrity.
Aside from raising money. the most problematic a~pect of preserving a
building often is finding an appropriate use for it once it has been restored.
Since Rosenwald Schools tend to be found in isolated rural areas or in
Freedom Colonies (all black rural communities) away from centers of population, they are subject to vandalism. Furthermore the buildings, with few
exceptions, are of wood frame construction. subjecting them to accidental fire
or arson. Some preservation groups solve this dilemma by moving the buildings to nearby cities or historical parks. This. however. renders them ineligible for Texas Historical Landmark designation and for listing on the National
Register. Removing a building from its original setting decreases its historical
significance, although in some cases removing an historical structure is the
only way to save it. A review of past successful projects indicates that options
for future adaptive use do exist for Rosenwald Schools. Restored structures
throughout the South have become private schools. day care centers, commu-
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nity centers, museums, residences. businesses, and visitor centers. Modifying
the interior to suit a new function does not usually preclude acquiring or keeping an historical marker, but the exterior must retain its original appearance.
Schools that are to be used as museums should be preserved in their original
condition insiuc and out, or rcturncd as nearly as possible to their original condition. Several examples of rural schoolhouse museums exist; one of the best
is in Old City Park in Dallas, in a fully equipped, restored rural school building,
The A.C. McMillan African American Museum is mobilizing the African
American community in Rains County for the purpose of documenting.
restoring, and planning for future adaptive use of the Sand Flat Rosenwald
School ju~t outside of Emory, which was built in 1921 and 1922 on land
donated by the Murray family. II Rains Counly once boasted two Rosenwald
Schools-the Richland School and the Sand Flat School. The Richland
SchooL located outside of Point in North Rains County, was destroyed by fire
in 2002. Plans are being made to have a marker placed at the site of the former school.
Preserving Rosenwald Schools preserves an important yet often-forgotten part of Texas' history. During the decades after the Civil War, African
American desire for education was so strong that, against all odds, 678
African American schools \vere operating in Texas in 1877. Education for
African Americans in Rains County can be documented back at least to
1895. 12 According to Gwendolyn McMillan Lawe, four public schools for
African Americans operated in the county between 1896 and 1898 - Emory
# I, Chapel Hill #5, Richland #9. and Isaiah Bunkley #19. i., One of the firsL
black teachers in Rains County was Dora McMillan, a mulatto. She was the
grandmother of A.C. McMillan. the last principal of the Sand Flat School who
became the principal at Rain~ Junior High School after desegregation. The
local A.C. McMillan African American Museum was named in his honor.'-l
According to The ForgotTen Texas Census of 1887-88. white teachers
were paid $49.55 a month and black teachers were paid 541.26 in Rains
County. Ii The schools programs were "separate and unequal." Intcrviews with
several graduates and former teachers of the two Rosenwald Schools reveal
that the students had only second-hand books, supplies, and equipment handed down from the white schools. Most of those interviewed, however. generally believed that the school fostered a family environment in the community.lh Doris Washington, a former teacher of first- and third-grade sLudents,
remembers the multiple roles that teachers played. such as bus driver, kitchen
helper, and fundraiserY Another teacher, Terecia Carraway. remembers the
close working relationships among the schools. the families, and thc church at
Sand Plat. She credits her being hired as a tcacher with her being hired as a
church musician. Because there were no available houses or apartments for
rent, teachers, most of who were rccruited from outside the community. were
boarded with local families. The teachers were college educated, certified.
and registered with Rains County. I,
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Many of the students who attended the two Rosenwald Schools in the
1920s and 1930s had children who also attended the same schools. Lois Lane
is one such sc<.:ond- generation Rosenwald graduate now employed by the
City of Dallas. She remembers Professor C.C. and Mrs, Oma Wesley, a husband-and-wife team that taught all grade levels at Richland School. I '! She
credits them with her going to college and her success in life.
The Ro~enwald students, many of \\'hom desegregated Rains County
Public Schools in 1965, vividly recall the cultural shock of going from an allAfrican American school environment to an all-while school environment.
Mrs. Audie Shiller, a business teacher at the integrated school. played a major
role in helping newly arrived African American students adjust and feel comfortable in their new surroundings. She later became a charter volunteer when
The A.C. McMillan African American Museum opened in Emory in 2000.
She accepted the invitation to volunteer from her former student, Gwendolyn
McMillan Lawe, museum co-founder and director. Mildred Garren, former
Mayor Pro Tern of Emory and a graduate of Sand Flat. remembered that the
school stressed high academic standards but also emphasized values, perfect
attendance, and social etiquette. Her son, Howard Garrett, had perfect attendance from the first through the eighth grade. 20
Desegregation of public schools in Rains County began with the transfer
of African American ~tudents from St. Paul High School, also a Rosenwald
School in Neylandville, located in Hunt County between Greenville and
Commerce. These students were residents of Rains County, but because there
was no high school for them in Rains County, they were bused approximately forty miles each way to Hunt County. Public education for African
Americans in Rains County before 1965 was limited to the eighth grade.
In both the Sand Flat and Richland communities the Rosenwald School
buildings, along \vith the local churches, were the centers of community activity and the entities that defined the communities. Many graduates of these
schools have gone on to become teachers, princlpals, governmem workers.
health care professionals, career military men and women, and business owners. As was the case in other communities with Rosenwald Schools, African
American residents of Rains County enthusiastically supported education and
thirsted for knowledge. They recognizcJ the value of education to improving
their economic and social status.
The plans for restoring and re-using the Sand Flat School building
acknowledge the necessity for a broad-based collaborative partnership and
financial and technical support from local, regional, state, and national agencies. Museum personnel have fonned a relation~hip with the NTHP, attending
national conferences and requesting technical assistance. Once the origins and
history of the Sand Flat School are documented and the building restored into
a museum, the community will have a location for cultural enrichment, clvic
programs, and networking. The Sand Flat preservation group realizes that this
is a long and tedious project. Such undertaklngs are eto>sential for the preservation of African American herirage. ll
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The preservation of buildings and sites related to African American history and culture reaches far beyond Rosenwald Schools. For example, additional research and attention needs to be focused on the origin and development of African American neighborhoods and communities in medium and
large cities in Texas, These were once thriving centers of business, culture,
and social life for African Americans, but have now largely fell into disrepair.
While the history of African Americans in Texas is less familiar and tends to
be more fragile than other, better-known parts of our collective past, it must
be preserved. Rosenwald Schools are a vital element in preserving the saga of
African American education in Texas.
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Study of the McMillan and the African American Families of Emory, Texa~, 1833-2004:' unpublished manuscript.

"Lawe. "From Wolf to Wolfwood."
"Rains County Treasurer,
Courthouse, Emory. Texas.

Rain~

County School Account Register. 1897.

Rain~

County

I-L.L. FOSLer. el1itor. Forgotten Texas Censu~' First Annual Report ofthe Agricultural Bureau
of the Department ofAgricultural, Insurance Stalrslio' and History. 1887 - R8 (Austin, 20(2). pp.
183-194.
'"Interview with former students Hella Mayberry, Harold McMillan, Dock Mayberry, Modis
Mayberry. and Lois Lane. December 2 and 4, 2004.

"Interview with former rcacher Doris Washington. December 2, 2004.
"Rain~

County Treasurer. School AccounLs.

'>Interview with former student Lois Lane, December 2. 2004.
:"Interview with former student and teacher Mildred Garrett, December 2,2004.
,,~emorandum from Lawe to Byrd. July 17.2004. This memorandum argues for the
restoration of the Sand Flat School and proposes plans for irs reuse.
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RESTORING THE FINEST HOUSE IN TOWN:
THE WEISI\·IAN-HIRSCH HOl\-IE IN l\lARSHALL, TEXAS

By Gail K Beil
Joe Weisman, a native of Syracuse, New York. was ninet~cn years old in
)866 when he stepped off a steamboat at S\\lanson's Landing in Caddo Lake
and rode a stagecoach into Marshall. One by one, six of his seven hrothers and
sisters made the same journey. Little more than a decade later he founded East
Texas' first department store, known in its heyday as "Neiman Marcus East"
- although Joe Weisman and Company, established in 1878. predated that venerahle Texas institution. Some argue that Weisman's store was in fac:t the prototype for Neiman's. He opened an enlarged, elegant new stare on North
Washington in Marshal in 1898 and expanded his mercantile holdings to
include stores in McKinney and Texarkana and an office in New York City.
By the time his first home burned to the ground in 1899, Weisman was prohably Marshall's most prosperous merchant. So it was not surprising that he
\\!ould set about to build what the newspaper \\lould call "the finest house in
town.":
''The finest house in town" was not quite what we found, almost by accident. in May 1972. My husband Greg and J moved to Marshall the year
hefore_ He was head of the science department and I was on the scaff of Wiley
College. an historically black college founded hy the United Methodist
Church. We had accepted an offer to teach in this small East Texas to\\l11 after
years spent in Houston, Lo,,; Angeles, and Mainz, Germany, where Greg completed his Ph.D. in nuclear physics at Gutenberg University. We had been married t\velvc years and had an cleven-year-old son, Tom, and a daughter. Laura.
age nine. Our dream had been to raise them in a small town in a big. old house
with enough land to have a garden. It took a year. but found what we were
looking for two blocks south of the courthouse square. On an errand into
downtown. Greg drove by a huge old house. shrouded by about a dozen halfdead redbud trees in the front yard, its white painted exterior streaked with
rust from old window screens. He came home, picked us up. and then could
not find it again. As we drove around, searching, we decided that, if we located the house. we would just knock on the door and ask if it wa.. . available for
purchase. Greg is shy; I'm not. So when \VC finally found the house again, I
walked up onto the rotting porch, rang the doorbell, and asked the man who
answered the door if he was interested in selling.
He \vas only the caretaker. he said, but he assured us that it was for sale.
Joe Weisman's grandchildren owned it, he said. One of them, Joe 'Weisman
Hirsch, still lived in Marshall and managed the store, which remained an
important part of MarshaIrs retail economy_ But the store was also owned by
his two sisters who lived in California and the widow of his hrother, \1artin.
Tired of doing all the \\lark but dividing the profits. four ways. Joe was ready
Gail Beil is all independent scholar alld a past president of the East Texas Historical/umciation
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to sell both the house and the store. Though we were new in town and had
never formally meL we knew that Joe Hirsch had a reputation for honesty. We
went home to our tract house and 1 called Joe at the store and told him we
were interested in buying the house at 313 South Washington.

'"I don't \-vant to bargain," he told me. ''I'll tell you what] want for the
house. If you m~et that price, I'll sell it." The price he quoted was $40,()OO.~
We went hack to look at the place more carefully_ Paint was peehng, we
noticed, and the place was filthy inside and out. with ragged curtains and
threadbare rugs throughout. But we also saw the bookcase wall and magnificent staircase to the second 11 oar, the massive leaded-glass entryway, four
impressive fireplace mantles. and at least fourteen rooms. The quarter-sawn
oak paneling and woodwork had never heen painted; only one of the thlrteenfoot ceilings had heen lowered. The house, though certainly shabby, had never
suffered the most destructive fate, being broken up into apartments. The caretaker, J.e. Hughes, was most helpful. Hughes was the window decorator and
advertising manager at Weisman's, and Joe Hirsch had convinced him to
move his family into the house in 1966. The house was not in good shape then
and nothing had been done to improve it in the ensuing slx years. But Hughes'
presence kept it from being vandalized, a sure fate had it been simply abandoned.-;
'There are about seventy camellia bushes out there, a couple of flg trees,
and a peach tree in the back yard," he told us.
Not that any of these could be seen. The camellias were merely bumps in
the vine-choked side yard and we never did find the peach tree. We knew that
there had once been a back yard, alLhough it now looked like ajungle. We had
driven around the property and discovered that it occupied three-quarters of a
large city block. In addition to servant's quarters with an outhouse, there was
a ramshackle one-car garage, a chicken coop, and something that looked like
a big barbeque pit. We later learned that it was a hand-dug well surrounded by
the remains of a gazebo.
It took almost two months to arrange financing on the purchase. Not only
had the house been redlined by local lending agencies, but the principal at one
of them apparently hoped to purchase the lot, tear down the house, and
ex.pand. When we signed the final papers we were told that we could double
our money immediately, since Hirsch had received an offer for $80,000 shortly after we began searching for a loan. He could have backed out, since no
conlract had been signed, but he was as good as his word. We took possession
on June 20, 1971.
Not that we could move in right away. It took Hughes until midSeptember to remove all of the olit-of-season window decorations and other
belongings. We didn't even see the dlning room until then. It, like the large
hallway, was wainscoted in oak, all of which, we later learned, was cut and
assembled on-site by craftsmen from the Texas and Pacific Railroad shops.
We also saw for the first time what can only be described as a commodious
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attic, reached by a staircase to the third floor. The house had been designed hy
well-known East Texas architect e.G. Lancaster, whose other work included
the Weisman store. the Ginocchio Hotel and home on North Washington
Street, and a number of schools, theaters, and homes in the area. His most
important work was the Harrison County Comthouse, which he and Texas
courthouse architect 1. Riely Gordon had designed some two years earller. 4
Our plan had been to spend six months replacing the old kitchen and generally cleaning the place while we waited to sell our suburban home. That plan
changed when our home sold four days after we listed it-we had to be out in
two weeks.
With no kitchen sink and only two electric skillets with which to cook one of them was wired directly into the breaker box. - we moved in. Delaying
our work on the kitchen, we instead frantically cleaned and painted the children's rooms, including the wallpapered ceiling in Laura's room. Big mistake,
and the first of many. Within a month the ceiling wallpaper began peeling.
Before long it looked like the curtains on a stage ceiling. Laura finally solved
the problem herself. A lover of all things feline, she owned more than twenty
cat posters. So she and her father climbed a ladder and glued them to the ceiling, where they served as giant patches.
Meanwhile. there was the kitchen. Youth and financc~ convinced us to do
all the interior restoration, save refinishing the fragile oak floors. ourselves.
About the time Greg was putting the sixth coat of paint on the kitchen and butler's pantry walls and re-caulking cracks that kept appearing. J managed to
pull loose a section of the walL It turned out to be linoleum. Apparently, in the
days before washable wall coverings. someone had decided to cover those
walls. and those in the huge downstairs bathroom, with a washable surface.
No one, including us, ever successfully painted linoleum. so we started over,
removing the linoleum and covering the walls with washable wallpaper.
We moved on to the vast hall, living room, and dining room. No bizarre
wall coverings there. just peeling, flaking, cracked plaster. We taught ourselves a new skill, since we could find no one who knew how to repair seventy-year-old plaster properly. Within six months the plaster again began to
crack and peel. We finally sent a sample of the plaster to Texas A&M
University, where experts discovered that there was too much lime in the original plaster recipe. They suggested that we shellac the walls before painting
them. Shellac helped, but by the time we heard about the solution we had
completed five more rooms. When we came to the hallway wc faced what at
first appeared to be an insunnountable problem. The ceiling was twenty-eight
feet high and we weren't ready to cantilever scaffolding across the banisters
and balustrades of the staircase. Greg took our twenty-foot ladder, was.hed all
of the walls he could reach, repaired the plaster, shellacked and primed it, put
on two coats of paint, and moved on. It took about six weeks to finish.
We did have the roof, plumbing, and floors professionally done-the roof
and plumbing for obvious reasons, the floors when they turned out to be only
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a quarter-inch thick, and could only be sanded and refinished one time, definitely not something amateurs wanted to tackle.
In 1979 Greg hegan painting the outside of the house, using the same
technique he had perfected in the hallway. It took seven years, because he had
a full-time job, but he managed to paint the entire house. He did it again in the
1990s. There turned out to be a dark side to that job. In 1999 he was diagnosed
with Parkinson's Disease. Researchers have learned that one of the factors
that may cause thi~ disease is exposure to lead-based paint.-"
In order to retain some measure of sanity, most old-hollse restorers have
developed a sense of humor. Early on, we acquiesced to the "square-root-ofold-house" rule: that is. every forty-five minute job will take four hours, every
four-hour job sixteen hours. and so on. And it should be noted that the
Weisman-Hirsch Home is not a "divorce house." Neighbors restoring another
house in the neighborhood coined that tenn. When I asked what it meant,
Helen Erie, the neighbor, said, "Well, when Chas and I were married we
decided we didn't want a new house where lhcre was nothing to do but sit
around and look at each other until we got bored and got a divorce."
But the adventures were many. One time Greg drew his putty knife across
a crack in the plaster and an entire wall, right above an old-fashioned floor
furnace, crashed to the floor. At least we had had the foresight to cover the furnace grate with plastic. When we tried replacing canvas-backed ceiling wallpaper in Tom's bedroom with new wallpaper, we learned that there is a basis
for all those ceiJjng wallpaper cartoons - it's called "wallpaper," not "ceiling
paper," for a reason. Within six months it looked as dirty and was just as
ripped as what we replaced. The ceiling is now sheet rocked.
Speaking of sheetrock, we also replaced the dropped ceiling in the dining
room. When we removed the acoustical tile and aluminum runners, we found
a mess. The ceiling installers had taken a wrecking bar to the old ceiling,
which had been seamlessly attached to the wall by way of hand-molded caving. We no longer had the tool used to create the caving so all we could do
was repair the bottom half with our fingers and replace the top with wood,
then sheetrock, tape, and float a new ceiling at original height. A Ithough the
work was tedious, everything progressed beautifully until I pushed the scaffolding and sent it through a large windowpane, one of the original rolledglass ones. So we learned another new skil1- window glazing.
Restoration, of course, is never finished. When we moved in the uninsulated kitchen was the coldest room in the house, so about 1976 Greg and a
friend durnped 500 pounds of loose Vermiculite - thal white stuff found in
potting soil- in the kitchen attic, which is located in the single-story rear wing
or the house. Over the years, the vermiculite soaked up moisture and dirt and
the kitchen ceiling, made of some sort of fiberboard, began sagging. Last
spring, about two-o'clock in the morning, a great crash awoke us. We ran to
the source of the noise. A third of the kitchen ceiling was on the floor and
Vermiculite, about seven inches deep, was everywhere. This time we called in
the profess.ionals. While they were on-site, we decided to have them look at
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the damage done by a leaking shower pan in the downstairs bathroom. They
told us that it had leaked so long it had rotted about a quarter of the floor in
the bathroom, all of which had to be replaced. For years we had noticed a hole
and broken plaster in the same bathroom ceiling, which was covered with
what looked like canvas. So we had them look at that as well. since they were
already working in the bathroom. Turned out most of plaster ceiling had
pulled loose from the lathe and was being held up by the canvas alone.
We began thinking about the phenomenon of dead plaster, and realized
that we had another large spot in the front hall that had appeared during a sudden rainstorm when workmen were halfway through installing a new roof
some years earher. Water drenched the second floor and poured through part
of the plaster ceiling in the great hall. So now, we tigured that we had better
get the ceiling repaired before it too, ended up on the floor. Since the plaster
ceiling and the walls from the floor to the attic were all one piece, they would
all have to be repaired and painted.
It is definitely not a divorce house!

As we cleaned, explored, and sorted what we found in drawers, closets,
and boxes from the attic to the seven-foot high area under the house, we
learned more and more about the signiticance of the Weisman-Hirsch House
and the family who built and occupied it. In the mid- 1970s we decided to
apply for designation as a Registered Texas Hi"toric Landmark. Such a designation required that the house be at least seventy-five years old, that it be
historically significant, and that the persons who owned it be important to the
community. Substantiating all three was not difficult, especially after Greg
flipped over a termite-scarred board under the house with "C.G. Lancaster,
Architect" painted on it. Lancaster had, without question, designed this eclectic Queen Anne home of more than 5,000 square feet. In August, 1901, when
the Weisman family moved in, they enjoyed both indoor plumbing and electricity. "One switch could turn on every light in the house," crowed the
Marshall Evening Messenger article in September, 1901,
As we spent hours reading microfilms of old Marshall newspapers. local
history came alive. We learned that Joe Weisman was among the most respected merchants in East Texas. He was also a prominent member of the Jewish
community and instrumental in the building of Temple Moses Man tifi ore,
also a Lancaster design. Joe Nathan Hirsch. an orphan from Campti,

Louisiana. when he moved to Marshall at age thirteen, followed in his fatherin-law's civic and mercantile footsteps, By the time he married Weisman's
youngest daughter, Valrie, Hirsch owned a sLore of his own, though Wdsman
soon convinced him to close his operation and join in the management of Joe
W'eisman and Company. The Hirsches continued their civic commitment as
well. Though intensely apolitical, Joe Nathan, as well as his son Joe Weisman
Hirsch, served on the Marshall School Board. Mrs. Hirsch was a church,
civic. and cultural leader. The Weisman-Hirsch home often hosted meetings
of the local chapter of the American Association of University Women, the
Jewish Sisterhood, the Marshall Symphony Society, and other organizations.
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Usually anonymously, Mrs. Hirsch contributed to every local charity, from the
symphony to the United Way, and guaranteed that each reached thcir fundraising goal. Joe W. Hirsch said at his mother's funeral that numerous people told
him about private assistance they or their family had received from her. Wiley
College records reveal decades of support for the library and for individual
students. Joe W. Hirsch threw his support behind the March of Dimes and the
eradication of polio. His efforts, as well as those of others in town, allowed
Marshall to become the first city in Texas to inoculate every child in thc county against that crippl1ng disease. 6
The marker designating our home a Registered Texas Historic Landmark
was dedicated in Novemher, 1979. In 1983, the same year we adopted our
daughter Angie, the house was entered into the National Register of Historic
Places. it has been featured in television documentaries, movies, magazine
articles, and was recently the subject of a Horne and Garden Television channe] program called "If Walls Could Talk. ",
Almost from the beginning, Greg and I knew that \ve bought more than
the structure in 1972. The Weisman and the Hirsch families shared themselves
and the house with the community, and we have tried to do the same. The
house is often lent to the city, the Chamber of Commerce, and various civic
organizations for functions. Our children's friends still talk about the good
times they had as teenagers "experiencing the architecture," as son Thomas
once put it. The house is filled with books, four generations of family photographs and letters, research papers, and the knick-knacks collected in nearly
forty-six years of marriage, and we can't imagine ever parting with the place.
In fact, we have decided to be cremated and have our ashes dumped in the
back yard; Greg's under the tomatoes, mine in the daffodils. We will leave disposing of the artifacts to the children, who inform us that they will just build
a large fire in the yard and burn the lot.
NOTES
'Marshall Evening AJessenger. Seplemhcr 5, 1901.
"Audrey Daniels Kariel, "Weisman f'amily in Marshall," speech made to Longview's
Temple Emmanuel Sisterhood. October 2\ 2003; amhor's conversation with Joe Hirsch. May,

1972.
-'Author's cOllv~rsaliuns with Hirsch and Hughes. May ]972. Hirsch's mother Valric,
yuungest daughter of Joe and Lena Weisman, married Joe Nathan Hirsch, once her father's Slack
boy. in 1910. When Weisman dicd in 1918. IliThch began managing the store, and did so until his
death in 1966. Martin and Joe. Hirsch'" sons, then managed the store until Mal1in's death in 1968,
when Joe became the sole lllarl<lger.
4For more information about Lancaster's work, see various editions of the Mars/wl! Evening
Messenger cited in the Texas Historical Marker applications for the Weisman-Hirsch Home
(1976) and Joe Wcisman and Company (2004). Both were written and researched by the author
and her husband, Dr. Ralph Gregory Beil. For a description of the house and its original construction, see the Marshall Evening Messenger, September 5, ]90].

5When the Joe Weisman and Company store building was restored, the same thin oak floors
were found under years of asphalt tile. Both noor" were mille.d in Shreveport, Louisiana. For
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more information about the

conn~ction

hetween lead paint and

Parkinson's,

see

http://www.ninds.nih~o\./disorders/Parkinsons
di sca<;e.

'Jewel Allen, "The Hj~lury of Negro Education at Wiley College," unpublished thesis Cor
East Texas Slate Teachers College, 1940, p. 127; leHer from Weisman grandson Dr. Raymond
Kay of Los Angeles. California, in posses~ion of another grandson. Louis K.'lriel of MarshalL
Texas; unpublished application for RTHL for \Veisman-Hirsch Home, Texas Historical
Commis!'.ion. 1979. For marc infonnalion on polio, see various editions of the 1955 Marshall
Ne. ..,,'s Messenger.
?Documentaries include Bill \-1oyers' 1984 PBS program. Marshall TemsiMarshall Tt:xa.s;
Go Fom'(Jl'd, a film for the BaptIst Church; "If Walls Could Talk," November 2, 2004. HGTV,
Texas Hnmes. May 1982, a puhlication of Texas Monrhl.....; numerous attic1cs in the Marshall Ncws
Messenger anJ lhe I..ong~·ieH· Daily l...'ews.
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EAST TEXAS NEWS AND EVENTS
By Mark Barringer

Galveston hosted the Association's Spring 2005 meeting, on February 18
and 19 at Lhe Tremont House. Don Willett, chair of the program committee,
was aided by members Jim Maroney, Bryan Simmons, and Patrick Cox. More
than 160 attendees enjoyed eighteen paper sessions, the Friday banquet feaLuring speaker Edward Cotham, Jr., and the Saturday luncheon at which Ron
Tyler addressed the gathering. The Lucille Terry Award was given to Hopkins
County for the restoration of the courthouse in Sulphur Springs. This award,
presented each Spring at the Saturday awards luncheon by the East Texas
Historical Association and the Texas Forestry Museum, recognizes outstanding examples of historic preservation in East Texas. Hopkins County Judge
Cletus Milsap. along with many of the county commissioners, were on hand
to accept their award. The Ralph W. Steen Award for individual contribution
to the teaching. study. and promotion of East Texas history was presented to
Gama Christian of the University of Houston-Downtown. Dr. Christian is a
past recipient of the C.K. Chamberlain Award for best article published in the
East Texas Historical Journal.
The Fall meeting of the East Texas Historical Association wiH be held on
Septemher 15, 16. and 17 at the Fredonia Inn in Nacogdoches. Vice President
R. G. Dean chairs the program committee, assisted by L. Patrick Hughes,
Jerry Hopkins, Ted Lawe, and Heather Campbell Wooten. The committee
members have arranged a wide variety of sessions on topics ranging from
women's history to federal courts in East Texas. Joint sessions with the West
Texas Historical Association, the Na(;ogdoches Genealogical Society. and Phi
Alpha Theta, among others, are featured as well. Check the ETHA website for
more infonnation about the Fall meeting as it becomes available.
The Georgiana and Max Lale Lecturer for 2005 will be David Grubin,
president of New York-based David Grubin Productions. Inc. The lecture will
take place on Thursday, September 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of
the University Center on the campus of Stephen F. Austin State University.

Mr. Grubin is an award-winning writer, director. producer, and cinematographer who has been involvcd with many of the most significant television history productions over the past several years. In 2004, he completed a
biography of Robert Kennedy for American Experience, which aired on PBS.
He is currently finishing a production titled Destination America. a four-part
series abollt immigration to the United States [rom colonial times to recent
decades. Mr. Grubin has won nine Emmy awards as well as three George
Foster Peahody Awards, two Alfred I. DuPont-Columbia University Awards,
and virtually every other major award in his field. He has also received a
Guggenheim Fellowship, been named a Montgomery Fellow at Dartmouth
College, and holds an honorary doctorate from Hamilton College in New
York, his alma mater. Mr. Grubin currently serves on the executive committee of [he Society of American Historians. His lecture proIlli~es to be enter-
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taining; make your plans to attend soon.
ETHA board member Jonathan Gerland's Steam in the Pines: A History
of The Texas State Railroad, is the latest addition to the Ann and Lee
Lawrence series, which also includes John and Betty Oglesbee's San
AUJ?ustine: A Texas Treasure, Gail K Beil and Tom Watson McKinney·s The
Texas and Pacific Depot in Marshall, Theresa Kurk McGinley's Old TO\1·'f!
Spring. and Fred Tarpley's Jefferson: East Texas Metropolis. Bob Glover's
Camp Ford, previously out of print, is once again available as well. To purchase copies of these or other Association pubhcations, visit our web site at
http://w}1.!ww.easttexashistorical.org.
Alpine, Texas, in me Spring is, as the saying goes, "a whole other counlry." For those accustomed to the fecundity of East Texas, the western p0l1ions

of the state present a dramatic contrast. The West Texas Historical Association
meeting in Alpine on April 1 and 2, 2005, offered Mark Barringer, Bob
Bowman, and Doris Bowman the opportunity to see the desert at its most
attractive. Our ETHA panel at the West Texas meeting, certainly a tradition by
now, featured Barringer talking about East Texas attorney and raconteur Percy
Foreman and Rob Bowman speaking about "The Murder at Potters' Point."
WTHA executive director Tai Kreidler and his folks were most accommodating. and we look fOf\vard to seeing them in Nacogdoches in the Fall.

East Texas Historical Joumal editorial board member Chuck Parsons has
recently published chapters in two anthologies. In Legendary Watering Holes:
The Saloons Ihat Made Texas Famous, Chuck recounts the tale of the Iron
Front Saloon in Austin. In Revenge.' And Other True Tales of the Old West,
Parsons' chapter is titled "But One Shot Was Fired: Sgt. N.O. Reynolds and
the Arrest of the Harrells,"
EHTA President Cary Wintz continues to be proliric as well. He and Paul
Finkelman edited the Encyclopedia afthe Harlem Renaissance, a two-volume
collection published by Routledge in 2004. In addition, Cary has two volumes
forthcoming from Oxford University Press as part of the African American
History Reference Series. Booker T. WashinJ?ton and His World, 1856-1915
will be volume three in the series and is due in September of 2006; The World
of WE.B. DuBois, 1868-1963 is volume fOUT, scheduled for publication in
November of 2006.
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ROOK NOTES
by Archie P. McDonald
Each issue of the Journal contains as many reviews as page limitations
and available reviewers permits. In an effort to acknowledge other fine books
of potenlial interest to East Texas historians, additional publications are
acknowledged in this section.

Sam Houston State University: An Institutional Memory, 1879-2()()4
(Texas Revlew Press, English Department, Sam Houston State University,
Huntsville, TX 7734]), by Ty Cashion, tells the story of Texas ' senior teacher
preparation college. Sam Houston is now a full-service university, but it began
125 years ago as a "teacher's college" and served as the bellwether for a flock
of similar institutions located throughout the state, including Stephen F.
Austin State University_ I know something of Ty's intensive labor to produce
this anniversary edition in ler-:s than a year. To say that he succeeded in producing a commemorative volume of which his administration, colleaguer-:, and
the unlversity's alumni can be proud is an understatement. More impOltantly,
all of them can learn a great deal about their institution and its leadership role
in the history of higher education in Texas. The volume contains an introduction by Dan Rather, Sam Houston's most distinguished alumnus, hundreds of
photos supplied by Tom Seifert, and Cashion's excellent narrative. The book
is dedicated, mosl appropli.ately, to Jim Olson, the long-lime chairman of lhe
university's department
history.

or

Slouching Toward Zion and More Lies, by Robert Flynn with Foreword
by the Rev. Kyle Childress (University of North Texas Press, PO. Box
311336, Denton, TX 76203-1336), contains more of the kinds of essays
found in Flynn's Growing Up A Sullen Baptist and Other Lies, published by
the same press. Modern transparency rules requires me to disclose that 1 know
Bob Flynn and think him the funniest theologian I know, the Rev. Childress
is my pastor at Austin Height~ Baptist Church, and 1 read this manuscript for
the press and strongly recommended its publication-and that they get Kyle to
write a Foreword. That said, you should accept my unbiased opinion that you
will enjoy Flynn's good humor and theology. Baptists. particularly those with
a sense of humor, will find essays that poke gentle fun at them. I hope
Mormons and others saints mentioned herein have that same sense of humor.
Good book.
We are a little late in noting the biennial publication of the Texas
Almanac, 2004-2005 (Dallas Morning Ne~vs, Box 655237, Dallas TX 75265,
$19})5 hardback, $13.95 paper), edited by Elizabeth Cruce Alverez. This is
the standard compendium of Texana data absolutely necessary as a desk companion for every Texas historian. In addition to lhe Almanac's standard statistical coverage of weather, population, elections, lists of officials, etc.. this edition also contains special features on the frontier forts of Texas. As ahvays, the
Almanac is the handy reference if one wants to know the population of Smith
County or how many voters put Governor Rick Perry in office. Now, lots of
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people want to know that.
The First Texas Legion During The Am(!rican Ch,'il l{Iar, by Allen G.
Hatley (Centex Press, Box 506, Eagle Lake, Texas 77434, $31.95), contains
the previously untold story of this Confederate regiment from Texas.
Organized in 1861 and in service throughout the Civil War in that conniet's
Western Theatre, the First's battle stars included Pea Ridge, Elkhorn Tavenl,
Iuka, Holly Springs. Spring Hill, Franklin, Vicksburg, and Atlanta. Despite
the First's considerable service. Hatley says that it has never received the
attention from historians it deserves, a situation he remedies with this study.
Hatley, a retired law enforcement officer, previously has written about history of the Texas Rangers and is a frequent presenter at the Association's annual meeLings.

AnoLher Civil War study is In The Saddle With The Texans: Day-By-Day
Parson's Cavalr.v Bri,::ade, 1862-1865, edited by Annc 1. Bailey
(McWhiney Foundation Press, McMurry University, Box fl37, Abilene, TX
79697, $29.95). McWhiney has becomc the leading publisher of mililary history in Texas and Bailey one of the rising historians of America's fratricidal
conflict. The book concerns William Henry Parsons and his Confederate cavalry command, which operated in Arkansas. Louisiana, and Texas. Its seven
chapters are organized into 1\\10 sections: first, Bailey provides a
narrative-Chapter 1 addresses activities hetween June 3 and October 29,
I 862-followed a documents section, mainly composed of official orders and
correspondence. There are no illustrations, hut a roster of all the brigade's
officers is a useful feature.
~Vith

Another Civil War release, Civil War ami Revolution On The Rio Grande
Frontier: A Narrative And Photographic History. by Jerry Thompson and
Lawrence T. Jones TTl (Texas State Historical Association. 2.306 Sid
Richardson Hall, University of Texas, Austin TX 78712-9820, $39.95), offers
a fine study of the border by the "dean" of historians on that subject.
Thompson's essays on Session and Civil War. Bluecoats on the Rio Grande,
Confederate Cavalry of the West. Long Road to Palmetto Ranch, Bloody
Sieges and Border Raids, Imperial Dreams and Republican. Triumphs, and
Great StOIDl of 1867 and the End of an Era are accompanied by Jones' numerous photographs. The photos are presented with tint that gives a suggestion of
color and nonetheless remains black-and-white. I don't hke double-columned
pages, but Thompson's narrative and Jones' illustrations are worth the effort.
Old Friend B.E Hicks. tireless promoter of things historical in Mount
Vernon and Franklin County, has edited and published Dupree Park Nature
Trail Guide (Franklin County Historical Association, Box 289, Mt. Vernon,
TX 75457), which provides a history of the Bankhead Highway and the
Dupree Park Naure Preserve. The remainder of the pamphlet consists of illustrations and descriptions of plants found along the trail.
Art Guide Texas: Aluseums, Art Centers, Alternative Spaces & Nonprofit
Galleries, hy Rebecca S. Cohen (University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin,
TX 78713-7819, $24.(5), directs the arts inclined visitor to Lhe arts centers of
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Texas. The guide is organized by North Central, East. Upper Gulf Coast,
South, Central. West, and Panhandle and Plains regions. For example, on
pagesl03-106, we find that the Museum of East Texas is located at 503 N.
Second Street, and the telephone number is 936-639-4434, that the museum
"presents changing exhibitions of contemporary regional art interspersed with
historical exhibits and selections from its collcctlon," and that the museum
has a shop. There is a "Details" section which gives just that on the museum's
origin and holdings, and the "Helpful Hint" that it is best to ask someone for
directions to Lufkin's civic center, located directly across the street, than to
the museum itself. Similar information is provided for more than 1no other
arts centers.
George McGovern: A Political Life, A Political Le/?acy, edited by Robert
P. Watson, with a foreword by fanner Senator Tom Daschlc (South Dakota
Historical Society, 900 Governors Dri ve. Pierre. SD 57501-2217, $19.95), is
a tribute to one of South DakoLa's distinguished senators and the Democratic
nominee for president in 1972. Before then, McGovern tlew combat missions
in World War II and earned a Ph.D. in history. The book contains nine articles
on as many aspects of McGovern's upbringing and public life by Robert P.
Watson, Donald C. Simmons Jr., Michael lC. Taylor, Valerie R. O'Regan and
Stephen J. Stambough, Gary Aguiar, Ahrar Ahmd, Stephen K. Ward, Jon D.
Schaff, Russell E. Willis, and Thomas J. Krock. Topics include McGovern's
background in South Dakota, war experience, congressional service, and presidential race. Laurie Langland also compiled a time-line of McGovern's life.

The Johnson County ~Var (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX
78709-0159 $27.95), by Bill 0' Neat, deals with a range war in Wyoming, but
since it was written by Bill O'Neal, long-time anchor of history instruction at
Panola College and a past president of ETHA, we are pleased to note its publication. O'Neal is an authority on many suhjects-outlaws, baseball, movie
actors, and_all things Texan and Western, to name a few-so it hardly surprises that he is able to write about Wyoming.
Norfleet, hy 1. Frank Norfleet (Pelican Publishing Company, Box 31 lO,
Gretna, Louisiana 70054, $$8.95), is the 30,OOO-mile odyssey of Norfleet, a
Texas rancher, in tracking down five confidence men, or international
swindlers. The trail led Norfleet to all of America's coasts, Canada, Mexico,
and Cuba through the 1920s. A few illustralions provide the reader with an
image of Norfleet and other characters in this story of pursuit.
Windmill Tales, edited by Coy E Harris, photographs by Wyman Meinzer
and an introduction by Steve Halladay (Texas Tech University Press, Box
41037, Lubbock, TX 79410 S$37.50), was published for the American Wind
Power Center. The book was printed in Korea, which is more evidence of
globalization, and I wonder if the Korean printers thought these hundred or so
color photos of windmills-and landscapes with windmills-as beautiful as did
I? Each is accompanied with a hrief interpretive caption, but the point of it
all is the photos of the windmills. Enjoy.
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Please Pass The Biscuits. Pappy, Pictures of Governor \Iv. Lee .. Pappy"
O'Daniel, by Bill Crawford with Introduction by John Anderson (University
of Texas Press, Box 7'<519, Austin, TX 78713-7819, $$29.95), pretty well discloses its content in its title. Obviously, this is a vehicle to present scores of
photos of Governor 0' Daniel, likely the most photographed chief executive
of Texas before the explosion of media coverage that accompanied the advent
of television. All are black-and-white, and each is accompanied by an
explanatory paragraph in addition to the usual photo ncdits. Featured are photos or the governor with a great many legislator~ and local officials visited by
O'Daniel in their homes or at least hometowns.
Caddo Verb Morphology, by Lynette R. Melnar (University of Nehraska
Press, 233 North 8th St., Lincoln, NE 68588-0255, $75.00), is a highly specialized book. I don't know anyone personally who speaks Caddo, ceJ1ainly
not historic Caddo, but a promotional blurb bills this study "the definitive
description of what must be one of the world's most interesting polysynthctic
morphologies." T had to consult the dictionary for the meaning of those last
two words, so to say that I really understood what this book offers linguists,
anthropologists, or Caddoes or those interested in their culture would be gross
exaggeration. I can tell, however, that it is the Yleld or considerable thought,
hard work, and language analysis, and so we are pleased to note its puhlication for the benefit of those interc1\[ed in the early history of our region.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Saving Lives, Training Caregivers. Making Discoveries: A Centennial History
of the University i!t'Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, Chester R. Burns
(Texas St.ate Historical Association, The University of Texas at Austin. ]
University Station D090 L Austin, TX 78712-0332) 2003. Contents.
Appendices. Notes. mus. Tables. Biblio. Index. P. 660. $49.95. Hardcover.

Chester R. Burns, known for emphasil.ing medical ethics and bioethics in
his published works, has woven the many threads of the story of the
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston into a beautiful tapestry thal
is both unique and complete. The difficulty of the ta",k he set for himself,
while totally beyond the capabilities of many historians, has been able conquered in this large volume. It is, most definitely, a "Great Man" story in that
Burns concentrated on the influen,tial, moneyed people and groups who eventually made the Galveston Medical Branch a reality. He also brings In the
faceless multitude that contrihuted to the success ~tory through the use of statistical graphs and chatts, as well as through his large appendices section.
Everyone of the ten chapters contains information and quotes that guide
the rcader in discovering this complex medical entity. For example, the early
John Sealy Hospital (1890s) segregated patients by gender, admitted more
than 1,100 charity patients, and performed more than 900 gynecological operations in a single year (pp. 28-29). In discussing John Spies' unfortunate introduction by Edward Randall, Sr., as the new dean - without first consulting
poweli"ul board members - the reader can sense the audible pause and
shocked silence in which Spies found himself (pp. 46-49). The leading quotation in "Chapter 5: Caring and Curing" is priceless. A patient needing a hernia operation spoke to his physician. "Do you remember Mattie Brown? You
all operated on her and she died, but I have confidence in you all; and do you
remember Brother Jones? You all operated on him too and he died, hut I sure
have got confidence in you all; and I am going to let you operate on me when
I make up my mind" (p. 137).
Burns strives to separate the Galveston Medical Branch from its parent
institution, the University of Texas at Austin, to show how complicated il was
to keep it from being absorbed into the larger, more powerful "University."
Interestingly, the reader discovers that the symbiotic relationship between the
two institutions actually benefited, rather than hanned, both institutions.
Beverly J. Rowe
Texarkana College
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The Foundations of Texan Philanrhrop)', Mary L. Kelly (Texas A&M
University Press, 4354 TAMe, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2004.
Contents. Appendix. llIus. Endnotes. Biblio. Index. P. 134. $30. Hardcover.
After years of plying the philanthropic waters of Texas on behalf of my
institutions and the submission of hundreds of grant proposals, some thankfully funded ... many politely rejected, I approached Mary L. Kelly's small
volume on Texas foundations not expecting to learn much T did not already
know. T was pleasantly surprised and left wanting more.
Through ~ix brief vignettes, Kelly explores the gradual move among
wealthy Texans in the first half of the twentieth century from "retail giving"
to "wholesale philanthropy." Most importantly, she places this transformation
squarely in the context of national philosophical, sociological, and political
movements underway at the time. As they amassed huge fortunes, as the tax
codes provided incentives, and as federal and state governments would not or
could not meet human needs, from 1920 to 1970 Texans responded with the
creation of approximately 250 private foundations, thus "Ieveraging their private wealth for the public good" (p.95).
From among many excellent samples, Kelly chose well: George W.
Brackenridge and the Brackenridge Foundation; George B. Dealey and the
Dallas Foundation; Jesse H. Jones and the Houston Endowment; 1ma Hogg
and the Hogg Foundation for Mental Health; and Amon G. Carter and the
Carter foundation. ]n addition, Kelly provides a brief history of the evolution
of The Conference of Southwest Foundations into the first organized "cooperative community of philanthropists" in the nation.
Kelly provides only a tantali/-ing glimpse of the inevitable critici~m leveled at private foundations and eventual governmental regulation culminating
in the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Tt is enough. however, to suggest an opportunity for additional research and publication of other volumes to fully document the fascinating world of philanthropy in Texas. In the meantime, this
book is a welcome addition to that documentation.
Jerry E. Holbert
Stephen F. Austin State University

Vaquero: Genesis of the Texas COlvbuy, Bill Wittliff (University of Texas
Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819) 2004. Contents. lntro.
Afterwords. Color Photographs. P. 176. S39.95. Hardcover.
I saw Bill Wittliff's vaquero pictures when he was shooting them during
the early 1970s.1 was much impressed! Then he had this great Vaquero show
at the Institute of Texan Cultures in San Antonio from which 1 obtained a
poster of the vaquero roping the calf in the prickly pear and have had it hanging on an office wall for years. Still have it, as a matter of fact. Now I havc
this magnificent collection of prints in Vaquero: Genesis of the Texas Cowboy
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that The University of Texas Press published, and it can't get much better than
that.
This won't be an unbiased review. I think that Bill Wittliff is one of
Texas' truly great artists, one of the state's treasures. He is a painter, sculptor.
writer, the finest of bookmcn. and here we spotlight him as a photographer.
Bill's vaquero pictures taken on £1 Rancho Tule in the state of Coahuila,
Mexico, have captured a historical piece of our culture, the vaquero at work,
the very genesis of Texas and America's own cowboy culture. Bill's collection of pictures of vaqueros on the range is ahout a traditional way of life in
Mexico's Sierra Madra over a generation ago, and already progress has made
Wittliff's photographic study an artistic documentary of things that have
passed into the realm of history. The 360.000-acre El Rancho Tule has since
been divided and sold.
Bill's time on the Tule ranch remains, however, captured as on a Grecian
urn. His photographs of vaqueros - hair and dust flying, muscles straining have stopped in time the action and the excitement of breaking horses and
roping calves. He pictures the vaqueros at their work during a roundup, of
roping and branding, of their lives in camp around the chuckwagon and at
home in the bunkhouse. Bill has sensitlvely captured the dignity and personality of each vaquero in his many individual portraits, pictures of men who
ride with a strong and silent pride in being who they are,

Bill's commentary at the end of the book is written as frames of film that
have captured his memories of thoughts and sounds and sights. Of a panther
and the cry of coyotes and tIretlies and the smell of campfires. I can imagine
that these shoots became some of the most dramatic frames in Bill's own life,
He wandered into a new world of thorny plants and dangerous animals, a world
that was rocky and harsh and dry as an old cow's skull. He framed people in
his lenses who could have been characters out of Mexican True West pulp fiction. This was a vivid time and El Rancho Tule became a frame for an intense
episode in Wittliff's life, which he generously shares through his pictures.
Bill's old friend, John Graves, wrote the introduction to Vaquero, and he
couldn't have gotten anybody better in literary style or stature. John's essay is
a meditation on his own life and experiences with the vaquero and cowboy
culture, a culture that certainly spreads out on both sides of the Rio Grande.
No one questions that the vaquero. who handled stock for 300 years before the
Texas cowboy got into the picture. was the instructor of the Texas cowboy
culture. But for decades gringo'!'" have staked their claims in some of the ranchlands of northern Mexico and paid back the vaqueros with cowboy culture.
John Graves has lived in both of these worlds for a long lifetime and understands their ways of life and their pride, and he understands the richness of the
culture and the influence that it has had on Texas, the United States and the
world. Speaking of which, I remember being eye-shocked in Yogyakarta
when I met a macho Indonesian wearing a cowboy hat, a fancy belt, and
boots. The vaquero-cowboy culture has made a substantial contribution to the
world's fashions,
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Bill Wittliff's Vaquero: Genesis ofa Cowboy is a treasure of photograph-

ic rut and a treasure of history.
F. E. Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University,
Emeritus

College Rodeo: FlVm Show to Sport, Sylvia Gann Mahoney (Texas A&M
University Press, 4354 TAMlJ, College SUition, TX 77843-4354) 2004,
Contents. IlIus. Notes. Bihlio. Appendices. Index. P. 350. $29.95. Hardcover.
Intercollegiate Rodeo has a long and exciting history, but no one has told
its story until Sylvia Gann Mahoney "took the bull by the horns" and produced an exciting, fact-filled book about everything you wanted to, or should
know, about the sport. Mahoney spent many years competing in rodeos and
the past fifteen years interviewing, visiting, researching, and compiling information to write the history of this great event and what it has meant to thousands of students and hundreds of colleges across this nation. She either knew
or found out about everyone associated with this sport on the college leveL
which enabled her to come aW'ay with a spectacular story of winners. losers.
organizations, problems. sponsors. worker~, cowboys. and cowgirls.
Cowboys never stayed anywhere long enough to organize until 'unfairness of producers of "America's only original sport" led them to realize that
they must have some stmcture. In doing this, one sees an entertainment turned
into big business, beginning early in the 1940s. Starting in November 1920,
at Texas A&M University, rodeo competition hctw·een colleges developed
quickly over the next few decades into a family affair where each generation
grew up and did with their children what they had done. It was a social event
with bonding among all who shared horses, equipment, money, and glory. As
collegiate rodeo grew in popularity, even including World ·War II veterans on
the GI Bill. organization became necessary and the National Intercollegiate
Rodeo Association (NIRA) was established in 1948. Mahoney covers the hard
work. sacrifice. dedication. conflict, and growing pains of a sport that rapidly
became so popular that the colleges had to develop regions across the country, and establish provisions for publicity, fees. financing, sponsors, producers, and rules.
Mahoney covers the cowgirl story as well. Today college rodeo is big
business with new leaders, big scholarships and awards, an annual national
finals rodeo. a foundation, and even an alumnl association. Collegiate rodeo
also encourages academic standards and has become a way of life, making the
cowboy myth a reality for those who participate. The strange phenomenon of
an "educated" cowboy seeps through the pages and reminds the reader that
times have changed.
The addition throughout the book of photographs of legendary partki-
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pants and charts at the end of the book on every college and national finals
winners from 1949-2003 make this a valuable research tool and a source of
pride among the rodeo crowd. Especially for cowhoys. and those who enjoy
watching cowhoys. this book brings back the excitement, skill, color, and stories of col1ege rodeo careers, successes and failures, and occasionally one of
those rare cowboy stories of glory, defeat, or coincidence.
Linda Cross
Tyler Junior College

On Independence Creek: The St01}' of a Texas Ranch, Charlene Chandler
(Texas Tech University Press, P.O. Box 41037, Lubbock, TX 79410)
2004. Contents. Maps. Illus. Appendixes. NOles. Biblio. Index. P. 203.
$24.95. Hardcover.
Water is the single most influential C0111pOnent of life; this is true physiologically and spiritually. A requisite constituent of life, water geographical
and geological presence is a determinant in where men and other animals Jive.
The Ba1cones Escarpment and the springs that emerge from its sweep across
central Texas defined animal watering and human settlement patterns that are
reflected today in the arc of cities from Austin to San Marcos from New
Braunfels to San Antonio and on west to Hondo.
Charlene Chandler's commendable hook reflects on the bounty of water
in a land where paucity is the norm. The six miles of [watered) Independence
Creek, a major tributary of the Pecos River that joins the river in Terrell
County, provided the Chandler family both challenge and comfort during the
century of which Chandler writes. From the turn-of-the-ccntury purchase of
the ranch by her grandfather through the stewardship of the land by her parents, Chandler vividly describes the hardship of growing up on a working
ranch. The author leavened the recollection of her childhood and the rugged
labor necessary by all family members to extract a living from the land with
appreciation for the sustenance provided by Independence Creek. At midtwentieth century Joe Chandler, the author's father. abandoned "true ranching" to establish a guest ranch, the Independence Lake Club. In 1953
Chandler built fishing ponds and sold bait to fishermen. Despite a devastating
flood in 1954, the Joe Chandler Guest Ranch continued to grow as the family added guest cahins, a spring-fed swimming pool, and a nine-hole golf
course. For over three decades the family hosted fishermen and golfers in
what must have been one of the prettiest settings in the near-desert country of
Terrell County. Texas.
This book is an important addition to any library. Anecdotally styled, the
lively narrative is supported by endnotes and bibliography. It provides a valuable insight into the isolation endured hy rural residents as recently as sixty
years ago, during a time before rural electrification, telephones, fann-to-market roads, and satellite dish television with ;'all news a11 the time," and of their
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imaginative ability to meet the challenges of depression, drought, and flood.
Above all, Chandler's perspective is celebratory - of her family, of neighbors
and friends, and of a rugged yet exhilarating life whose literal wellspring was
Independence Creek.
Page S. Foshee
Austin, Texas

The Strange Career of Bilingual l!-aucation in Texas, IRJ6-J981, Carlos
Kevin Blanton (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College
Station, TX 77H43-4354) 2004. Contents. III us. Notes. Biblio. Index. P.
204. $29.95. Hardcover.
Historians largely have ignored the study of educaLional development.
Any research in the field is welcome hut especially so are solidly-researched
and well-written monographs such as Carlos Kevin Blanton's work on bilingualism in Texas schooJs. Blanton's book is timely. According to the fedcral
census of 2000, the almost seven million Hispanics in Texas make up thirty
percent of the population, and demographic forecasters predict they will
account for half the population by 2030.
Bilingualism brings to mind. the political hot potato of the 1970s and early
1980s. Considering with the furor over school curriculum and the costs of
prinLing state and federal government information in Spanish and EngJish in
recent years, Blanton points out that Texas historically has been a multi-lingual
state. From Stephen F. Austin's settlement throughout most of the nineteenth
century, English and Spanish were common languages in the state. After the
Texas Revolution, classrooms echoed with lessons in German. Czech, and
Polish because of locally oriented, parent-initiated, "community" schools.
Blanton identifies Progressivc-era reforms aimed at centralizing education, anti-immigrant sentiments at the turn of the century and during World
War I, and the unrest associated with the Mexican Revolution as forces that
coalesced to allow school refonners to press an English-only pedagogy. As
the Hispanic population increased across Texas and the Southwest following
the WWlI, bilingual education came to mean Spanish education, and the issue
became national during Lyndon Johnson's presidency.
The debate ovcr bilingual education remains far from resolved. Blanton
concludes that it is not a "magical sword" but another "pedagogical tool to
bring the school to the child" (p. 155). He nicely ties bilingual education to
local control and his description of the development of early Texas educa~
tionaJ history is commendable. The book has a wide audience and readers will
benefit from Blanton's thorough research.
Gene Preuss
Houston, Texas
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Reluctant Lieutenant: From Basic to
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in the Sixties. Jerry Morton
(Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX
77843-4354) 2004. Contents. Epilogue. Illus. P. 320. $19.95. Paperback.
$45.00. Hardcover.

Reared in a Coast Guard family and on his way to a doctorate in psychology, Jerry Morton found himself a "reluctant recruit" in an Army that now
no longer exists. For one thing, "Family tradition had it that only stupid people went into the army" (p. 43). But he was drafted without a choice. And in
the mid-1960s during the Vietnam War.
That was a sentiment he came to temper if not to disavow after less than
three years and winding up as a lieutenant via OCS: ", .. many of the people
in the U.S. Army are dedicated professionals with a strong sense of working
for the benefit of mankind (p. 319),"
Along the way the author gives non-veterans an insight into how the
Army makes soldiers out of rookies. Morton tells how a drill instructor was
unsuccessful in teaching him how to drive a truck; how he "captured" a major
and three other less-senior officer-umpires during a night exercise; and how
he managed to navigate a night compass course on another occasion.
Less instructive was how Morton spent a Saturday night pass with a
drinking companion at an all-black nightclub located deep in the piney woods
near Fort McClellan. The night ended when his hosts delivered him back to
the post in a limousine.

I know that it is not obligatory for a reviewer to comment on a book's
introduction, but in this case it seems mandatory to do so. G. Kurt Piehler of
the Center for the Study of War and Society has written a splendid ten-page
essay complete with endnotes on the Vietnam climate during which Morton
was drafted,
"During the Vietnam War era," Piehler writes, "most Vietnam veterans
were not grunts: 8.7 million men, the majority of these in the armed forces,
never saw service in Indochina. Only more than a third, 2.7 million, served in
the country." Neither Morton nor Piehler mentions him, but it is only fair to
genuine Vietnam combatants to recall that a former presidential candidate
earned his Vietnam bona fides as a "vet" by holding down a cushy joh as a
headqua11ers desk jockey.
Never having served overseas. Morton wound up his service as an
instructor in an Army school after his graduation [rom DeS in 1967. He now
holds a PhD in psychology at the University of Tennessee. His is a book
which even non-veterans may find readable and worth shelving.
Max S. Laie
Marshall and Fort Worth
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The Improbable Rise of Redneck Rock. Jan Reid, Photos, Scott Newton
(University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819)
2004. Contents. Index. B&W Photos. P. 379. $29.95. Hardcover.
Reading Jan Reid's The Improbable Rise ofRedneck Rock was like visiting old friends who have retired. In 1974, the first time Jan Reid wrote this
book, redneck rock was in full swing and Austin was the center of this new
music world. All sorts of music - folk, rhythm and blues, soul, pop, rock and
roll, country - was funneled into Austin by all sorts of hippies and druggies,
country and college boys. Everybody was pickin' and singin', and the main
sound vector in 1974 was a blend of country and western (the "redneck" part
of Reid's formula) and the prevailing refrains of rock and roll that came out
of the last days of the turbulentl960s.
Thirty years later, those sounds and singers have become a part of musical cultural history which Jan has surveyed and brought up to date. The heart
of Redneck Rock is an expanded, definitive study of the Austin musit: s.cene in
the Seventies. beautifully written and graphically described. It's all there, new
and improved: Stan Alexander's folk music club at Nonh Texas that spawned
Michael Murphey. Travis Holland. Eddie Wilson, among others - Janis Joplin
at Threadgill's - Eddie Wilson's Armadillo V.'orld Headquarters - Hondo
Crouch at Luckenbach -Austin radio Station KOKE - Willie Nelson's Picnics
and Reunions - and, perhaps climactically, "Austin City Limits."
Jan has completely and encyclopedically covered the Austin music spectrum. from then to now in Redneck Rock. He brings the reader up to date on
the whiles and whereabouts of Michael, Jerry Jeff, and Fromholtz. Remember,
those pickers and singers who were in their twenties and thirties in the 1970s
are now in their fifties and sixties. and setting up and playing a gig is much
harder now than it was thirty years ago. Although you can't tell it by watching
Willie, most of those old kickers have modified their lifestyles. Jan bring u~ up
to date and explores the musical adventures of such popular later comers as loe
Ely and Marcia Ball (love hern, Lyle Lovett, and the Dixie Chicks. As hard as
it might be nowadays to find genu-wine cow-chip-kickin' country music on the
Austin scene, that hub of Texas is still the venue for exciting sounds.
Jan Reid is one my favorite writers, He has a natural, personal, conversational style and can create a scene and draw characters as vividly and honestly as anybody ebe I presently read. I emphasize the honest and personal qualities of his style. He takes you with him to Willie's picnics and Jerry Jeff's
gigs, and you are there - in the dust and the heat. smelling the pot and the
whiskey, watching Rusty Wier kick up his heels. It's a great trip!

The Improhahle Rise of Redneck Rock would easily be worth the price if
all you got were the pictures. Scott Newton's illustrations have all the joy and
excitement of a Saturday night at Threadgill's. And with a little creative imag~
ination you can get the sound. So if you weren't on the scene during the surge
of redneck rock, you missed some music history and need to read about it.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Down in Houston: Bayou City Blues, Roger Wood (University of Texas Press,
P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 7R713-7R 1g) 2003. Contents. Appendices.
B&W Photos. Biblio. Index. P. 346. $34.95. Hardcover.
Down in Houston, by Roger Wood, begins with Wood telling his story
and it evolves into a major book tracing the history and inllucnce of blues in
Houston. This is a big book that becomes bigger than the story it is telling.
The photos, taken by James Fraher, add depth and texture in black-and-white
to this colorful book. All in all, the publisher has created a work of art.

Readers can enjoy reading about the way Woods conducted his research,
read the interviews he conducted, and see the sharp edges that clearly delineate each facet of each photo. Use of italicized sections and space between
sections, rather that traditional chapter headings, gives the book a new way to
convey the lnformation that captures the reader's eye and leads him fOlV,!ard
and deeper into the text.
Woods includes details, dates and definitions. The musicians relate memories and stories. Musicians such as Alber! Collins, Gatemouth Brown,
Johnny Copeland and Lightnin' Hopkins may be the stars, but many others
associated with the blues scene also are featured.
Fraher captures the skin tones, the fingers and eyes, the strings on a guitar, the laughter and the serious faces. His photo essay, lnterspersed among the
stories, serves as more than just punctuation or enrichment - his photo essay
tells its own story.
This book sheds new light on the Houston blues scene and reveals aspects
of music and community that often remain in the shadows. A seven-year project, lhe hook is a must for musicologists, anthropologists, sociologists and
more importantly, fans of the blues.
Kathleen Hudson
Schreiner University

The Modern CO~1/boy, John R. Erickson, photographs by Kristine C. Erickson
(University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box 311336, Denton, TX 762031336) 2004. 2nd Ed. 1981. 1st Ed. Contents. III us. Bibllo. Index. P. 211.
$18.95. Paperback.
This is number seven in the Western Life Series published by the
University of North Texas Press. All seven have been written by John R.
Erickson and all touch on some area of cowboy life. Erickson obviously has
found a subject that is dear to his heart. Raised in Perryton. in the Texas
Panhandle, he has cowboyed and ranched in the area for most of his life. He
is best known, perhaps, for his Hank The Cowdog series of books, and in fact,
it is their success that has allowed him to purchase the M-Cross Ranch where
he and his family live and work.
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In the "Authors Note" to the new edition, Erickson informs us that
"Cowboying in the Texas Panhandle isn't exactly the same as cowboying in
California; it's not even the same as cowboying in East Texas. Differences
among cowboys arise from "history, tradition, weather, and terrain, to name a
few" (p. xiii). Those hoping for an in-depth view into the life of the East Texas
cowhoy will have to keep looking. That said, there are many similarities
between cowboys around the country. Erickson presents an interesting and
detailed study of many of the problems confronting the modem version, as
well as the reasons for continuing in a profession that involves so much hard
work and so little monetary return.
This new edition of the book is illustrated throughout with utilitarian photographs by the author's wife, Kristine, showing cowboys at work, close-ups
of equipment, and portraits of local cowboys.
Guy Gillette
Crockett, Texas

Advancing Democracy: African Americans and the StruggLe for Access and
Equity in Hif!.her Education in Texas, Amilcar Shabazz (Universlty of
North Carolina Press, P.O. Box 2288, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-20(4).
Contents. Notes. Tables. lIlus. Bib!. Index. P. 301. $49.95. Hardcover.
$19.95. Paperback.
Several books have been published during !.he past three years that examine school desegregation in Texas. Amilcar Shabazz shifts this story to Texas'
institutions of higher education. In doing so he draws our attention to the rich
and complex story of the African American struggle for access to higher education that spanned most of a centUlY and rcached its climax in a series of confrontation in the com1room and on the campuses during the two decades that
followed World War II. Shabazz argues convincingly that the desegregation of
higher education in Texas was the result of a long struggle that combined the
efforts of the leadership of local black communities with those of the local and
nalional offices of the N.A.A.C.P. He also emphasizes the importance and the
courage of the scores of individual young African American men and women
who placed themselves at risk as they challenged the racial mores of midtwentieth century Texas.
Shabazz introduces his study with an account of the historical roots of the
black campaign for higher education in the Lone Star State. His description of
the Texas University Movement and the shift in tactics from advocating the
creation of a separate hut equal system of higher education in the state to the
demand for desegregation is especially rich in detail. He rightly notes the divis10ns among local African American leaders, and the conflicts between clements in the local leadershlp and the national offices of the N.A.A.C.P. He
also does a good job analyzing the Sll/eatt case, the creation of Texas State
University for Negroes (TSUN), and the efforts of stale officials to use TSUN
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to deflect and undermine the desegregation movement. Shabaa. then goes on
to present a detailed description of the desegregat10n of individual Texas institutions of higher education, from those that desegregated peacefully before
the Supreme Court's Brown decision to those that resisted into the mid] 960s.
The story Shabazz presents is a fascinating one, depicting Texas and
Texans at their best and their worst. One can find fault here and there-personally I wish the book had addressed the end of segregation at the major private 1nstitutlons such as Rice and SMU. However, this extensively researched
book is fine as it stands. It will inform and sometimes provoke its readers
while it educates them ahout the heretofore-neglected history of the struggle
for equality in Texas higher educatlon.
Cary D. Wintz
Texas Southern University

Inventing Texas: Early Hist01ians afthe Lone Star State. Laura Lyons McLemore
(Texas A&M University, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354)
2004. Contents. Notes. Riblio. Index, P. 130. $29.95. Hardcover.

This work by Laura Lyons McLemore is a \-vell-researched study of the
historiography of nineteenth-century Texas. Such a documented examination
of historians in this period is morc than warranted because of the popular
notion that Texas always has been a land inundated with myths and tall tales.
McLemore shows that, albeit with some poor exceptions, most of those who
wrote historical works during this period actually did a commendable job.
Sometimes the style in which these works were written, such as romantic works of the mid-l ROOs, prevent the histories from be1ng objective or unbiased in the modern sense. In the same way, many early historians had varying
personal agendas to promote, ranging from political to economical.
Nevertheless, these men and women attempted to remain true to the facts
without resorting to half-truths or embellishment. and often used as much
documentation as a modem historian would. In fact, considering that all of
these authors wrote 1n a time before history became an established scholarly
field with procedural guidelines, the author believes they are due much more
credit than they are usually given.
In Inventin~ Texas, McLemore clearly and succinctly describes the early
historians of Texas in chronological order, and the final product is thoroughly enjoyable. By utilizing an impressive array of primary sources, enhanced
by solid biographical information, she allows the rcader to get to know these
historians almost personally without dwelling on anyone individual for too
long. More than a dozen important authors are covered, and while a few were
poor historians, none blatantly contributed to what the author refers to as the
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"mythistory" of Texas. Rather, the reader is shown that "historian" is. in fact,
the correct label for these early authors of Texas.
Mark Fink
Wichita Falls, Texas

1Am Not the Woman / Was, Frances Nail (Eakin Press, PO. Box 90159, Austin.
TX 7R709-0159) 2002. Contents. Illus. P. 165. $22.95. Hardcover.
I Just Called Her Momma. Mae Durden-Nelson (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 9()]59.
Austin. TX 78709-0159) 2003. Contents. mus. P. 162. $18.95. Paperback.

s

Seven Before Seventy: One Woman Quest for the Seven Continents, Joyce
Brooks (Eakin Press. P.O. Box 90 I 59, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 2003.
Contents. Illus. P. 200. $19.95. Paperback.

When Dr. McDonald first asked me to review these three books. I'm
afraid my reaction was negative. T really was a little offendcd that titles such
as l.fust Called Her Momma, Seven Before Seventy, and I'm Not the lVt-J1nan
J Was should bring me to his mind. That was before T rcad these delightful
books.
These three authors and I shared the same timescape, if not the same
landscape, and I related with great pleasure to the accounts Df their experiences and memories. Each presented vivid pictures of their very different lives
and all conveyed strong powers of observation and sensitivity.
I Just Called Her Momma is the title of Mae Durden-Nelson's memories
of growing up on a family farm in Central Texas during and after the Great
Depression and World War 11. This is a loving tribute to her mother and father
and their close-knit family. Her account of life in the Gennan farm communities around Fredericksburg reflect the effects of the AAA and the REA and
other emergency measures on the lives of Texas farmers. This is an endearing
portrayal of a family life rooted in love and loyalty and tradition.
Seven Before Seventy began as an idea in the mind of nine-year-old Joyce
Brooks as she was picking cotton on hcr father's farm in Central Texas. She
vowed then to travel around the world and to write a book about it. Her first
travel adventure came whcn, at (he age of sixteen, she won an all-expense
paid trip to New York as a prizc in a farm magazine essay contest. However,
it was after college, marriage, two children, newspaper and public relations
jobs, and a divorce that she was able to return to her traveling dream. She married again, this time to a man who also liked to travel, and she became a travel agent. Her story is an entertaining and informative account of her travels as
a tour leader and as an independent traveler. She achieved her goal of reaching seven continents before she was seventy years old, and she invites you
along for the trip. Thc reader will be glad that he has a ticket.

Frances Nail's memories in I'm Not The Woman I Was are pure joy. Her
warm, quirky accounts and observations of hcr family. her life and our times
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compel the reader to seek others with which to share them. For some unfathomable reason I had never encountered the writings of Frances Nail before.
She has won many awards and nominations from prestigious literary groups
and has been a featured writer at the Texas Book Festival and many other literary events. but somehow I missed out on this pleasure. I will make haste to
correct this.
I want to thank Dr, McDonald and the East Texas Historical Association
for giving me the opportunity to become acquainted with these authors and
their works, It was a privilege.
Hazel Shelton Abernethy
Nacogdoches, Texas

In a Fevered Land, Irene Sandell (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX
78709-0159) 2003. Novel. P. 264, $24.95. Paperback.

All Roads Lead Home, Linda S. Bingham (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159. Austin,
TX 78709-0159) 2003. Contents. Novel. P. 305. $24.95. Paperback.
The Heart TH/isters, Nancy McCoy (Eakin Press, P.o. Box 90159, Austin, TX
78709-0159) 2003. Novel. P. 230. $24.95. Paperback.
Gringo Verde: A Novel of Revolution and Redemption, Kerry McCan (Eakin
Press, PO. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 2004. Map. Novel. P.
337. $24.95. Paperback.

From Eakin Press, an Austin, Texas, publisher of mostly non-fiction and
children's books, each of these four novels tells a different story from a different time.
The first and the best of the bunch, in a Fevered Land by Irene Sandell,
is set during the Texas oil rush of the late twenties and early thirties. Ranging
from Wink, Texas. to Kilgore, and back to Midland, the novel traces the journey of Lon Prather and his cousin Emory Campbell from the dying cotton
farms of central Texas to their arrival in west Texas where they become roughnecks in the oil fields. Lon is a serious young man who saves his money and
invests it in mineral right, along the Texas-New Mexico border. Emory crashes and burns in the wide-open oil towns of the period; drinking and carousing,
he is knifed to death by an escaped convict. Lon determines to kill Emory's
murderer, but another man tackles the murderer just as he is attempting to stab
Lon. Hath men die. Lon's decision to leave the farm is valiuated when he is
able to help his father pay the taxes on their land after drought has stunted the
cotton crop. Once he and his father are reconciled, Lon is lnjured in an oil well
cxploslon. Fortunately, his lnvestments payoff, and the novel ends with his
marriage to the girl next door,
Exciting and fast moving, this novel kept my attention throughout. I
found the lntcraction between the big 011 company and the upstart with whom
Lon had invested to be the most interesting sectlon of the novel. However, I
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did find the main investor's ignorance of how the big oil companles operated
to be somewhat unbelievable. After all. he had the intelligence and foresight
to buy land that they had virtually ignored until someone else found oil in the
area, Despite this lapse, the read was quite satisfactory and the history, setting,
and characterization reahstic.
The second, All Roads Lead Home by Linda S. Bingham, is a three-generation story of a mother, her three daughters. and one granddaughter. The
three sisters have gone their own directions in life and have found that their
attitudes toward their home. which vary from rejection to apathy, have led
them to make some big mistakes. And, of course, all of the women have issues
with the men in their lives. The novel brings each of the sisters back La her
ancestral horne by various means and allows them to find fulfillment in nevcrbefore considered ways. The granddaughter shakes off an expected maniage,
marries for love, and leaves. seemingly repeating her mother's mistakes from
the generation before. However, she is redeemed by acceptance of the new life
her mother leads, her father's death, and her former lover's relationship with
one of her aunts.
The novel is set in a small, fictionalized East Texas town of Trinity,
although it spans much of the state from Amarillo to Galveston. The dialogue
is helievable, with the longer narrative sections taking place in the characters'
minds. Little description is included, although it does become clear that the
Piney Woods form the backdrop of most of the story. This is not a historical
novel, per se. In fact, it tends toward the soap-opera genre, complete with
unfaithful husbands and fairly graphic sexual encounters. Sufficient for a lazy
summer afternoon read, the novel is not the stuff of greatness.

The Heart Twisters, by Nancy McCoy. brlngs together small-town Texas
politics and football. Loosely based on the Santa Fe, Texas. bid to include student-led prayer at their football games in 2000, this novel is set in Bernard,
Texas, situated north of Houston, some years later. In the midst of a battle over
prayer at the high school football games, a Jewish family moves to town and
becomes the focal point for the hate that the prayer issue sparks. One high
school teacher brings in a Houston attorney-her ex-lover-to fight against
prescribed school prayer, The chmax occurs when too many people pack the
football stands for a grudge match. The stands crash, Travis (the one gay highschooler) is killed. many are injured, and the Jewish doctor, his nurse wife.
along with some who had been on the other side of the prayer issue, work
together to sort out the injured, They provide first aid and load the most badly
injured in helicopters bound [or Houston hospitals. In the aftermath. the
teacher and her lawyer friend are engaged, the coach and others realize that
they must participate in mediation, some become even angrier, and we hope
that the bigotry ends.
This novel has a rather slow start, but once past Virginia's and Jack's (the
teacher and the Houston lawyer) reconciliation, the action speeds. up. In this
novel the characters are believable, the dialogue is realistic, and the story
seems plausible. The profanity and the graphic. back-seat sex scene are some-
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what over the top, but the novel ends on a note of hopefulness, with the Jewish
family deciding to stay_ despite the prejudice they have encountered. Perhaps
they can all overcome the bigotry and live together in peace.

Gringo Verde: A Novel of Revolution and Redemption, by Kerry McCan,
is set early in the twentieth century. The story of a young man from a Refugio,
Texas, cattle family, the novel begins with Green Dunigan's trip to San
Antonio, where, while drunk, he signs up with the Rough Riders and is
shipped out to Cuba. He is injured in the charge up San Juan Hill and is mustered out of the army, returning to his family business. He settles in El Paso.
and during his cattle-buying trips to Mexico, he meets. Pancho Villa. Although
he had determined to stay away from the war, he is convinced to work on
Villa's artillery unit, training gun crews and obtaining weapons. Much of the
novel covers major battles of the Mexican Revolution. As the revolution
winds down, Green marries the daughter of a once wealthy Mexican rancher.
purchases a ranch in New Mexico, and helps her rehuild her family's ranch.
The remainder of the novel is about the building of Green's catLIe empire and
the growth of his family.
Gringo Verde: A Novel of Revolution and Redemption seems to concentrate on revolution without much redemption. With a narrative voice that is
formal and withdrawn, the novel is not compelling. The prose plods, the dialogue is stilted, and the character development is minimal. Green, the protagonist, makes few mistakes, and those he does make always turn out well. r
would prefer a flawed protagonist who needs redemption. This novel offers a
hagiography. For an overview of the two wars and the Texa~ cattle business,
the book is fine. As a novel, it is too impersonal.
Sarah Cheney Watson
East Texas Baptist University

Let s Hear It: Stories by Texas Women Writers, Sylvia Ann Grider & Lou
Halsell Rodenberger, editors (Texas A&M University Press, 4354
TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2003. Contents. Appendices.
Index. P. 422. $1 (j.95. Paperback. $40. Hardcover.
In Lets Hear It. Sylvia Ann Grider and Lou Halsell Rodenberger compile
"twenty-one plus one" short stories by Texas women from the nineteenth century to the present. The editors wanted to compile a collectlon of short stories
exclusively by Texas women arranged chronologically, and give a history
illustrating the development of the short story by those women. The result is
outstanding,
The book's introduction covers the publishing history of women's writing in Texas. as well as the history of Texas women writers and the evolution
of the short story. The editors arranged the book chronologically, and divided
their collection into four parts: Civil War to Thrn-of-the-Century; 19208-
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1950s. 1960s-1980s; and 1990s. Prior to each short story, they include a brief
biography of the author, and a list of the author's works. Grider and
Rodenberger include two appendices; one lists short-story collections by
Texas women writers, and thc other lists major collections of Texas Sh011 stories, which contain stories by Texas women.
Thls compilation of short stories by Texas women writers is excellent,
and the stories are both entertaining and thought provoking. The editors chose
both well-known authors, such as Katherine Anne Porter, and more obscure
authors, such as Oli ve Huck. From a historical viewpoint, one can rcad this
book to see how writing styles have changed over the years. One can also
view each story as a "historical picture" representing a specific period in
Texas history.
\Vhile the book covers Texas as a whole, a few short stories represent life
in East Texas. Anyone interested in literature, Texas history, or social history
would enjoy this book. Two bonuses for those who enjoy these authors are the
individual authors' bibliographies, and the appendices listing additional short
story sources. This collection makes a significant contribution to Texas literature and Texas history.
Deborah Cole
Nacogdoches, Texas

The Family Saga: A Collection of Texas Family Legends, Francis Edward
Abernethy, Jerry Bryan Lincecum. and Frances B. Vick, editors (University
of North Texas Press, P.O. Box 31136, Denton, TX 76203-1336) 2003.
Contents. Contributors. llIus. Index. P. 366. $34.95. Hardcover.
The Fmnily Saga is an illuminating collection of family legends that
demonstrates the importance and prevalence of the oral traditions in Texas.
The editors have compiled a collection of family ~tories that range from the
reminiscences of ordinary Texans to such notcd western writers as Elmer
Kelton. The editors concede that family legends or folklore is not formal history because these stories may not conform with historical facts and cannot be
tested by readily available document~ by researchers. Nevertheless, the stories
collected here offer ~ome insight into Texas history.

This collection of family legends relates some experiences commonly
studied in the field of history. Immigration, war, religion. and work are some
of the areas explored in this book, which combines the historical experience
of many people. However, family folklore allows one insight into how major
events affected the people who lived in those eras. The perceptions of historical actors and their personal recollections can only further the study of history and provide a greater understanding of a particular event. Historical movements and events have no context without the personal stories of those that
lived through them. That is the utility of this work.
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This work also reinforces the importance of storytelling in Texas. Many
stories might be lost if not for the oral traditions. The editors have done a fine
job in compiling these stories, demonstrating the importance of family stories
to the study of personal and state history.
Robert H. Butts
Texas Christian Uni versity

Communities of Kinship: Antebellum Families and the Settlement vf the
Cotton Frontier, Carolyn Earle Billingsley (The University of Georgia
Press, 330 Research Dr., Athens, GA 30602-4901) 2004. Contents. Notes.
llJus. Maps. Biblio.lndex. P. 216. $19.95. Paperback. $49.95. Hardcover.
Independent genealogist and historian Carolyn Earle Billingsley makes a
strong case for the use of kinship as a "discrete category of analysis complementary to and potentially as powerful as race, class, and gender" as she
traces the Thomas Keesee. Sr. family in her Communities of Kinship (p. 2).
The author's reworked Rice University dissertation demonstrates how tracing
kinship through genealogical and historical methods reveals important information about migration and settlement patterns, religion, class, and economic and political power in the highly structured world of the Old South. Well
written and carefully researched and organized, Communities of Kinship
makes a strong case for the value of kinship studies to historical research.
Billingsley begins by introducing her audience to the anthropological
terms and methodologies used throughout the book and offering data analysis
for her example. the Thomas Keesee, Sr., kinship group, as it grew and
changed over time. She then explores the central nature of kinship ties to
migration and settlement patterns of antehellum Southern families, revealing
that kinship groups strengthened and enlarged through marriages often populated entire towns. Additionally. she points out that kinship often defined a
group's religion. with marriage the number one reason behind change in religious affiliation. Billingsley also discusses how economic and political power
within kinship groups could be cultivated easily through mutual ownership.
preferential treatment. and by creating power chains-both political and economic-through kin tics. Finally, the p03tbellum lives of prominent members
of the Keesee family are traced, postulating briefly the irnpact of the elvil War
and modernization on the role of kinship in the Keesee family-and the larger community in which they lived-and drawing conclusions ahout planter
class kinship groups in the South in general. In aiL Billingsley's work offers
historians a new perspective when examining historical data. that of the lens
of kinship, which, Bll1ingsley claims, "can often transcend and
subsume ... categories of analysis" such as race, class, and gender (p. 153).
Lauren Ashley Laumen
Fort Worth, Texas
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Sabine Pass: The Confederacy's Thermopylae, Edward T. Cotham. Jr.
(University of Texas Press, P. O. Box 7819, Austin, IX 78713-7819)
2004, Contents. Appendices. Notes. Biblio. IIlus. Index. P. 274. $21.95.
Paperback. $39.95. Hardcover.

Those who celebrate Texas heroes and Civil War buffs alike will be
pleased by the new book on the Battlc of Sabine Pass by Edward T. Cotham,
Jr., which features exhaustive research and stirring prose. It is a worthy successor to his Battle on the Bay: The Civil War Struggle for Galveston (1998),
and is by far the most comprehensive account of the SepLember 8, 1863, battle in which Company F of the Jefferson Davis Guards under Richard W.
(Dick) Dowling, with less than 50 men. captured two Union gunboats and
more than 300 prisoners while repelling a Federal invasion force without losing a man.
Cotham's most important conclusions contend that the campaign, originally intended to be an army assignment, became a navy engagement in which
the army only assisted; that General Godfrey Weitzel, WiLh 500 troops aboard
the General Banks was unsuited for the command of the army operation
because of a "phohia" concerning the "cost and futility of charging a fortified
position across open ground ... " (p. 115); and that the naval assault failed due
to a combination of strategy, the deadly accuracy of Confederate artillery, and
the failure of Weitzel to land his troops.
No satisfactory answer exists as to why the Federal soldiers under
Weitzel did not go ashore. Both contemporary and postwar assessments attributed the failure to various factors, including a fear that the soldiers would sink
and become mired in mud at the designated landing site, poor leadership. and
the "pointing of fingers" by various army and navy participants.
Cotham concludes his assessment with the belief that once the assault
committed "to the strategy of charging up the relatively narrow channels at
Fort Griffin. Dowling and his men ... were es.sentially shooting fish in a barrel" (p. 193).
James C. Maroney
Lee College

Calvary Baptist Church Beaumont. Texas: A Centennial History 1904-2004,
Ronald C. Ellison (Nortex Press, P. O. Box 90] 59, Austin, TX 787090159) 2004, Published by Calvary Baptist Church, 3650 Dowlen Rd..
Beaumont, TX 77706. Contents. lIlus. Appendices. Index. P. 261. $20.
Hardcover.

Frequently put together by committees composed of church members
who are dedicated but untrained in history, congregational studies often are
deadly dull, consisting of little more than numbing lists of committees, music
leaders, and pastors. This work avoids the usual pitfalls. Calvary Baptist com-
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missioned one of its own, Ron Ellison, a recognized authority on Baptists of
Southeast Texas. Ellison's research of primary records was exhaustive and his
interviews of former pastors and current members extensive. The result is a
readable account of a congregation that evolved from working-class roots on
Beaumont's south side to a major religious institution comfortably situated on
the flourishing northwestern edge of the city. Amply footnoted, carefully
indexed, and enhanced by photographs throughout, this is a worthy contribution to the religious history of southeast Texa~.
As told by Ellison, Calvary Baptist has known both harmony and discord.
The cross-town rivalry between A.E. Booth, a First Baptist preacher of questionable character, and Calvary's Fred Clark comes to mind, as well as the
internally divisive pastorate of A.C. Maxwell, who reminds one of the controversial J. Frank Norris. And while the congregation's decision in 1976 to
flee a declining and ethnically diverse neighborhood raises some questions
about its commitment to the poor, there is no denying that the move has been
beneficial in tenns of material growth and institutional prestige. Ironically, it
was Pastor James B. Thompson, frustrated in etforts to focus more attention
on the growing numbers of African Americans, Hispanics, and Vietnamese in
the church's midst, who led the congregation to its present location.
Studies of this type all too often fail to relate the local church to the surrounding area. But Ellison weaves Calvary's story into a broader context, taking lnto account both secular and religious developments across the state. This
adds to the historical value, and Ellison is to be complimented.
John W. Storey
Lamar University

Eleven Da.vs in Hell: The 1974 Carrasco Prison Siege in Huntsville, Texas,
William T. Harper (University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box 311336,
Denton, TX 76203-1336) 2004.' Contents. Notes. Bibliography. B&W
Photos. Index. P. 346. $27.95. Hardcover.

The summer of 1974 in the United States was a dynamic time. President
Richard Nixon was on the verge of resigning due to allegations of impropriety in the Watergate scandal, the uprising in South Dakota's Wounded Knee II
was ~till fresh in the minds of the population, and then there was the Carrasco
Siege. The Carrasco Siege was the longest prison siege in United States history---eleven days of psychological torture, a test of wills, and the tragic

deaths of four individuals on a Texas summer night.
Through the use of personal interviews of hostages, recorded tapes of the
incident, and play-by-play explanations from law enforcement and correctional officials, author Bill Harper allows the reader inside a story that should
have been told in detail long ago. Perhaps the book's blggest strength is
Harper"s usc of audiotapes of the siege as prime evidence of the action in a
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real-time scenario. Harper emphasizes the core of the conflict-the test of
wills between hardened criminal Fred Carrasco and prison director lim
Estelle. The siege's outcome becomes the determination of whether inmates
can be freed in exchangc for hostages or whether policy has no compromise
at any cost.
Some of the dialogue is damning to many actions taken by the hostages
during the crisis. and one wonders if a morc balanced approach could have
been obtained with additional hostage interviews. That not w-ithstanding, this
book is the definitive work regarding one of the most dramatic and intense
pri~on standoffs in United States history and should be in every library and
museum that addresses this genre.
Patl1ck McConal
Bryan, Texas

A Texas Raptist History Sourcebook: A Companion to McBeth \. Texas Baptists.
Joseph E. Early, 11'. (University of North Texas Press. P. O. Box 311336,
Denton. TX 76203-1336) 2004. Contents. P. 676. $29.95. Hardcover.
Joscph E. Early, Jr. has compiled a useful volume that includes many
original, primary, selected sources relating the story of Texas Baptists. All of
his chapters and divisions correspond to those in Harry Lcon M<.:Beth's Texas
Baptists: A SesqHjeentennial History. Early follows the beginning explorations of Texas. includes the start of Baptist work in the state, and concludes
with the 150th anniversary of the first ~tatc convention in 1998.
The materials Early utilizes are important and insightful in helping the
reader understand the roots, growth, and work of Texas Baptif,ts. One important item that needed to be included was that Joseph Bays preached the first
Baptist samon on record in Texas in 1820. Delivering his messages on the
Texas side of the Sabine River in Joseph Hinds' home. Bays soon "had regular monthly services" until the Roman Catholics learned of them and "immediately ordered their discontinuance." (McBeth, p. 13, and 1.M. Carroll, A
History nf Texas Baptists, pp. 19-20.)
Throughout his study Early incorporates vignettes of a host of Baptist
leaders who helped shape and carry out the state work. He also Jis(,;usses the
institutions thcy built and the controversies that arose from time t(1 time,
induding the work of Texas Baptists Committed. followed by the formation
of the Southern Baptists of Texas Convention.
This work embodies a collection of numerous aspects about the Baptist
General Convention of Texas. Students and scholars who desire to study its
activities and accomplishments further will profit much from Early's labor in
gathering and printing these resources.
Ron Ellison
Beaumont, Texas
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Chinqua Where? The Spirit of Rural America, 1947-1955, Fred B. McKinley
(Willow Creek Publishing Company. North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582)
2003. Contents. Foreword. Illustrations. Appendix. Index. P. 319. $29.50.
Hardcover.
Rural life brings out the storyteller in everyone. This observation seems
especially true in the American South, where country folk still predominate
both in numbers. and in cultural importance. Whether sitting on the back porch
recounting past adventures or transcribing tales into prose, East Texans are
certainly not immune from this pervasive need to preserve the past in anecdote and illustration. In Chinqua Where?, Fred McKinley, a son of East Texas
now living in South Carolina, provides a colorful collection of stories from his
childhood sure to remind many rural readers about their own pasts.
McKinley was born during World War II and spent his youth in
Chinquapin, Texas, a tiny hamlet nestled deep in the Piney Woods of San
Augustine County. His reminiscences of growing up in this rural enclave, surrounded by extended family and reared by the entire community. provide
enjoyable hours of reading. In Chinquapin, world events rarely intruded with the exception of Hank Williams' death, a tragedy nearly without equal in
McKinley's remembrance. The characters who people these tales are an
amusing mix of wise elders and mischievous children, loving parents and
stem, quarreling church members. What they all shared was a deep and abiding love of the place in which they lived and of their neighbors, a love that
McKinley obviously feels as well. Like the Idaho humorist Patrick McManus.
who entertained a generation of boys with his stories about growing up among
the woods and water~ of the North Country, Fred McKinley tells stories that
will appeal both to the young. who have these adventures ahead of them, and
to older readers who wish that were so again.
Mark Barringer
Stephen F. Austin State University

Long, Dark Road: Rill King and Murder in }w,per, Texas, Ricardo C. Ainslie
(University of Texas Press, PO. Box 7R19, Austin, Texas. 78713-7819)
2004. Contents. B&W Photos. P. 236. $24.95. Hardcover.
Just when Jasper thought the James Byrd murder was about to become a
part of East Texas history, along comes Ricardo Ainslie, a psychologist and
psychoanalyst who teaches at The University of Texas, with an analytical
study of Bill King, one of Byrd's killers_
Ainslie does not shed new light on the Byrd murder itself, but that is just
as well. Jasper and the rest of East Texas have heard enough.
Ainslie does construct an interesting profile of Bill Klng, who was not
raised in a racist family and had African American friends in childhood, but
ended up on death row for viciously killing a black man.
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Reading Ainslie's book, you come away with the perception that the
author somehow honded with King. He concludes that "without the burden of
responsibility that King bears for his actions and for the manner in whieh his
life has unfolded, I believe King's failures, in the end, are our collective failures ... we may be able to extinguish the life, but we can never ease the fact
that Bill King is. ultimately one of us,"
I suspect that is exactly what Bill King wanted Ricardo Ainslie to believe.
Bob Bowman
Lufkin, Texas

Western Lives: A Biographiad History of the American West. Richard W.
Etulain, editor (University of New Mexico Press, MSCOI 1200, I
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131-000 I) 2004,
Contents. Contributors. Illus. Maps. Index. P. 454. $23.95. Paperback.
Editor Richard EtuJain has brought together fifteen essays by some of the
American West's finest authors. Their task was to write a hrief biography on
one or more prominent Westerners, and then place these figures within the
context of a particular historical period or movement. For instance, William
Lang centers his essay on exploration by focusing on Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark and the Englishmen George Vancouver and David Thompson.
Mark T. Harvey examine~ the Progressive Era through a look at James J. Hill,
Jennette Rankin, and John Muir. Carl Abbott brings U~ into the contemporary
high-tech world with his essay on Microsoft's Paul Allen.
Thus the comhined essays provide us with the hroad sweep of American
West history from the European invasion, centering the discussion on representative persons for their age. Etulain, so knowledgeable on historiography,
completes the work with an admirable bibliographical essay, It is a novel idea
and one that succeeds. As editor Etulain explains "Americans enjoy biography." He might have said that all people love biography, for it tclls us something of the stining lives of significant persons while helping us to reflect on
how each of us conducts our own life. Reading biographies is a rcwarding
enterprise.
Readers of this journal will particularly enjoy Cheryl Foote's essay on
Stephen Austin and dona Maria Gertrudis Barcelo (better known as dona
Tules of New Mexico) as land agent and gambler on the Mexican borderland~.
But one should not restrict reading to one"s regional interests. Jon Hunner's
essay on "Rosie the Riveter," the only mythical person in the book, and
Robert Oppenheimer will certainly transcend any geographical regions, as
will Katherine Aiken's revealing piece on evangelist Aimee Semple
McPherson.
Clearly, Richard Etulain secs this gathering of essays as a new way to
tcaeh the history of the American West. It is unique. I know of no former effort
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to combine Western history with the attraction of biographies of interesting
and important people. However, hccause of this attractive format the book
w111 find a large audience outside the classroom. We enjoy well-written essays
on the lives of other people, and if it can be done in the context of learning of
the broad sweep of Western United States history, then the reader is, indeed.
in for a treat.
Robert W. Righter
Southern Methodist University

Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Transformation of the Supreme Court. Stephen
K. Shaw, William O. Pederson, and Frank J. Williams, editors (M.E.
Sharpe, Inc., Publisher, 80 Business Park Dr., Armonk, NY 105(4) 2004.
Contents. Tables. Biblio. Index. Contributors. P. 271. $58.95. Hardcover.
$22.95. Paperback.
Franklin O. Roosevelt's unsuccessful "Court-packing" scheme in 1937
has been well-documented in constitutional history. This third volume of
essays in the M.E. Sharpe Library of Franklin D. Roosevelt Studie~, however,
aptly examines the larger impact that FDR had on American law and politics
as a result of his contlict with and influence on the United States Supreme
Court. Inspired hy thc "FOR After 50 Years" conference held at Louisiana
State University in 1995, this anthology of ten articles reflects a wide range of
Roosevelt scholarship. Subjects include the clash between the public image
and the inner workings of the Supreme Court, the effects of domestic: polit1cs
on the Court, FDR's significant appointments (Hugo Black. Felix Frankfurter,
and William O. Douglas), and the "uncertain" legacy of the Roosevelt Court.
Two seleet10ns are part1cularly notable. In I1ght of the cuo'ent "culture
wars" and controversy over the role of religion in public life, political scientist Stephen K. Shaw's excellent essay on the Roosevelt Court legacy regarding the First Amcndmcnt jurisprudence of religion is well-worth reading; the
Court's affirmation of the separation of church and state remains a basic principle of constitutional law. Historian Harvey G, Hudspeth evaluates the
"uncertain" legacy of the Roosevelt Court. He argues that the Court repudiated the past by embracing economic liberalism but failed "to leave a clear blueprint for the future" (p. 218). Ideological differences, personal1ty clashes, and
new issues caused the Court to be "just as badly divided in 1947 as it had been
a full decade earlier" (p. 238). Ncvertheless. Hudspeth maintains that the
"persistent and final triumph of economic liberalism" remains "Roosevelt's
legacy in constitutional law" (p. 238).
This anthology, along with other volumes in this series, provides both
general readers and academicians a worthwhile source of recent scholarship
on the Roosevelt presidency.
Mark W. Heasley
Hardin-Simmons University
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John L. O'Sullivan and His Times, Robert D. Sampson (KenL State University
Press, P.O. Box 5190, Kent, OH 44242-0(01) 2003. Contents. Illus.
Notes. Bib. Tndex. P. 304. $38. Hardcover.
At his death from complications of a stroke in 1895, John L. O'Sullivan
was remembered for his efforts to abolish capital punishment in the 1840s, hut
obituaries did not mention his edIting the United States Magazine and
Democratic Review, or the term, "manifest destiny," by which he is best
known today. It was in 1927 that Julius Pratt, a diplomatic hi~torian. traced the
term back to the U. S. Magazine of 1845, and wrote "probably" the author was
O'Sullivan. Tn the 1960s, textbooks attributed the term to O'Sullivan. and
Sampson sees the editor as the sole contributor of manifest destiny materials
in any of 0' Sullivan's publications.
Primarily, Sampson focuses thIs study on O'Sullivan'~ early years while
he edited the Georgetmvn Metropolitan, United States Magazine and
Democratic Review, and the Morning Nell'S. The book cover~ in detail the
intricacies of Ne\v York politics in the 1840s, O'Sullivan's role as a political
go-hetween. and briefly scans his Cuban filibuster operations. The weakness
orthe book is that Sampson devotes ten chapters to the hrst thirty-three years
of 0' Sullivan's life, and in the last twenty pages crams the remaining thirtyeight years of his maniagc, friendships, uses of famous people, conversion to
Catholicism, and obsession with spiritualism. Briefly mentioned are
O'Sullivan's political activities in Portugal during the 18505, an agent for the
Confederacy in the 18605, numerous financial schemes, and that he and his
childless wife survived by selling her New York property. The book contains
many citation errors. For example, the book is based on the dissertation hy
Sheldon H, Harris, "The Public Career of John L. O'Sullivan," yet in the bibliography Nathan 0. Hatch is shown as author, and Harris as author of other
publications. More errors of identification are scattered throughout the book.
Linda S. Hudson
East Texas Baptist University

LiheraJism:\' Last Hurrah: The Presidential Campaign of J964, Gary
Donaldson (M.E. Sharpe. Inc., 80 Business Park Drive, Armonk, NY
105(4) 2003. Contents. Appendix. Notes. BibEo, Index. B&W Photos. P.
376, $34.95. Hardcover.
In the presidential election in 1964. Lyndon Johnson'5 landslide appeared
to herald a continuation of an expanded domestic social agenda that began
with .Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal. Many political analysts and joumalisl~
of the period concluded that the Democrat's social and economic policies
would continue indefinitely. After all. Johnson's popular vote margin over
Republican presidential nominee Barry Goldwater was the largest in
American history. Tn the electoral vote, only Franklin Roosevelt's sweep in
1936 exceeded Johnson's 486 to fifty-two vote margin,
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Historian Gary Donaldson concluded that Johnson's landslide victory
was the beginning of the cnd of the New Deal coalition. The archconservarives who backed Goldwater seized the agenda from the Eastem, so-called
Rockefeller Republicans who had domlnated the party for generations. While
the Vietnam War eroded Johnson's popularity after 1965, the Civil Rights
issue became the true dividing issue in the nation's political body. Goldwater
set the stage for a ne"" generation of Republicans who based their growth on
white voters in the South, West, and Midwest. Concerns over crime. education, the economy, and expansion of the federal government-all linked to the
programs and pohcies to expand civil rights, helped establish the agenda for
the new Republican Party. As Donaldson stated, even though he faded from
the political stage, "Goldwater set the platform for the future of the
Republican Party" (p. 307).
Donaldson provides a thorough examination of this election as the harbinger for the remainder of the twentieth century. He makes extensive use of
primary sources on Johnson, Goldwater, George Wallace, and other major
players during this era. He also provides a strong discussion of Wallace,
whose star rose during the 1960s as resistance to the civil rights movement
increased in states outside of the old Southern Confederacy. Donaldson wisely included discussion of [he role of the media during the election of 1964.
Many historians eredlt television coverage of the Kennedy-Nixon election in
1960 as pivotal in determining the outcome. The election of 1964, without televised presidential debates, was the tIrst presidential election with a media
strategy designed for television. Goldwater spent more on television advertising than Johnson. The Republican campaign attempted to run ads that focused
on ;'race riots, drug dealing and crime"(p. 253). Those never appeared in
]964, but they set the stage for future television attack ads for national and
local candidates.
Gary Donaldson's Liberalism's uu-t Hurrah is a strong, comprehensive
examination and readable account of this critical era in American history.
Patrick Cox
Center for American History

"Origins afthe New South" F(fty Years Later: The Continuing Influence of a
Historical Classic, John B. Boles and Bethany L. Johnson. editors
(Louisiana State University Press, P.O. Box 25053, Baton Rouge, LA
70894-5053) 2003. Contents. Tables. Contributors. P. 308. $62.95.
Hardcover. $24.95. Paperback.

Why read a fifty-year-old work of history, much less a book about that
fifty-year-old book? For one thing. these essays on the continuing influence
of C. Vann Woodward's classic study exhibit the same sprightly prose as the
book on which they comment. For another, the arguments that Woodward
advanced and synthesized remain either accepted dogma or part of an ongo-
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ing dehate. Woodward insisted that the Redeemers who controlled the postReconstruction South were more villains than heroes, These representatives
of the elite convinced the middle and lower classes to follow them into an
alliance with the elite of the industrial Northeast, an alliance that left the South
poorer and worse off. These were ba~ically new men, with new attitudes. It
was this insistence on newness that most remember about OriRins of the New
South. Woodward's Southerners, Texans included, experienced significant
discontinuity In the mid nineteenth century, and by the 1880s new men and
new ways dominated the scene. Woodward also insistcd that the Southern
black experience and white experience were intricately connected. One could
not be considered without the other.
After an able introduction in which Bethany Johnson points out that
Woodward caught thc historiographical wave and synthesized recent scholarship instead of simply creating a new view, the editors present a series of comments and critiques on Orif?ins of the New South.
Organized in the order 1n which they appeared in print, among the most
important of these are Carl V. Harris' article published in 1976 that convincingly demonstrated that Southern congressmen usually voted with western
agrarians instead of Northeastern industriahsts, and James Tice Moore's article published in 1978 that showed considerable continuity in Southern politics. After reflections on his work by Woodward, the book moves into a series
of essays and comments by participants in a symposium at Rice University
held in 2001. Among the most interesting of these is Harold D. Woodman,
"The Political Economy of the New South: Retrospects and Prospects."
Woodman points out that while plantation size and land ownership remained
virtually unchanged from 1850 to 1880, by 1890 a type of neo-plantation had
emerged. This neo-plantation-something found across East Texas---diffcred
in that closely supervised wage labor and sharecroppers provided the muscle
that raised the crops instead of slaves or tenants. This argument, as is often
true of critiques of Woodward, modifies and refines his basic point about discontinuity in the South, but leaves the rough outline of what he said fifty years
ago intact. Thus, Woodward's work continues to be relevant while most history books of that age gather dust.
Walter L. Buenger
Texas A&M University
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